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Industrial College
Rock Hill, s. C.
// in the coming years this little study of
Winthrop lights and shadows shall bring to mind
the happy days, hallowed and mellowed by time;
if it becomes the means of bridging the gap
between the years, and making sweet all memory,
thus forming the magic key to open up the
door of long ago ; surely this, the result of our
humble efforts, shall not be altogether in vain.
4. 4,
BOOK I— The College
4,
BOOK II— The Classes
BOOK III— The Organizations
BOOK IV—Literary
BOOK V— Clubs
DEDICATION
To
Senator Benjamin Ryan Tillman
in whom Winthrop
has always found a staunch and loyal friend,
we, the Staff of Nineteen-Sixteen
do dedicate this Volume of
The Tatler
BENJAMIN RYAN TIT.LMAN
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To her whose spirit of a service true, that lives
Not in the closed walls of musty bricks
And inane blocks of stone, nor in between
The leaves of books so precious kept from
Touch of spoiling hands, but rather walking 'mong
The darkened places bringing light; upon the saddened
Shedding hope and faith of better times — to this
Undaunted spirit of our Alma Mater, dear,
We pledge our love and loyalty.
— K. W.
D[ ]n
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"THE TREES WERE GAZING UP INTO THE SKY,
THEIR BARE ARMS STRETCHED IN PRAy'r FOR THE SNOWS"
THf STRUCTTj'RE breathes BOTH NOBILITY AND DIGNITY'
5
"ai,i, soads lead to its kindly rendezvous"
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THE WOOnS ARE AN EVER-NEW DEETGHT^
THEY GIVE US PEACE, AND MAKE US STRONG"
Here's to the one known in the literary world
As David Bancroft Johnson, A.M., B.A., LL.D.; President of N. E. A.:
Here's to the one known by the Legislators
As D. B. Johnson, President of fVinthrofi Normal and Industrial College:
Here's to the one known to the Faculty
As the '' President:"
Here's to the one known to the matrons
As ''Mr. Johnson:"
Here's to the one known to those who love him most
As " Debe," our Foster-father.
-M. C. H.
Page sixteen
D. B. Johnson
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ynordty
D. B. JOHNSON, A. B., A. M., LI.. D., President
University of Tennessee; South Carolina College
J. W. THOMPSON, A.B.
Erskine College
Pedagogy and Ethics
J. THOMPSON BROWN, A. B., M. A.
University of Virginia
English Language and Literature
E. C. COKER, B.A.
University of Virginia
Mathematics, Physics, and Astronomy
ROY Z. THOMAS, A.B, A.M., Ph.D.
Western Maryland College ; West Lafayette College ; Student at Johns Hopkins University
Natural Sciences
JAMES ELLIOTT WALMSLEY, A. B., A.M., Ph.D.
Randolph-Macon College ; Illinois Wesleyan University ; Student at University of Chicago
History and Political Science
ORVILLE G. BRIM, B. S., B. Ped., M. A.
Valparaiso University ; Harvard ; Columbia University
Psychology and Education
CHARLES R. WEEKS, B. Ed., B. S.
Nebraska State Normal ; University of Nebraska ; Iowa Agricultural College
Agriculture
HENRY D. GUELICH, A. B., Mus. B., Mus. Doc.
Northwestern College; Grand Conservatory of Music, New York; Virgil Clavier School;
Harvard University
Director of Music
WILLIS D. MAGGINIS, A. B., A.M.
Tri-State College, Indiana ; Teachers' College, Columbia University
Professor of Observation and Practice
MISS NETTIE WYSOR, A.B.
Hollins Institute ; University of Chicago
Latin
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MISS ALICE M. MOUDY, A. B.
University of Wyoming ; University of Berlin ; University of Geneva ; Sorbonne, University
of Paris, France ; Diploma, Alliance Francaise, Paris : Diploma Yersin School,
Paris ; Summer Session of University of Chicago, University of
California, and Columbia University
Modern Languages
MISS SARA A. SPENCER, D. E., B. O.
Toronto Normal College ; National School of Oratory ; Summer Session of University of
Chicago, and Harvard University
Reading and Expression
MISS ANNIE VREDENBURGH DUNN
Teachers' College, Columbia University
Freehand and Industrial Drazving, and Arf
MISS GERTRUDE C. DUNTZ
Mechanics Institute, Rochester, N. Y.
Domestic Art
MISS EVA R. HUGHES
Memminger Normal School ; Drexel Institute, Philadelphia ; National Shorthand Reporters'
Association ; Rochester Business Institute ; Summer Session University of
Pennsylvania, and Columbia University
Stenography, Typewriting, and Bookkeeping
MISS MARY BLAND McGOWAN, A. B.
Chicora College ; Oread Institute ; Converse College ; Teachers' College, Columbia
University
Domestic Science
MISS MARY FRANCES WICKLIFFE, A. B.
Due West Female College ; Teachers' College, Columbia University ; Summer Session of
University of Tennessee, and Bradley Polytechnic Institute
Manual Training
MISS ALPHA RASOR, L. I., B. S., M. S.
Peabody College; University of Nashville; University of California
Biology
MRS. HETTY S. BROWNE
Winthrop Normal and Industrial College ; Summer Session of University of Chicago, and
Cornell University
Principal Farm School
MISS RUTH E. POTWINE
Mount Holyoke College ; New Haven School of Gymnastics ; New York Medical College
for Women
Physical Training, and Director of Outdoor Exercise
MISS IDA J. DACUS
Drexel Institute
Library Methods
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MISS SARAH WITHERS, L. I.
Winthrop Training School ; Teachers' College, Columbia University
Primary Methods
MISS MINNIE MACFEAT, L.I.
Winthrop Training School for Teachers
Kindergarten
MISS MARY E. FRAYSER, B. S.
Teachers' College, Columbia University; Summer Session of University of Chicago
Home Eeonoinics, Extension Work in Mill and Rural Districts
MISS EDITH LANDER PARROTT, A. B., B. S.
Winthrop College; Teachers' College, Columbia University
State Agent Home Demonstration Work in Co-operation with the United States Depart-
ment of Agricultnre
Asslstaists
W. RUSSELL WHITFIELD
Nebraska State Normal School
Agriculture
CHAS. C. CLEVELAND, B. S.A.
LIniversity of Maine
Poultry, in Co-operation zvith United States Department of Agriculture
MISS MARY G. POPE, L.I.
Greenville Female College; Winthrop Normal College; Summer Session of Cornell
University
Mathematics
MISS NANNIE ISABEL BOGGS, A. B.
Chicora College; Western College for Women, Ohio
Mathematics
MISS FANNIE B. BECKMANN
Mathematics
MISS PENELOPE McDUFFlE, B. S., M. A.
Vanderbilt University; University of South Carolina; Columbia University
Latin, History
MISS ALICE VIRGINIA WILSON, B. S.
North Carolina State Normal and Industrial College ; Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Biology
MISS MARY FLINN DICKSON
Radclilife College; University of North Carolina; Columbia University
English
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MISS JANE B. E. BROWN, A. B.
Hollins Institute ; George Washington University ; Nortli Carolina University
;
Columbia University
English
MISS LOUISE A. WILSON, A. B., A. M.
Winthrop College; University of North Carolina; Smith College, Massachusetts
English
MISS MINNIE CLARE YARBOROUGH, A. B, A. M.
University of South Carolina ; Columlna University
English
MISS ANNIE D. JONES, A. B., A. M.
Newberry College, South Carolina; Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.
History
MISS SARAH MARGARET RITTER, A. B.
Indiana University ; University of Chicago
Psychology and Education
MISS MARION BROADUS SATTERWHITE, A. B.
Limestone College ; Summer Session of Teachers' College, Columbia University
Freehand and Industrial Draicing. and Art
MISS SARAH GILMAN
Georgia Normal and Industrial College ; Summer Session of Teachers' College,
Columbia University
Domestic Art
MISS HAZEL ZIMMERMAN
Mechanics' Institute, Rochester, N. Y.
Domestic Art
MISS MARY LOUISE PORTER, Ph. B.
University of Chicago ; Summer Session Harvard University ; Oxford, England ; Alliance
Francaise, Paris
Modern Languages
MISS FLORRIE W. BATES, A. B.
Winthrop College; Guilde Internationale and Sorbonne, University of Paris, France;
Summer Session of Columbia University, and University of Michigan
Modern Languages
MISS LILLIAN SNELGROVE, A. B.
Winthrop College ; Student in Columljia LTniversity
Domestic Science
MISS ANNA PORTER BOYERS
Peabody Normal ; University of Tennessee ; Summer Session University of Chicago
Domestic Science
MISS ETHELFLEDA STEELE, A. B.
Winthrop Normal and Industrial College ; Teachers' College, Columbia University
Manual Training, and Art
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MISS MARY KOLB
Georgia Normal and Industrial College, Milledgeville, Ga. ; Teachers' College, Columbia
University
Physical Training
MISS LOUISE SIDDALL, A. B.
National Conservatory, New York, N. Y. ; Trained in Garcia Methods by Mme. Von
Klenner, New York ; Pupil of Sebriglia and Oscar Saenger
Special Voice
MISS GRACE COVEY
Ithaca Conservatory of Music ; Cornell University
Voice
MISS PAWNEE JONES, A. B.
Winthrop Normal and Industrial College of South Carolina
Piano
MISS E. C. SCHUTT
St. Mary's, N. C; Pupil of A. K. Virgil, New York; Amy Fay, Chicago; Cincinnati Music
School ; Boston Conservatory
Piano
MISS ERMINE WIELFONG, A. B.
Winthrop Normal and Industrial College of South Carolina
Piano
MISS NANCY G. CAMPBEEL
Ohio Wesleyan School of Music; New England Conservatory
Piano, Pipe Organ, and Theory of Music
MISS AMY L. WARD
New England Conservatory
Piano, and Theory of Music
MISS ETTA M. BELL, A. B.
Virginia Christian College ; Peabody Conservatory
Piano
MISS ALMA KATHERINE ADDY, Mus. G.
Cox College ; Northwestern University School of Music
Piano
MISS PATTIE SOUTHALL, B. L.
Loulie Compton Seminary ; Cincinnati Conservatory of Music
Piano
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P;vynlcy
WILLIS D. MAGGINIS
Siipcriiitciidciit
MISS SARAH WITHERS
Principal
MISS SARAH I. GRANT
Winthrop Training School for Teachers
Instructor
MISS A. WINTON PARKS
Winthrop Training School for Teachers
Instructor
MISS LEILA A. RUSSELL
Winthrop Training School for Teachers
Instructor
MISS MARVIN A. QUATTLEBAUM
Winthrop Training School for Teachers
Instructor
MISS RIARY H. BURRIS
State Normal School, Platteville, Wis. ; St. Clara College ; University of Chicago
Instructor
MISS ERNESTINE LOCKETT, Ph. B.
University of Chicago
Instructor
MISS FRANCES A. SHAMBAUGH, Ph. B., M. Di.
University of Chicago; Iowa State Teachers' College
Instrtictor
MISS EILEENE YOUNG, A. B.,A. M.
Winthrop College
Instructor
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D. B. JOHNSON
President
MISS SARA REY MARCUM
Secretary to the President
MISS PINCKNEY LEE ESTES
Bookkeeper
MISS CAROLINE P. MEANS
Registrar and Recorder
MRS. LILY McK. RICHARDS
Senior Matron
MRS. LILY SHUMATE
Junior Matron
MRS. ANNIE W. EUNKHOUSER
Jnnior Matron
MRS. MARY PHELPS WALKER
Junior Matron
DR. CATHERINE N. MUNROE
Resident Physician
MRS. VIRGINIA T. BELL
Housekeeper
MISS KATE HILLES BOYD
Y. W. C. A. Secretary
MISS JULIA CROSSLAND
Assistant Housekeeper
MISS MYRTLE YORK
Assistant Plousekeeper
MISS MINNIE M. PARKER
A ssistan t Ma tron
MISS AIMEE PARKER
Assistant Matron
MRS. ADA B. O'BRYAN
Assistant Matron
MISS IDA J. DACUS
Librarian
MISS CLARA LOUISE VOIGT
Assistant Librarian
MISS EMILY N. SMITH
Stenographer
MISS GEORGIA EDWARDS
Stenographer
MRS. JULIA A. SIMS
Postmistress and Supply Room Keeper
MISS CORNELIA SMITH
Night Matron
MRS. JENNIE D. CARROLL
Matron Main Building
MISS IDA ELROD
Trained Nurse
CLEM GORDAN
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds,
and Marshal
WILLIAM A. GOODMAN
Engineer
L. P. GULP
Assistant Engineer
W. H. POAG
Superintendent of Laundry
J. M. WHISENANT
Superintendent of Farm
J. H. B. JENKINS
Night Watchman
E. A. KIMBALL
I^oultrynian
P. H. NORR/IAN
Gardener
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THE TATlUR board
M^ f*> f*»
Kate V. Wofford^ 'i6 .........Bditor-in-Chief
Mary C. Haynsworth^ 'i6 ..Business Manager
Nell R. Hines^ 'i6 ....Assistant Business Manager
Esther Bauer, 'i6.. Chief Art Editor
Lucy Wilson_, '17 Assistant Business Manager
EvLYN Brown, '16.. Assistant Editor
Gladys Buckner, '16.
.^
Assistant Editor
Margaret Walmsley, '17... ..Assistant Editor
Lucretia Baker, '18... Assistant Editor
Mary D. Sullivan, '19 Assistant Editor
Bessie Hood, Special Assistant Editor
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GIVEN FOR THE BENEFIT OF CERTAIN CURIOUS ONES, WITH
WHOM WINTHROP IS PLENTIFULLY BLESSED
Receipts
From Memory Books
, $1,000.00
Advertising ( ?) 2,500.00
Fools' Money (circus) 500.00
Bribes from vain Seniors 3,000.15
From Pork Barrel of Faculty .10
Mary C. Haynsworth (Advertising
—
personal) 3.75
Total $7,004.75
*
Disbursements
To Tatler Staff (treatment for nervous prostration) $1,000.00
Hush Money .10
Liniment .-- 500.75
Getting out Book 3,000.00
Stamps for Business Manager 2,500.00
To Art Editor, for Personal 3.75
To Editor-in-Chief (in payment of fight against slander)
.15
$7,004.75
PI 0= '
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T© Oar Jessamine
/^^^^^ O THUB, to Thee, I sing my song,
A j| To Thee, Our Jessamine Flozver,
To Thee, the one among the throng,
I sing to Thee, this Jiour.
Full many a storm hath seen Tliee blozv,
Full ma>iy a zvind a>id shoxver
Hath bent the wings of their zvild gusts
To shield Thee, Jessamine Flozver.
And Thou, in thy deep and zvild delight
Of calm and storm and shozi'er.
Hath never shozvn more glorious light
Than in this tritmiphant hour.
Hail! all Hail! to you, gold Flozver, •
As in the days of old!
Hail! all hail! zve sine/ this hour
To yon tall liead of gold.
—Rachel Dees, 'i6
ID
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MKi^SS^m-OtWIMIMM
Margaret Joe and Mary Amelia Magginis
senior mascots
DC ID
Page thirty
Motto: "To thine ozvii self be true"
Flower : Yellow Jessamine
Colors : Black and Gold
OFFICERS
Mabel Booth ..,...--,.„..—,
—
...^.„....,.^.,President,
Alexina Atkins — - Jlce-President
Susan Cower Secretary
Margaret Shaw — — Treasurer
nc ID
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Lelia Gertrude Abrams,
greenville, s. c.
A. B.
Member of Wade Hampton L,it-
erary Society, Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, Hiking Club.
Frances AllEn, A, B.
,
DILLON, s. c.
Member of Wade Hampton Lit-
erary Society, United Daughters of
the Confederacy, Y. W. C. A.,
Dillon County Club, Athletic Asso-
ciation, Hiking Club.
'/ ought to have my ozvu ivay in everything
And, what's more, I zvill, too." "And listened like a three-years' child.'
LELIA GERTRUDE
ABRAMS, with LELIA
cut away
;
For we know her as plain
GERTRUDE in our
school life every day.
Full tall she is, and keeps
her head always among
the stars,
And sometimes we'd just
like to know if she is
wanting Mars.
Quiet, gentle, coy, demure.
Heart of gold and soul as
pure
:
FRANCES is the children's
friend,
Sweet and patient to the
end.
V
IMerlee Armstrong, A. B.
FOUNTAIN INN, S. C.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, Training" School Asso-
ciation 'i6, Curry Literary Society,
Rural School Improvement Asso-
ciation, Do-R-DI Club 'i6 ; Hiking
Club 'i6.
'She knows her ozvn mind, and so do zve"
Jessie Armstrong, A. B.
BARNWEil,, s. c.
Treas. of U. D. C. 'i6; Vice-Pres.
Rural School Improvement Asso-
ciation ; Chairman of Supervisory
Committee, Student Government
Association ; President Barnwell
County Club ; Delegate to Blue
Ridge Conference ; Chairman
Scenery Com., Operetta '15; Sec'y-Treas.
"Senior Prep"; Pres. S 16 S ; Member Curry
Literary Society, Choral Society, Athletic As-
sociation, Rural School Improvement Associa-
tion, Hiking Club, Correspondence Club, Cam-
paign Committee Y. W. C. A., Orientals.
"And if any painter drezv her
He ivoiild paint her unazvare
With a halo 'round her head."
MERLEE, full of history
facts,- and stuffed with
history lore
Can tell you things that
are to be, that have never
been before.
Beside a red-hot temper
that puts a plan right
through
—
With all these characteris-
tics, vih.^t is it she can't
do?
Take two pounds of good-
ness and sweetness, and
mix them well and fine
With five pounds of artis-
tic notions of the musi-
cians' kind
;
Then chop in a good deal
of patience ; to balance
the artist, you see.
These things do well, and
you will there have our
own dear JESSIE C.
AlUxina Atkins, A. B.
DANlELSVILLi;, GA.
Vice-President Class 't4-'i6; Vice-
President Y. W. C. A. '16; Chair-
man Bible Study Committee, '15;
Chairman Association News Com-
mittee '16; Member of Senior Vars-
ity, Athletic Association, Tennis
Club, S 16 S, Executive Committee
Curry Literary Society, Y. W. C. A.
School Improvement Association.
Rural
'They arc never alone wJio arc accoiiipanied
ivith noble thoughts"
Esther Washburn Bauer, A. B.
COLUMBIA, s. c.
Tati,er Staff 'i3-'i4, 'i4-'i5, '15-
'16; Art Editor TaTlUr '16; Censor
Wade Hampton Literary Society
'i4-'i5; Executive Committee Wade
Hampton Literary Society 'i5-'i6;
President Wade Hampton Literary
Society Third Term 'i5-'i6; Presi-
dent Hn Club 'i3-'i6; President KE Club
'iS-'i6; Member of Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, Wade Hampton Literary Society,
Thalia German Club; KE Club.
"But who can paint
Like Nature? Can imagination boast
Amid its gay creations hues like hers?"
"AZUREA," with her
pranks that do you good
to see,
Busy as the day is long,
but happy as can be.
Working for Y. W., or
laboring for the Class
;
And the beauty of her
working is, that it always
lasts.
ESTHER is an artist with
fingers full of skill,
And every day she paints
away with all her might
and will.
Dancing too with skill and
beauty and a gi-ace
;
Beside these charms the
gods gave her a very
pretty face.
Sadie Ban, A. B.
EOCK HILL, S. C.
Member of Curry Literary So-
ciety, Y. W. C. A., Athletic Asso-
ciation, Senior Sub Club.
Grace Black, A. B.
CHE.STER, s. c.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Winthrop
Literary Society, Hiking Club D. R.
F. Club.
"Or light or dark, or short or tall,
She sets a spring to snare them all;
All's one to her—above her fan,
She'd make sweet eyes at Caliban."
'Tis wiser to be good than bad;
'Tis safer to be meek than fierce.
A strong, good - natured
thing, and fair.
With never a thought of
work or care
—
The world does come, I'iC
world does go
;
What need is there to
worry so?
A long-distinguished mem-
ber of the Girls of
Dining-Land,
A faithful, loyal meml:ier of
that faithful, loyal band
;
Beside possessing courage,
for which these things do
call,
In all the acts of goodness
our GRACIE leads them
all.
Sophie Springs Bi,ack, A. B.
ROCK HILL, S. C.
Member of Curry Literary So-
ciety, Senior Sub Club.
'O, Life! Thou art a galling load,
Along a rough and weary road,
To zvretches such as I."
CHARLOTTt; PORCHER BlOOD, A. B.
MULBERRY, ELA.
Recording Secretary Winthrop
Literary Society '15; Member of Y.
W. C. A., Winthrop Literary So-
ciety, Athletic Association, Hiking
Club, sex Club, Sweet Sixteen
Club, T. T. Club; Candidate for
MRS Degree Club.
'In thy humor, whether grand or mellow.
Thou 'rt such a touchy, testy, pleasant felloiv,
Hast so much zvit and merit and spleen about
thee,
There is no living zvith thee or zvithout thee."
Full many a day she
labored over French and
over "Psy,"
And when she could not
get them, right down
she'd drop and cry
;
Now, all the laborings
over, the whole long race
is run.
And SOPHIE is one thank-
ful girl that this one
thing is done.
CHARLOTTE hails from
Florida, a pretty maid is
she,
And we're mighty glad she
came a Winthrop girl to
be;
And on our part, we hope
she likes us, too;
For we've found in her
always a friend that's
staunch and true.
Annie Boggs, A. B.
LIBERTY, s. c.
Member of Wintrop Literary So-
ciety, Athletic Association, Y. W.
C. A., Rural School Improvement
Association, Pickens Coimty Club.
Annie Lee Boggs, A. B.
PENDI.ETON, s. c.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Curry
Literary Society, Athletic Associa-
tion, Training School Athletic Asso-
ciation, Rural School Improvement
Association, Correspondence Club
'i5-'i6, Hiking Club.
"Oh that this too, too solid flesh zvoiild melt,
Thaw, and resolve itself into a dezv!"
"I feel within me
A peace above all earthy dignities,
A still and quiet conscience"
ANNIE'S like unto the
place that she tells us is
her home
;
For liberty is what she
likes, and she has much
to loan.
She has the strength to
force this point, and we
say to you beware
;
For though MISS BOGGS
is meek to see, we warn
you to have care.
When we think of ANNIE
LEE, we think of some-
thing nice
;
She's quiet enough and
bright enough to get the
sort of spice
You need when everything
goes wrong, and it's
pouring rain outside
;
She went through Train-
ing School all smiles, and
you know she has been
tried.
MabBi, Claire; Booth, A. B.
SUMTER, S. C.
President of Class 'i2-'i3, 'i3-'i4,
'i4-'i5, 'i5-'i6; Senior Varsity Bas-
ket-Bail Team ; Member Executive
Committee Wade Hampton Literary
Society Second and Third Terms
'i5-'i6; Member of Wade Hampton
Lkerary Society, Y. W. C. A., Ath-
letic Association, Hiking Club, Rural School
Improvement Association, S. J. W. 'i6, K E
Club.
"And rank for her meant duty, various,
Yet equal in its zvortli done worthily"
Gb.nEviEvE Boyd, A. B.
SUMTER, s. C.
Reporter Wade Hampton Literary
Society '13; Literary Editor Journal
'i4-'i5 ; Business Manager Journal
'iS-'i6 ; Member of Wade Hampton
Literary Society, Y. W. C. A..
Athletic Association, 2 T Club.
"Dear creature! You'd swear
When her delicate feet to the dance tzvinkle
'round.
That her steps are of light, that her home is
the air.
And she only par complaisance touches the
ground"
This lady standing here,MABEL CLAIRE
BOOTH,
Is indeed a splendid one,
and- a leader too, for-
sooth,
Of the grandest and the
greatest Class—who else
but old Sixteen?
And in Domestic Science
she plays the part of
queen.
"GEN" is our own Class
baby—if not in age, in
ways
;
And we all give her the
petting that a baby wants
these days;
But if you'd see her danc-
ing, then we'd have to
warn,
For then she creeps not in
your heart, but takes it
all by storm.
V
EvBi:<i>;ne; Norreli< Brown, A. B.
HONEA PATH, S. C.
Literary Editor TatlER 'i6; Ex-
change Editor Wintbrof Weekly
News 'i6 ; Member of Curry Literary
Society, Y. W. C. A., Athletic Asso-
ciation, Senior Sub Club, Hiking
Club, Rural School Improvement As-
sociation.
LiLCiAN Brown, A. B.
MARION, s. c.
Censor Wade Hampton Literary
Society '14; Literary Critic Wade
Hampton Literary Society ; Treas-
urer Wade Hampton Literary So-
ciety '15 -'16; Commencement
Speaker Wade Hampton Literarj
Society '16; President Winthrop
Summer School Y. W. C. A. '15 ; Member of Y.
W. C. A., Wade Hampton Literary Society,
Choral Society, Athletic Association, Hiking-
Club, Marion County Club, Junior Club '15.
"She reasoned without plodding long,
And never gave her judgment wrong" "I am the very pink of courtesy"
concerning
which her
Sing a song of EVELENE,
of her heart and her
head
;
Sing a song
grace with
path is tread
Sing a song
sense, and
arguing trick;
Sing a song about the men,
on which she's sure to
kick.
about
about
her
her
public speaker,
the speaker's
LILLIAN,
with all
ease.
Or busy writing history
notes, our Walmsley then
to please;
And many other things of
note this maid can also
do-
Just ask her though about
them, and she'll tell them
all to you.
Gi,ADYS Morgan Buckner, A. B.
FAIRFAX, S. C.
Literary Editor TatlEr 'i6 ; Mem-
ber Curry Literary Society, Rural
School Improvement Association,
Athletic Association, Hiking Club,
Correspondence Club 'i5-'i6, Barn-
well County Club, Local Color Club.
Mfda LaFountaine Byrd, A. B.
GREFjt, s. c.
Member of Winthrop Literary So-
ciety, United Daughters of the Con-
federacy, Rural School Improvement
Association, Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, Scrub Basket-Bail Team,
Pickens County Club, Greer Dozen,
Senior Sub Club.
''I never knew so young a body with so old a
head"
"My mind to me a kingdom is,
Such perfect joy therein I find"
A vision-seeing maid is
slie, and dreams the
whole day long,
And turns her dreams to
stories or the beauty of
a song
;
And GLADYS is this maid-
en's name
—
Some day she'll make it
known by fame.
A fiirt, a wit, Miss MEDA
S'oes,
And cares not for the wind
that blows;
For if it bring the rain and
storm,
She shrugs, and says,
"Why be forlorn?"
V
Alice; Cannnon, A. B.
NEWBERRY, S. C.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Winthrop
Literary Society, Athletic Associa-
tion, Hiking Club, D. R. G. Club,
Rural School Improvement Associa-
tion, Newberry County Club.
Club
NEi,i,iii Louise Carter, A. B.
DARLINGTON, S. C.
Assistant Business Manager
Winthrop Journal '15; Vice-Pres-
ident Correspondence Club '16;
Member of Y. W. C. A. Cabinet '16,
Winthrop Literary Society, Rural
School Improvement Association,
Athletic Association, Correspondence
'i4-'i6, SAT Club, Sweet Sixteen.
"She doth as far exceed
These zvomcn nowadays,
As doth the flower the weed—
And 711 ore, a thousand zvays"
'She docth the little kindnesses
Which most leave undone or despise"
"LALLIE" is a doctor,
though she doesn't know
the fact.
For she can cure a case of
blues with utmost skill
and tact
;
She does it by just keeping
quiet, and smiles, and
gives advice
;
And if you do not take,
why, then she gives it
twice.
NELLIE LOUISE CAR-
TLER is the way she
signs her name
;
But we know her as plain
NELL, and like her just
the same
;
For she is very likable
—
she is so good and kind
;
And you would hunt for
many days a better girl
to find.
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Annie Catheeinb; Caughman, A. B. | Q I
LEXINGTON, S. C.
Member of Currj' Literary Society,
Y. W. C. A., Athletic Association,
Hiking Club, Pennant Club, Lucky
Thirteen, Lexington County Club.
msmmn
Mariic Causi^ey, a. B.
sumter, s. c.
President Rural School Improve-
ment Association First Term 'i6;
Senior Athletic Representative 'i6;
Corresponding Secretary Curry
Literary Society 'i6; Associate Art
Editor Tatler 'i4-'iS-'i6; Member of
Curry Literary Society, Y. W. C. A.,
Presidents' Club, Senior Varsity, Mandolin
and Guitar Club, Athletic Association, Rural
School Improvement Association, Hiking
Club.
"Give me the ocular proof" "She has occasional flashes of silence"
ANNIE is the faitliful one,
is never behind the time;
She has notebooks neat,
and somehow just the
very kind
That teachers love ; and
everything of hers is
always in its place
—
For everywhere this lady
poes she leaves the same
neat trace.
MARIE, little chatterbox,
does use her talk up well
In bossing of the R. S. I.,
and also tries to tell
Her thoughts upon a thou-
sand things, and a thou-
sand ideas too;
Yet not content with talk-
ing them, she paints
them out for you.
>
ISABe.L CHAPPfiLL, A. B.
LYKEStAND, S. C.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Wade
Hampton Literary Society, United
Daughters of the Confederacy, Rural
School Improvement Association,
Athletic Association, Hiking Club,
Ha-Ha Club, The Strugglers.
Leah Chappei,!,, A. B.
JENKINSVILLEj S. C.
Vice-President of Wade Hampton
Literary Society 'iS-'i6; Member of
The Y. W. C. A., The Wade Hamp-
ton Literary Society 'i2-'i6. The
Athletic Association 'i4-'i6, T. T.
Club 'i2-'i6, KE Club '14-16, HH
Club 'i4-'i6.
'She takes me prisoner zvith her tongue''
"Knoivledgc is
Bought only with a weary care,
And zvisdoni means a zvorld of pain'
Much talk of things she
cannot know a single
thing about
;
And just let her start a-
going, and she starts
things all arout
;
But she's altogether nice
enough and pleasant to
behold
;
But the nicest thing about
her we haven't even told.
LEAH is a faithful soul;
the life she lives each day
Is a living sermon of the
fact that it will pay.
In marks and in the confi-
dence that is given 'long
the way
Both by teachers and by
students, Is not that
enough to say?
Mary Evelyn Cloud, A. B.
ROCK HILL, s. c.
Member of Athletic Association,
Town Girls' Y. W. C, A., Senior
Prep Club.
Vera Mildred CorlEy, A. B.
LEXINGTON, S. C.
Member of Athletic Association
'i4-'i6, Y. W. C. A. 'i2-'i6, Curry
Literary Society 'i2-'i6, Rural School
Improvement Association 'i2-'i3,
Correspondence Club 'i3-'i6, Pen-
nant Club 'i2-'i3, Lucky Thirteen
'i5-'i6.
'Though last, not least in love"
'Tis beauty truly blent, whose red and zvhite
Nature's ozvn siveet and cunning hand laid
on"
^
Like the last part of her
name, she keeps so far
away
From the jolly pushing
hurry of our school-life
every day,
1 nat we scarcely more than
see her ; but we like her
thouRh, just fine
—
From all we gather of her
ways, she's quiet, good,
and kind.
FLIGHTY VERA — bless
her heart ! never knows
her mind
;
Is always getting into class
one minute just behind;
The swifter ones will hasten
on, and hurrying pass her
by,
While our dear -VERA still
is standing a-wondering
how and why.
Sara Craig, A. B.
CHESTER, s. c.
President Wade Hampton Liter-
ary Society First Term 'i6; Censor
Wade Hampton Literary Society
'14; Reporter Wade Hampton Liter-
ary Society '15; College Marshal '14-
'15; Secretary Hiking Club; Member
of Wade Hampton Literary Society,
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, Choral Society, Athletic
Association, Junior Club, Senior Jaw Work-
ers, Senior Hockey Team.
Mary Hope Crawford, A. B.
ROCK HILL, S. C.
Member of Curry Literary Society,
K E Club, II n Club, Athletic As-
association. Town Girls' Y. W. C. A.
'/ held it ever,
Virtue and knowledge zvere endowments
greater
Than nobleness and riches"
'Why should she stitdv, and make herself
sad?"
SARA is our merchant-
man, and her coffers
jingle change.
For over the Y. W. store
she has a full, wide
range
;
She has also been taught
dignity — a very good
thing, too;
By vi'earing a society gown,
to learn the whole thing
through.
Of MARY, tiny lassie, we
wish we could know
more
;
Yet it has not been all our
fault—she's always shut
the door
Between herself and us,
who stood so eager to
solve doubt,
If she truly had more
sweetness than we really
knew about.
lyUCiA Gertrude Croft, A. B.
CfPRGETOWN, S. C.
Member of Wade Hampton Liter-
ary Society, Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, Hiking Club.
Hazel Crowther, A. B.
ANTREVIELE, S. C.
Member of Curry Literary Society,
Y. W. C. A., Rural School Improve-
ment Association, Athletic Associa-
tion, Hiking Club.
'Her voice ivas ever soft,
Gentle, and low—an excellent thing
woman"
"Rare compound of oddity, frolic, and fun.
Who relished a joke, and rejoiced in a pun"
If you want to see someone
who swallows all you tell.
And never thinks of saying
that you did not say it
well,
Just hunt our old friend
GERTRUDE, and she
will suit you fine;
For she really does these
things, and is just that
quiet kind.
Red of hair, and blue of eye,
she laughs all through the
day,
And somehow scatters
smiles of hers along the
whole bright way.
Of course there's plenty of
fun to see, and plenty of
things to do ;
But best of all, it seems to
me, she points them out
to J'OU.
Emma Winona Davis, A. B.
SALTERS, S. C.
Corresponding Secretary Curry
Literary Society Third Term 'i6;
Member of Curry Literary Society,
Y. W. C. A., Hiking Club, Athletic
Association.
Rachel Dees, A. B.
BENNETTSVILEE, S. C.
Historian Senior Class ; Member of
Wade Hampton Literary Society, Y.
W. C. A., Athletic Association,
Choral Society, Hiking Club.
''Life is real, life is earnest"
'This happy creature, of herself
Is all-sufficient ; solitude to her
Is blithe society"
WINNIE is a peaceful soul,
and loves all quiet ways
;
Her voice is soft enough to
keep us wondering what
she says
;
Yet, with all her quietness,
an efficient lass is she.
And well up in Education,
and as smart as she can
be.
She composes lines of poetry
that make you envy so
;
And when she plays the old
piano, you want at once
to go
And dance the sprightly
dances that we have to
take in Gym ;
But if you want to see htr
shine, just let her talk of
Him.
Meta DeLoachi;, a. B.
camden, s. c.
Editor-in-Chief Winthrop Journal
'i6; Member of Y. W. C. A., Win-
throp Literary Society, Senior Var-
sity, T. T. Chib, Athletic Asso-
ciation, Hiking Club.
Catherine deTeevillE, A. B.
WALTERBORO, S. C.
Chairman Mission Study Commit-
tee Y. W. C. A. Cabinet 'i5-'i6; Sec-
retary Y. W. C. A. 'i6; Inter-Society
Debater ; Member Freshman Club
'i6, Tennis Club '14, Athletic Associ-
ation, Curry Literary Society, Y. W.
C. A., Hiking Club, Senior Varsity,
AAe Club 'i4-'i6.
"The unhappy man who once has trailed a pen
Lives not to please himself, but other men,
Is always drudging, zvastes his life and blood,
Yet only eats and drinks zvhat you think
good" 'Toiling Time pants after her in vain"
Sitting in an easy chair, that
editors oft take
—
In their imagination (it
usually is a fake) ;
Yet this is where our META
sits, and thinks of things
to write
That fill our Winthrop Jour-
nal with gems of pure de-
light.
"DET" is such a funny
thing, she keeps us in a
roar,
To learn and see what she'll
do next that's funnier than
before
;
She is an earnest worker for
our Y. W. C. A.,
And she goes about this
work in the same good-
natured way.
Rosamond Stucky Dixon^ A. B.
BISHOPVII,I,E, s. c.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, Winthrop Literary So-
ciety, United Daughters of the Con-
federacy, Rural School Improvement
Association, Hiking Club, Kodak
Club, L,ee's Regiment.
IMalhi, Hloisi; Donald, A. B.
ROCK HILL, s. c.
Member of Curry Literary Society,
Choral Society, Bishopville Dozen,
Lee County Club.
'Yoic pine, you languish, love to be alone;
Think much, speak little, and in speaking
sigh."
"True merit is like a river; the deeper it is,
the less noise it makes."
Reserved and quiet, a little
cool, and we do not know
her well
;
But those who do, seem
never tired her virtues all
to tell;
The very best sort of a
friend, one through thick
and thin,
And one that stays right
near to you when luck is
out and in.
Maid of the D.-R. faculty,
a kindly soul is she
;
And just because she's suf-
fered so, we hope her life
will be
One rosy day of pleasures,
with no sorrows that can
fall
;
For MAUDE has served her
troubled time in the dreary
dining-hall.
Amkii A AhKTLE Douglas, A. B.
CHESTERFIELD, S. C.
College Marshal 'i5-'i6: Assistant
Manager Hockey Team 'i6; Captain
Hockey Team 'i6; Member of Win-
thop Literary Society, .Y. W. C. A.,
Athletic Association, Hiking Chib,
United Daughters of the Confeder-
acy ; 2 A T Club, Tea Tribe, Senior
Prep., Sisters' Club.
Margaret Martina DoylE, A. B.
GEORGETOWN, S. C.
President of Winthrop Literary
Society First Term 'i6; Warden of
Winthrop Literary Society '13; House
President of North Dormitory '14-
'15; Member of The Winthrop Lit-
erary Society, Athletic Association,
Hiking Club ; H n Club, T 2 A Club.
'There's language in Iter eye, her cheek, her
lip;
Noy, her foot speaks."
"She is beautiful, and therefore to be ivooed;
She is a ivoman, therefore to be won."
A girl that takes the hockey-
stick, and plays- the game
witli skill
;
.And, too, she plays the
game of life with all her
strength and will.
We know this girl as MIL-
LIE, but oftener yet as
HILL;
And whenever there is work
to do, she never will be
still.
MAGGIE is a beauty;
MAGGIE'S smart in
classes, too;
MAGGIE'S acting in the
plays is to the life most
true ;
And if perchance you go to.
her to take your part,
You know full well you may
rely on a warm and gen-
erous heart.
Mary Jo DrakEi'ord, A. B.
YORKj s. c.
Registrar United Daughters of -the
Confederacy ; Member of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy, Ath-
letic Association, Winthrop Literary
Society, Hiking Club, House of
York, Kake Klub, A A * Club.
CAROLJNii Hart DuBo. e, A. B.
DARLINGTON, S. C.
Member of Winthrop Literary So-
ciety, Y. W. C. A., Rural School Im-
provement Association, Bunch of
Beans, Lucky Thirteen Club.
True eyes—
Too pure and too honest in aught to disguise
The sivcet soul shining through thciii.
'True as the dial to the sun.
Although it he not sinned upon."
Always busy sewing, or go-
ing up tile hall
Finding out some funny
things to your attention
call,
MARY JO is worth the
while—she's different, you
must know,
From what you thought be-
fore you knew the real old
MARY JO.
A maiden always studying,
and pegging all the time
;
Is known to all the Winthrop
girls as plain old CARO-
LINE.
In science of the things
concerning politics.
Just ask her, and she'll give
to you the underlying
tricks.
Mary Lucii,i!; Ducwoeth, A. B.
WILIJAMSTON, S. C.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Wade
Hampton Literary Society, Rural
School Improvement Association,
Hiking Club, Pollyanna Club, Senior
Sub Club.
OtivE N. Dukes, A. B.
ROWJiSVlI,I,E, s. c.
Member of Wade Flampton Liter-
ary Society, Y. W. C. A., Rural
School Improvement Association,
Senior Sub Club, Hiking Club.
'A maiden never bold;
Of spirit so still and qniet
Blushed at herself."
that her motion "The mind contracts itself, and shrinks within,
And to herself she gladly doth retire."
LUCILE, quiet and meek
and good,
Is just the kind of mental
food
That one would like, on
every day,
To cheer along the weary
way.
The very quaintest maiden,
meek and quiet, calm, se-
rene ;
She can make you see her
point with arguments most
keen
;
And you can understand it,
too, for she has thought it
through
Before she has ever dreamed
of handing it on to you.
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Martha Cara Duni^ap, A. B.
HONEA PATH, S. C.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Wade
Hampton Literary Society, Rural
School Improvement Association,
Senior Sub Club, Hiking Club, Choral
Society, Athletic Association.
Ida Dwight, A. B.
wKdgi;fii];lDj s. c.
Vice-President Wade Hampton
Literary Society First Term 'i6;
Member of the United Daughters of
the Confederacy, Y. W. C. A., Wade
Hampton Literary Society, Rural
School Improvement Association,
Athletic Association, Hiking Club,
Ha-Ha Club, The Strugglers.
'/ hate nobody; I am in charity with the
world."
"Of honest worth; truly one on whom we can
depend."
Hesitating CARA, that's
scared to do. a thing
Unless you're there to help
her out
;
yet when you
hear her sing
Or play, you most forget her
terror and her fright
;
For when she's engaged at
music she does it with her
might.
IDA seems to have the gift
of playing anything;
She plays a game of hockey
that makes the old balls
ring;
She also plays pianos, with
quite a Guelich touch
—
And that is where she's real-
ly best, and cannot play
too much.
lyULA Sophia Evans, A. B.
PENDLETON, S. C.
]\IeiTiber of Y. W. C. A., Curry
Literary Society, Athletic Associa-
tion, Hiking Club, A A 4- Club, Kake
Club, S i6 S.
LuLA Johnson Fewell, A. B.
ROCK HILL, S. C.
President Town Girls' Y. W. C. A.
Member of Senior Sub Club.
'It r^'ill discourse most excellent iniisic."
''Standing ivith reluctant feet
Where the brook and river meet,
Womanhood and childhood fleet."
4.
Anotlier maiden gifted in the
music way
—
And she really has the tal-
ent, so the teachers say
—
Is LULA, whom we know
as a tiny little thing;
But with all her littleness
she can make the music
ring.
Witty, merry, lively ; ready
for a pun
;
Eager, willing, hunting al-
ways for some fun
—
I'pon our LULA'S way, no
sorrows need to come
;
For if they did, she'd tell
them all, "Just chase your-
selves right home."
Florence Ray Fgwtj^i,^ A. B.
ROCK HII,L, s. c.
Member of Winthrop Literary So-
ciety, Town Girls' Y. W. C. A.,
Athletic Association, Rural School
Improvement Association, Senior
Sub Club, G. T. C.
Louise Gordon Fie;i:,d, A. B.
SUMTER, s. c.
House President Johnson Hall 'i6;
Member Senior Varsity Basket-Bail
Team; Honor Roll Division of Unite:!
Daughters of the Confederacy
;
Member of Y. W. C. A., Wade
Hampton Literary Society, Athle'.ic
Association, Student Government
Board 'i5-'i6, Sumter Club, n 2 * Club, S. J. W.
'Life is too short for logic: What I do,
I must do simply: God alone must judge,
For God alone shall guide and God's elect."
'Formed by the converse happily to steer
From grave to gay, from lively to severe:
Correct with spirit, eloquent ivith ease:
Intent to reason, or polite to please."
Working always faithfully,
the least bit of a grind ;
Always has her work well
shaped; never falls be-
hind.
But goes ahead and does her
tasks, while we sit up to
cry,
Instead of following RAY,
and giving them a try.
The Student Government
mother of our Johnson
Hall,
Who sends each child to bed
upon the earliest call.
And goes to sleep, to dream-
land ; and does what 3'et
is more
—
For she stations proctor
nurses on every hall and
floor.
Annib Louise Galphin, A. B.
HOI^LY HUL, s. c.
Corresponding Secretary United
Daughters of the Confederacy 'i6;
Member of Y. W. C. A., Curry Liter-
ary Society, Hiking Club, Athletic
Association, Orangeburg Club, Hap-
py Twelve Club.
19 15 Lola Estelle Gassaway, A. B.
HONDA PATH, S. C.
Member of Curry Literary Society,
Rural School Improvement Associa-
tion, Hiking Club, Senior Sub Club.
'She is the daystar of our hearts—
Consoling, guiding, gladdening all."
"I love tranquil solitude.
And such society is quiet, zvise, and gooc
There was a young lady at
Winthrop, who tried for
a prize, and won,
A great pretty chest of new
silver—though she just did
it all for fun
;
And the very way that she
did this just shows her
natural trendy
She's a sure-enough, all-time
winner, from marks to
teachers and friend.
LOLA spends life quietly,
and takes all things serene.
With just as solemn, un-
changed face, as ever you
have seen
;
She completes her work on
every day, both faithfully
and well
;
Is always solemn 'bout it
too, and does not gossip
tell.
Mary Wbbb Gooding, A. B.
HAAMPTON, S. C.
President Curry Literary Society
Second Term 'i5-'i6; United Daugh-
ters of the Confederacy Editor Tat-
lEr 'i6; Secretary Rural School Im-
provement Association ; Chairman
Student Government Entertainment
Committee; Member S. J. W. Ill,
Sisters' Club, Junior Club 'i6, United Daugh
ters of the Confederacy.
Susan GowEr, A. B.
Greenville;, s. c.
President of Curry Literary So-
ciety Third Term; Marshal 'i4-'i5;
Secretary of Senior Class ; Treasurer
of Y. W. C. A.; Member of Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet, Class Basket-Bail
Team 'i2-'i6. Varsity Basket-Bail
Team '15.
"In she came, one vast substantial smile.
"And she hath smiles to earth unknoivn^
Smiles that ivith motion of their own
Do spread, and sink, and rise."
MARY WEBB, just like her
name, is good to have
around
;
She laughs, and soon you
laugh, and then forget to
frown
;
Her talent lies in doing
things that always make a
hit,
For MARY WEBB is tal-
ented far more than a lit-
tle bit.
SUSAN spells efficiency—
there's so much that she
can do.
From playing at fast basket-
ball to mixing CO2,
And writing the Y. W.
checks, and solemnly keep-
ing books
—
Besides, her dimples give to
her more than her share
of looks.
Clifton Caroline Gray, A. B.
VARNVILLE, s. c.
Chairman of Membership Commit-
tee Y. W. C. A. 'i5-'i6; Manager of
War Time Girls 'i4-'is; Member of
Y. W. C. A., Wade Hampton Liter-
ary Society, Rural School Improve-
ment Association, Senior Sub Club,
Sisters' Club, Scrub Basket-Bail
Team 'ii-'i2.
Annie Louise Griffin, A. B.
MAYESVILLE, S. C.
"I am Sir Oracle, and ivheii I ope my lips let
no dog bark."
'I have not loved the zvorld, nor the world
me;
I have not flattered its rank breath, nor
bowed
,
To its idolatries a patient knee."
6^L*
CLIFTON deals in sarcasm;
she has it in large rounds
;
And she will hand it out to
you by tons, and not by
pounds
;
She also has the power of
getting money out of folk.
With words as sweet as
honey, even when they're
broke.
ANNIE LOUISE GRIF-
FIN, with her nose stuck
in the air
—
A mighty will is all her own,
that says to you "Be-
ware :
I am a strange young per-
son, with a pattern all my
own
;
I have a mind just full of
stars, and a heart that's
made of stone."
Doris HartzE[,l, A. B.
churaw, s. c.
19 16
Reporter for Winthrop Literary
Society '15; Vice-President Athletic
Association '15; Annual Editor of
United Davighters of the Confeder-
acy 'is ; Treasurer of Winthrop Lit-
erary Society '16 ; Athletic Editor of
Winthrop Weekly News '16; Pres-
ident Athletic Association '16; Member Win-
throp Literary Society, Y. W. C. A., Rural
School Improvement Association, United
Daughters of the Confederacy, Athletic Asso-
ciation, Hiking Club, *A Club, S. J. W. IH,
Senior Basket-Bail Team.
"While it doth study to have what it z^'ottld.
It doth forget to do the thing it should."
Pbael Harvey, A. B.
SUMMERVILLE, S. C.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Curry
Literary Society, Correspondence
Club, Hiking Club, Athletic Associa-
tion.
7 nivsi be measured bv niv soul.'
DORIS, athletic, never lock
ing at a book
;
And rather stand upon
head than even ti'y
cook
;
Winner of the W., that
all would like to get
—
She never gives a rap
things, and knows not how
to fret.
her
to
for
.A
Too meek for her own good-
ness, is our PEARL'S
great drawback ;
Yet, somehow, the large tem-
per of which she shows a
lack
Makes her meekness a relief,
a pleasant place to rest
;
And we hope she'll thus con-
tinue, for after all 'tis best.
Sapa C. Haskei,i„ a. B.
ABBF,VII,I,E, s. c.
Exchange Editor Journal 'i6; Mar-
shal for Joint Celebration 'i6; Treas-
urer Curry Literary Society 'i6;
Representative Press Association 'i6;
Member of Curry Literary Society,
Y. W. C. A., Hiking Club, Rural
School Improvement Association,
Athletic Association. Society,
Society.
Kathlubn Hawkins, A. B.
STARR, s. c.
President Wade Hampton Literary
Society Second Term 'i5-'i6; Music
Critic Wade Hampton Literary So-
ciety 'is-'i6; Recording Secretary
Wade H^ampton Literary Society '15-
'16; Riember of Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, Wade Hampton Literary
Hiking Club, Shadow Club, Choral
"So fair, so young, so innocent, so sweet;
So ripe a judgment, and so rare a ivit.
Require at least an age in one to meet—
In her, they met."
"Scarcely she kneiv that she zvas great or fair.
Or ivise beyond zvhat other women are;
Or (ivhich is better) knew, but never durst
compare. "
SARA sits and writes smart
things, to sliow some folks
tJTeir place,
For in Exchange Depart-
ments you have to, save
your face
—
And SARA HASKELL does
it, and does it with a vim.
And to all the smart ex-
changes she gives a right
good trim.
KATHLEEN is a walking
saint, minus the saint's
wing;
A sweet and brilliant human
;
one who makes pianos
ring;
A friend that's staunch and
strong ; a queen
—
This is the verdict that's due
KATHLEEN.
Maky Charles Haynsworth
SUMTER, s. c.
Speaker for Wade Hampton Liter-
ary Society '15; Captain of Basket-
Bail Team 'i4-'i6; Assistant Business
Manager of The TatlER '15; Mem-
ber of The, TatlEr Art Staff '15;
Business Manager of The TatlER
'16; Member of Executive Commit-
tee of Wade Hampton Literary Society First
Term '15; Charter Member of The Athletic
Association; Member of The Wade Hampton
Literary Society, The Hiking Club, n S *
Club.
"She can flourish staff or pen,
And deal a wound that lingers;
She can talk the talk of men,
And touch zvith thrilling fingers."
Mauy Heizaueth HEKiitxr, A. B.
ORANGEBURG, S. C.
Member of Winthrop Literary So-
ciety, Y. W. C. A., Choral Society
'i2-'i5, Athletic Association, Wor-
ried Thirteen, Quarter Club, The
Orange Tree in Bloom, Crate of
Oranges; ZAS Club, MRS Club.
'She looks as clear
As morning's roses nczvly steeped in dew.'
MARY, getting money with
all her main and might
;
Or MARY, sitting painting
things that are a pretty
sight
;
Or mARY, primped and
glowing in her speaker's
dress
—
Upon our life, we cannot tell
which MARY we like best.
MARY has a share of looks
which some of us have
missed,
And she can make a thing
look right witli a pat here
and a twist
;
She also has her own good
time, laughs riglit merrily ;
And we warrant that her fu-
ture life will always happy
be.
Helen Ernestine Hickun, A. B.
EDGEMOOR, s. c.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Curry Lit^
erary Society.
19 16 Elizabeth Hiers, A. B.
ITAMPTONj s. c.
Member of Wade Hampton Liter-
ary Society, Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, Correspondence Club
'i5-'i6, Carlisle Club, Rural School
Improvement Association.
"What would you have' Your gentleness shall
force.
More than your force move us to gentleness.'' "As sober as a judge."
By looking at this maiden's
face, you'd hardly dare to
say
That underneath her placid
look there does a temper
stay.
This temper dees not show
itself except on days of
state
;
I'ut just mention "Little
Willie," if you want to see
some hate.
ELIZABETH unto her own-
self lives the greater time,
And we are always left out-
side, or trailing on behind ;
She does her work right
faithfully ; we know this
fact full well
—
And, after all, of any girl
what more is there to tell?
»
Mary Elizabeth Hill, A. B.
ABBEVILLE, s. c.
Literary Editor TatlER 'i2-'i3, '13-
'14; Elected Literary Editor TatlEr
'i4-'i5; Elected House President
North 'i4-'iS ; President Curry Liter-
ary Society First Term 'i5-'i6; Mem-
ber of Y. W. C. A., Rural School Im-
provement Association, Curry Liter-
ary Society, Athletic Association, Gibble Gab
ble Gobble Club, Senior Sub Club.
"Her quiet nature seemed tn be
Tuned to each season's harmony."
Cornelia Ravenel Hines, A. U.
SENECA, s. c.
Vice-Pres. U. D. C. ; Treas. Rural
School Improvement Asso. ; Asst.
Bus. Mgr. Tatler; Bus. Mgr. Win-
throp Weekly News; Vice-Pres.
Curry Literary Society 3d Term '16;
Critic Curry Literary Society ; Char-
ter Member Ath. Assoc'n. ; Exec.
Com. Curry Literary Society; Mgr. Hockey
Team ; Member Y. W. C. A., U. D. C, Curry
Literary Society, Rural School Improvement
Assoc'n, Choral Society, Correspondence Club,
Mandolin and Guitar Club, - T Club, Hiking
Club, Senior Varsity, S. J. W. III.
"Great hearts have largest room to bless the
small;
Strong natures give the zveaker home and
rest."
For brightness and good
nature, for sweetness and
good will,
We'd like to recommend to
3'ou our friend MISS
MARY HILL.
She does not know she's
sweet beyond the average
girl
;
And that is just the reason
why she sets our hearts
awhirl.
CORNELIA- is the stately
name that we know as
plain NELLE;
And she's competent for
anything, we're right
here now to tell;
She has so many irons that
are heating in the hre,
And all the time she keeps
on being the Seniors'
own live wire.
Lois LucilE Hipp, A. B.
newbeery, s. c.
Member of Winthrop Literary So-
ciety, Athletic Association, Y. W. C.
A., Hiking Club, Senior Hockey
Team.
Rose Margaret Hoik,:
STARR, s. c.
A. B.
Censor Wade Hampton Literary
bociety '15 ; Member of Y. W. C. A.,
Wade Hampton Literary Society,
Athletic Association, Rural School
Improvement Association, Hiking
Club, Daisy Club 'i2-'i3, Pollyanna
Club 'i4-'iS.
"She can he as wise as zve,
And wiser than she zvishes;
She can knit with cunning zvit,
And dress the homely dishes."
'Blest zuith that siveet simplicity of thought
So rarely found, and never to be taught."
If you're mighty hungry for
some pies like Mother
makes.
Just go post haste for LOIS,
and slie'll make tliem, and
some cakes
That make you thank your
stars for D. S., and the
book
That teaches girls like LOIS
what it means to be a
cook.
MARGARET breathes kin-
dergarten ; and the cun-
ning little ways
Of charming little youngsters
are the very rays
Of sunshine to brighten up
this doleful mean old
world,
Acco-rding to the statement
of our kindergarten girl.
Jviiiiii, Hoffman^ A. B.
0RANGI?3URG, S. C.
Historian Winthrop Literary So-
ciety '14; Vice-President Glee Club
'16; Critic Winthrop Literary Society
'14; Member of Glee Club 'i4-'is-'i6,
Choral Society, Winthrop Literary
Society, Y. W. C. A., Hiking Club,
Athletic Association, Rural School
Improvement Association, ^I' $ Club, Dramatic
Club.
RenniE Leigh Hook, A. B.
NICHOLS, S, C.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Curry Lit-
erary Society, Athletic Association,
Darlington County Club, Hiking Club.
'Just the airiest, fairiest slip of a thing:
"Far from the madding crozvd's ignoble strife,
She kept the noiseless tenor of her ii'ay."
ETHEL, with her fairy airs,
has always played the part
Of fairies, and like them, too,
she comes right to your
heart
;
And when she lifts her
voice aloud, and sweetly
sings a song.
We catch ourselves a-
wishing that she will
make it long.
RENNIE'S heart lies in
her hands, and her heart
is mighty fine
;
For the products of these
hands of her's are always
of the kind
That cheer you, and make
j'ou feel that you haven't
far to. roam
To find the sweet, old-
fashioned maids right in
our very home.
/>-
Dkssie; Juanita Hugeepillae, A. B.
ULLOEEi:, S. C.
Censor of Wade Hampton Literary-
Society '14; College Marshal 'i4-'iS,
'i5-'i6; Member of Y. W. C. A.,
Wade Hampton Literary Society,
Athletic Association, Junior Club '16.
Agnes Chilton Huntee, A. B.
YORK, s. c.
Recording Secretary United Daugh-
ters of the Confederacy 'is-'i6;
Warden Winthrop Literary Society;
Member of Kake Klub, House of
York, Hiking Club, Rural School Im-
provement Association, Athletic As-
sociation.
"Sweet promptings tiiito kindest deeds
Were in her very look
:
We read her face, as one zvho reads
A true and holv book."
"Come, listen to my talc of zvoe."
DESSIE, with her Marshal
crook, plus all her smil-
ing ways.
Is a DESSIE worth the
knowing throughout all
your working days
;
She takes her trouble as it
comes, and throws it from
her sight
;
And tlien she sets to work
again for more, with all
her might.
AGNES in a state of won-
derment lives the whole
day through.
And worries all the time
she lives about what
things to do
—
How Tommy's lesson can
be learned, to fool him at
the start
;
How "Little Willie" must
be taught to see a thing
apart.
1
Hazki, E. Hutaff, a. B.
FAYItTTEVILLE, N. C.
Pres. Winthrop Lit. Soc. 3d Term
'16; Winner of Sweater in Athletics
'15; Class Champion Tennis '15;
Sec'y Exec. Com. Winthrop Lit. Soc.
'i3-'i4, 'i5-'i6; Commencement
Speaker Winthrop Lit. Soc. '15;
Chairman Censor Committee 'i5-'i6;
Charter Member Athletic Association; Secre-
tary 'I'AfI' Club '15; Member of Basket-Bali
Team 'i3-'i6, Tennis Club 'i3-'iS, Senior
Hockey Team '16, Winthrop Literary Society,
Y. W. C. A., Rural School Imp. Association,
Shadow Club, S. J. W. '16.
"/ must have liberty—
Withal, as large a charter as the iviiid,
To blow on whom I please."
Myrtle; James, A. B.
BISHOPVII,I,i;, s. c.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Curry
Literary Society, United Daughters
of the Confederacy, Rural School
Improvement Association, Athletic
Association, Hiking Club, Lee's
Regiment, Sisters' Club.
'A creature not too bright or good
For human nature's daily food,
Por transient sorrows, simple zviles,
reraise, blame, love, kisses, tears, and smiles."
HAZEL BOSSY HUTAFF,
with the accent on the
"Taff"—
If you could see her strut-
ting 'round, I'm sure that
you would laugh
;
But even with her bossi-
ness, she sets things all
awhirl
—
Her other name is Capa-
ble, this much-named
bossy girl.
MYRTLE, with her calm
good sense, can inathe-
matics do,
So quickly that you 'most
forget to say to her
"thank you"
;
For you are struck with
wonderment that a maid-
en just so fair
Could such a problem all
think out—but then, she
has red hair.
Mary Catherine Jennings, A. B.
campobeli^o, s. c.
Member of Wade Hampton Liter-
ary Society 'i3-'i4-'i5-'i6, R. y. I. A.,
Y. W. C. A., Athletic Association,
Hikers' Club ; n 2 * Club.
Jessie Marie Jeter, A. B.
JONESVIELE, s. c.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, Hiking Club, Union
County Club, Stickers, Lucky Thir-
teen.
"/'/;) sure care's an enemy to life:
'Perhaps it may turn out a song,
Perhaps turn out a sermon."
This maiden never studies—
she says it doesn't pay,
And that it's always better
to work some other day
—
Yet with her easy-going
ways she passes, and
we're glad
That after all you can get
tlirough and not work as
if mad.
MARIE studies Spanish
—
do you know the reason
why ?
Simply as another means of
giving forth a sigh.
She has her share of scath-
ing wit, and she scatters
it far true,
For all of us have felt its
sting at least a time or
two.
X
Salue Rion Jones, A. B.
LIBERTY Hlhh, S. C.
Member of Curry Literary So-
ciety, Choral Society, Y. W. C. A.,
Athletic Association, Rural School
Improvement Association.
I 9 I ELIZABETH KELLAM, a. B.
GREENWOOD, S. C.
Member of Winthrop Literary So-
ciety, Y. W. C. A., Athletic Associa-
tion, Correspondence Club 'i5-'i6.
Junior Club, Greenwood County
Club, Carlisle Club, Choral Society.
'The truth you speak doth lack some gentle-
ness,
And time to speak it in; yon rub the sore,
When you should bring the plaster!'
"I well believe
Thou wilt not utter what thou dost
And so far will I trust thee."
lot know.
"SAL" is known for can-
dor ; she says just what
she pleases,
And doesn't give a single
rap how much her friend
she teases.
Around with a tatting shut-
tle old, or the latest
thrilling book.
She'll thank you just to
keep away from her own
quiet nooic.
If you want a long quiet
rest, to ELIZABETH
you must go.
For she is Dr. Quietness,
and will help your poor
nerves so
That you will want to go
right back, to follow very
close
Another sure prescription
of this soothing, quiet
dose.
Ray KiTCHiNGs, A. B.
CHARI,UST0N, S. C.
Treasurer Rural School Improve-
ment Association First Term 'i6;
Member of Y. W. C. A., Training
School Athletic Association, Win-
throp Literary Society, Correspon-
dence Club, Athletic Association,
Charleston County Club, MS Club,
Do-R-DI Club, Hiking Club.
MaRIIC SuHIVAN lyANGSTON, A. B.
I.AURIiNS, S. C.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Curry
Literary Society, Rural School Im-
provement Association, Laurens
County Club, Athletic Association,
Hiking Club.
"Yet I do fear thy nature—
It is too full o' tlie milk o' human kindness." "She is zvorth her zveight in gold."
She comes from the land
close down by the sea;
A RAY indeed of light is
she.
And she shines on all—no
favors she shows
;
But the pity of it, so few
she knows.
MARIE loves all Nature.
the butterflies and
Brooks
;
She'd rather find facts for
herself than get them
from dry books
;
Agriculture's where she
stars, for reasons more
than one,
For there is where she
learns so much, and where
heY work is done.
Paulini; IvEvin, a. B.
beaufort, s. c.
Music Critic Wade Hampton Lit-
erary Society First Term '15; Mem-
ber of Wade Hampton Literary So-
ciety, Athletic Association, Rural
School Improvement Association.
Alma Gaskin Lewis, A. B.
GALIVANT's I'ERRY, S. C.
Member of Curry Literary So-
ciety, Y. W. C. A., Rural School
Improvement Association, Corres-
pondence Club 'i4-'i5, Senior Sub
Club.
"For e'en though vanquished she could argue
still,
While zvords of learned length and thunder-
ing sound
Amazed the grazing rustics rang'd around."
'If I am your friend, there is nothing too
much for me to do."
PAULINE, high of voice
and mind.
And seeking all the time to
find
People willing to make a try
At arguing 'til they drop
and die.
There's a girl that we must
know,
For staunch support through
weal and woe
;
And if at any time a friend
we need,
ALMA is that friend indeed.
AiAKv liiiij'X Lewis, A. B.
JOHNSTON, S. C.
Member of Curry Literary So-
ciety, Y. W. C. A., United Daughters
of the Confederacy, T. T. Club, 2 G T
Club.
Lou EtLEN LiGON, A. B.
ANDERSON, S. C.
Warden Winthrop Literary So-
ciety 'i3-'i4; President KE Club '14-
'iS; Member of Y._ W. C. A.,_ Win-
throp Literary Society, Athletic As-
sociation.
''A child of knowledge; hut by her unspoiled—
"
"Her very frowns are fairer far
Than smiles of other maidens are."
HELEN, slow, but staunch
and true, we've found a
friend indeed :
In all the stolen pranks
'twas she who always took
the lead
;
And when found out, she'd
laugh and say,
"Sir Trouble, can't you
keep away?"
"Behold here stands a
beauty" the State has
made decree,
And if you give a look at
her we're sure you'll all
agree
The State was wise in mak-
ing such a good and pleas-
ing choice,
For just a look at her sweet
face will make your heart
rejoice.
Frances Havergai, Lofton, A. B.
Mc cr,i;i<i,ANvii,i,E;, s. c.
College Marshal 'i4-'is; Corres-
ponding Secretary United Daughters
of the Confederacy '15; Secretary
Winthrop Literary Society First
Term '16; President United Daugh-
ters of the Confederacy '16; Secre-
tary Executive Committee United
Daughters of the Confederacy First Term
'i3-'i4, 'i4-'i5 ; Delegate to State Convention
United Daughters of the Confederacy, York
'14, Aiken '15; Member of * A Club, Senior
Sub Club, Hiking Club, S. J. W. III.
'/ to myself am dearer than a frienc
Lui,A MooRE Logan, A. B.
YORKj s. c.
President Hiking Club ; Class
Prophet '16; Member of Athletic
Association, Y. W. C. A., Winthrop
Literary Society, Rural School Im-
provement Association, Basket-Bail
Team, House of York, J. J. J's.
'Thy actions to thy zvords accord; thy zvords
To thy large heart give utterance ; thy heart
Contains of good, wise, just, its perfect shape"
FRANCES lives in a world
that none of us can know,
For it is always peopled
with the folks of long ago.
Over the old U. D. C.
presiding, she is often
seen,
With all the grace and dig-
nity of a true-born, South-
ern queen.
We need more girls like
LULA MOORE, a true
and loyal friend,
Who when she undertakes
a thing right then she's
going to win.
From playing snappy bas-
ket-ball, like one who has
fleet wings
—
But when she showed off at
her best was when she got
our rings.
Sakau KlizabBTh Lowry, A. B.
CHESTER, S. C.
Corresponding Secretary Curry
Literary Society Third Term 'i6;
Member of Curry Literary Society,
United Daughters of the Confed-
eracy, Athletic Association, Ha-Ha
Club, The Strugglers.
19 15 Frances Louise Luuwick, A. B.
MC CORMICK, s. c.
Member of Winthrop Literary So-
ciety, Athletic Association, Sisters'
Club, Sport Club, Hiking Club.
"O, for a seat in some poetic nook,
Just hid zvith trees, and sparkling with a
brook"
"A countenance in zvhich did meet
Sweet records, promises as szveet"
SARAIT is our poet, and we
see great things in her
—
An authoress of worldwide
fame, a name that all
revere
;
But even if this comes to
her, the same sweet girl
she'll be
That went along the way
with us at dear old W. C.
LOUISE, an ex-member of
the D.-R. faculty,
Can give you information of
the grandest jubilee
;
She knows the family se-
crets, and the bones left
down below
;
And LOUISE does not hesi-
tate to bring them up for
show.
\
Emma Louise; McCovvn, A. B.
FLORE.NCE, S. C.
19 15
Chief Marshal 'iS-'i6; College
Marshal 'i4-'i5; Recording Secre-
tary United Daughters of the Con-
federacy ; Secretary Executive Com-
mittee United Daughters of the Con-
federacy 'i5-'i6; Secretary Execu-
tive Committee Curry Literary So-
ciety 'i5-'i6; Secretary Censor Committee
Student Government Association ; Member of
Y. W. C. A, U. D. C, Curry Literary Society,
Rural School Improvement Association, II S $
Club, Readers' Club, Epicurean Club, Senior
Varsity.
"Soft and loving is her soul,
Swift and lofty soaring"
Ella McCutchivn, A. B.
bishopvillE, s. c.
Secretary of the Correspondence
Club, '14; Assistant College Marshal
Commencement 1915 ; President of
Correspondence Club 'i5-'i6; Corres-
ponding Secretary of Wade Hamp-
ton Literary Society 'i5-'i6; Mem-
ber of The Wade Flampton Literary
Society, Y. W. C. A., The Athletic Associa-
tion, Junior Club '15, Hiking Club, Lee's
Regiment '16.
'Heavens bless thee!
Thou hast the sweetest faee I ever looked on"
Old "BUD" McCOWN has
many things that we
would like to. own
—
Heaps of courage, and a
nerve, besides good looks
to loan
;
She's also favored by the
gods, for we would like to
know
How many maidens Ford
did ask along with him
to go.
ELLA talking nonsense,
EF^LA talking sense,
ELLA always talking, never
on the fence ;
But when our ELLA'S talk-
ing, just stop your work
and hear.
If ELLA doesn't keep you
standing to hear her talk
a year
!
Emily Cbcilh; McKage.n, A. B.
SUMTgE^ S. C.
Recording Secretary of the Wade
Hampton Literary Society Second
Term; Member of Y. W. C. A.,
Athletic Association, Thalia German
Club 'i3-'i6.
Maybeli,!; McIvAurin, a. B.
I,ATTAj S. C.
Vice - President Wade Hampton
Literary Society Third Term 'i6;
Corresponding Secretary Wade
Hampton Literary Society Second
Term 'i6; Vice-President Rural
School Improvement Association
Second Term 'i6; Alumnae Editor
Winthrop Weekly Neivs 'i6; Winner of
President's Story Medal '15; Member of
United Daughters of the Confederacy, Ath-
letic Association, Y. W. C. A., Hiking Club,
Class Basket-Bail Team '11-12, '12-12,.
"When yoii do dance, I zvish you
A wave 0' the sea, that yon might ever do
Nothing but that"
A dainty creature, full of
wiles,
Of dancing feet, and charm-
ing smiles,
Possessing charms of calm
good wit,
And all the ways of how to
"sit."
''Great feeling hath she of her own.
Which lesser souls may never know-
God giveth them to her alone"
MAYBELLE is a writer,
telling stories just first
rate
—
Thrilling stories of mystery
that make your hair stand
straight
;
And she it was who won the
medal of our great D. B.,
And we are now predicting
her a writer of great de-
greye.
iwwiiw»aii «TO8Bim^
Esther White McMureay, A. B.
FORT MUX, s. c.
Member of Curry Literary So-
ciety, The Y. W. C. A., The Athletic
Association, The Hiking Club, The
Rural School Improvement Associa-
tion.
'Be to her virtues very kind;
Be to her faults a little blinc
IvALLA AvEjJii,!, Marshall, A. B.
ANDERSON, S. C.
College Marshal 'iS-'i6; Secretary
and Treasurer Student Government
Association '14; Vice-President Stu-
dent Government Association '15
;
Vice-President "S. J. W." ; Member
of Y. W. C. A. Cabinet '16, Worthy
Croesus, Senior Varsity, Rural
School Improvement Association.
"A zvoiuan mixed of such fine elements
That were all virtue and religion dead
She'd make them netvly, being what she
was
"
ESTHER, putting on her
airs, a wondrous sight to
see.
And we catch ourselves a-
wondering what can the
matter be
—
Is ESTHER really very
proud, or is she unaware
That after all she has a
most peculiar air?
A maiden that we all re-
spect, for reasons more
than one
—
For steadfast ways and
faithfulness with which
her life is run
;
For coolness and for cour-
age, when we all lose our
minds
—
For all of these we like the
maid; indeed, she is just
fine.
Alice Jean Martin, A. B.
simpsonvillE, s. c.
Assistant Business Manager
Journal 'i6; Member of Y. W. C. A.,
Curry Literary Society, Athletic As-
sociation, Rural School Improvement
Association, Basket-Bail Team 'ii-
'12, Do-R-DI Club, Senior Sub Club,
Hiking Club.
KatherinE Mims, a. B.
Edgefield, s. c.
President Winthrop Literary So-
ciety Second Term 'i5-'i6; Literary
Editor Journal 'i6; President
Friendship Club; Member Y. W. C.
A., Rural School Improvement Asso-
ciation, Athletic Association, L. T,
Club, K E Club.
"Illy crozvii is in my heart, not on my head,
Nor to be seen: my croivn is called content"
"Such as she, who'll match zvith me
In flying or pursuing?
Subtle zviles arc in her smiles,
To set the world a-wooiug
"
ALICE never says a word,
unless you ask her to;
But when she does, you
know that she has spoken
sometliing true.
She does her work the best
she can, and then from
day to day.
If you are out, and needing
help, she'll help you 'long
the way.
Tall and graceful, this
KATHERINE of ours,
Showing but few of her
wonderful powers.
Gentle and loving, kind-
hearted, true.
Quiet MISS KATHERINE,
here's health to you !
Marie Mitcheli,, A. B.
HONUA PATH, S. C.
Member of Basket-Ball Team 'ii-
'i2, Senior Svib Club, Hiking Club,
Athletic Association, Y. W. C. A.,
Wade Hampton Literary Society.
Evelyn IrEni; MontgomSry, A. B.
BISHOPVII,I,B, s. c.
Associate Editor IVinthrop Weekly
News 'i6 ; College Commencement
Marshal '15 ; Delegate to Press
Association ; Literary Critic of
Wade Hampton Literary Society
Second Term 'i5-'i6; Member of
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, Athletic Asso-
ciation, Rural School Lnprovement Associa-
tion, Junior Club, Hiking Club, S 16 S.
'Yours is the charm of calm good sense"
'Tis hard to say, if greater zvant of skil
Appear in writing or in judging ill"
Over the stove she bends her
long frame
;
Indeed, Culinary should be
her last name;
But that isn't all that this
Senior can do.
For her friends all will tell
you that she is true blue.
Behold the boss of the
Weekly News
—
Our EVELYN'S certainly
good for the blues,
Whenever you see that big,
broad grin.
You'll know that all the
material's in.
Ina Moore;, A. B.
ROCK HILL, S. C.
Annis Elizabe;th Nichols, A. B.
ROCK HILL, S. C.
Vice-President Town Girls' Y. W.
C. A. 'i5-'i6; Treasurer Town Girls'
Y. W. C. A. 'i3-'i4; Member of
Wade Hampton Literary Society.
''Speaking in
tongue"
deeds, and deedless in her 'Worth, courage, honor, these indeed
Your sustenance and birthright are
"
INA is quiet and happy and
true,
Disdaining to wear a sweater
that's blue
;
That Training Scliool's over
is her chief delight.
But she's ready to help one
in any sad pliglit.
ANNIS, dainty figured;
ANNIS, sending 'way
All the big black clouds
that cross her happy day
;
Faithful as the sun is too
—
we like her well, this girl.
And for the chance of know-
ing her we wouldn't take
the world.
X
Alice; L. Odom, A. B.
BENNETTSVII,!,!;, S. C.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Wade
Hampton Literary Society, Senior
Sub Club, Senior Hockey Team '15-
'16, Hiking Club 'i5-'i6.
19 15 GRAce Eugenia Pack, A. B.
GREENVILLE, s. c.
President Student Government As-
sociation '16; College Marshal '14-
'15; Member Class Basket-Bail
Team, Executive Committee Curry
Literary Society '15, Y. W. C. A.,
United Daughters of the Confed-
eracy, Rural School Improvement
Association, Athletic Association, Hiking
Club, Junior Club, Shadow Club, S. J. W. HL
''/ profess not talking: only this,
Let each man do his best
"
'
'Tis beauty that doth make zvoincn proud;
'Tis virtue that makes them most admired;
'Tis government that inakes them seem
divine "
ALICE, of the brilliant
mind. It does you good
to hear
Her talk on psychologicals,
and other things we fear.
She chooses as electives,
Latin, Math, and such.
While we are always work-
ing to quite escape their
clutch.
MAYOR GRACE is hard
to beat; since she is
chief police.
She lords it over the whole
place ; but even this is
least
Of all the many things she
does—to know her is a
treat
—
A public speaker, a good
old friend, and a crack-
ing good athlete.
MSadie Heebept Padgett, A. B.
lEEsvillE, p. c.
Member of Curry Literary So-
ciety, Choral Society, Mandolin
Cull, Anglers' Club, Pennant Club.
LiLLiE Louise Parks, A. B.
WOODRUEE, S. C.
Member of Wade Hampton Liter-
ary Society, United Daughters of the
Confederacy, Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, Rural School Improve-
ment Association, Hiking Club,
Senior Tennis Club 'i6.
'She sfieaks an infinite deal of nothing"
"In joys, in grief, in triumphs, in retreat—
Great ahvays, without aiming to he great"
SADIE is a flirt, and a
happy don't-care girl
;
If she finds the morning
dark, she turns it bright
with a whirl.
She takes this old life
easy, and it treats her
easy, too
;
For somehow always she
has never anything to
do.
Here is a maid with flaxen
hair.
With mien and manner
sweet and fair
;
And underneath this crown
of gold
And quiet face, our hearts
She'll hold.
Nan Pennell, A. B.
bEi^ton, s. c.
Member of Winthrop Literary So-
ciety, Athletic Association, Hiking
Club, Senior Sub Club, Pollyanna
Club, Y. W. C. A.
1 Q ! 6 Katie Pitts, A. B.
SUMTER, S. C.
President Y. W. C. A. ; Vice-Presi-
dent Rural School Improvement
Association '15; Manager Class
Basket-Ball Team 'i2-'i6: Voted the
Most Popular Girl in College '16;
Member of Y. W. C. A. Cabinet '15,
Wade Hampton Literary Society,
Athletic Association, S A Club, Senior Varsitv.
"The szvectcst noise on earth, a zvonian's
tongue—
A string which hath no discord"
'No simplest ditty is forgot;
Life hath no dim and lonely spot
That doth not in her sunshine share"
NAN, the frisky, monkey
lass, would fool you by
her face,
For when you take a look
at her you wonder at the
grace
With which she quietly
moves about ; and when
you come to know.
You would another wonder
have that she could fool
you so
!
Of PREACHER KATIE
PITTS, there's nothing
good enough
For us to say, except that
she is made of that fine
stufT
That goes through fire and
trials many and untold.
But always comes out smil-
ing, and shines out pure
as gold.
ilSBH
Anna Prentiss, A. B.
LAURENS, S. C.
Recording Secretary Curry Liter-
ary Society ; Member of Y. W. C. A.,
United Daughters of the Confed-
eracy, Athletic Association, Laurens
County Club, Kake Khib, Hiking
Cktb.
Belee Prince, A. B.
UNION, S. C.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Curry
Literary Society, Athletic Associa-
tion, Union County Club.
"Blessed arc those
Whose blood and judgment are so zvell
commingled
That they are not a pipe for fortune's finger
To sound zvhat stop she please" "Sacred and sweet was all I sazv in her"
Dancing gaily all the day.
She will dance her heart
away
To some soldier at a ball
Not held in the frolic hall.
One of the girls of Dining-
Land, she's mighty hard
to beat.
And for the chance of
knowing her—consider it
a treat
;
For she is pretty, good,
and true ; besides the
stars she"s made
;
And for our BELLE we
hope these stars will
never, never fade.
Candace Jennii; Quinn, A. B.
GAl'FNEY, S. C.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Wade
Hampton Literary Society, Athletic
Association, Hiking Club, Cherokee
County Club, MS Club, Choral So-
ciety.
Annie; Bess Rabb, A. B.
ROCK HILL, s. c.
Member Currv Literary Society.
Y. W. C. A., Senior Sr.L Club.
"My hooks the best companions, to me
A glorious court, where hourly I converse'' 'Gentle of speech, beneficent qt mind"
Here's a girl from our
neighbor State,
Who considers all the Tar-
heels great.
Quiet, gentle CANDACE
Q-,
Long life and happiness to
you
!
ANNIE BESS, of softened
voice—a thing desired,
indeed
;
For according to the poet
this charm will take the
lead.
If this be true, her gentle
ways, and still more
gentle voice.
Will some day make a mere
man glad, and make her
heart rejoice.
Willie May Rattukkle, A. B.
ROCK HILL, S. C.
Kathryn Rabb, a. B.
rock hill, ?. c.
Member of Town Girls' Y. W. C.
A., Senior Sub Club.
'The glass of fashion and the mold of form'
'She may be zvell compared
Unto the phoenix kind;
Whose like has not been here,
That anyone can find"
"Out of uniform, my dear!"
That is all this maid doth
hear,
But her music charms us
all,
And ever at her feet we'll
fall.
4*
Famous authoress to be.
Poet, dreamer, here's to
thee !
But, beside, you are true
blue
—
Red-haired rascal, here's to
yoi^!
Minnie Elizabeth Reeves, A. B.
ALLENDAEE, s. c.
Member Y. W. C. A., Curry Lit-
erary Society, Rural School Im-
provement Association, Barnwell
County Club, War Times Girls' Club,
Augmental Glee Club.
Virginia Reynoeds, A. B.
COLUMBIA, S. C.
Delegate to State Fair, in State
Resources Parade ; Member Curry
Literary Society, Y. W. C. A., Ath-
letic Association, United Daughters
of the Confederacy, Ha-Ha Club,
The Strugglers, Rural School Im-
provement Association.
"None hut herself can be her parallel" 'I have iiniiwrtal longings in vie"
Don't ask MINNIE about
Summer School, for her
face would turn that
pink,
Especially should you ask
her if she threw her let-
ters in the sink
!
She talks to Tommy after
class, and asks if it's the
common plan
To write her papers by a
rule
—
if so, "I'll need a
fan!"
#
The queerest mixture of a
girl — part woman and
part child ;
A sober-minded maiden
;
and then a trifle wild.
VIRGINIA is the lady's
name — we recommend
that you
Do find her out, and see if
this is not exactly true.
Henrietta Marion Richards, A. B.
LIBERTY HILL, S. C.
President Choral Society First
Term 'i6; Member of Curry Literary
Society, Glee Club 'i5-'i6. College
Quartet 'i5-'i6, Y. VV. C. A., Ath-
letic Association, Sunbeam Com-
mittee, Choir Committee.
Virginia Woods Rogers, A. B.
HAMERj s. c.
Member of Wade Hampton Lit-
erary Society, Y. W. C. A., Varsity
Baseball, Athletic Association, United
Daughters of the Confederacy, Dillon
County Club, Starvation Corner Club.
"Such notes as, zvarblcd to the string,
Drew iron tears dozvn Pluto's cheek" 'Pleased zvith a rattle, tickled zvith a strazv'
MARIAN'S our chief song-
ster, a niglitingale is she;
And when you hear her
sing" a song to this yon
will agree.
Sweet and simple, some-
what childish in her
pleasing ways;
But she is a fine old girl
—
we say it to her praise.
4*
VIRGINIA is the gayest
piece
That ever you did hear
;
And though she's scornful
as can be,
Yet she's a perfect dear.
Martha Ruth Rollings, A. B.
KERSHAW, s. c.
Member Wade Hampton Literary
Society, Y. W. C. A., Atliletic Asso-
ciation, Rural School Improvement
Association, Hiking Club.
Lillian Ervin Rose, A. B.
MARION, S. C.
College Marshal 'i4-'is; Member
of Y. W. C. A., Wade Hampton Lit-
erary Society, Athletic Association,
Choral Society, Hiking Club, Marion
County Club, Junior Club, S. J. W.
HL
'She taketh most delight
In music, instruments, and poetry"
"Let me live in a house by the side of the
road.
And be a friend of man"
^^.
RUTH'S a monkey, you'd
agree,
If her antics you could see ;
Though so calm and cool
she seems,
You ought to know her
plans and dreams.
LILLIAN, as her name
would show, is like unto
a ROSE;
She spreads her sweetness
all about, with every
wind that blows.
In English, she can take
the lead ; and story-tell-
ing, too
;
And yet there are many
other things, this little
ROSE can do.
Uta Saito, a. B.
tokyo, japan
Corresponding Secretary Wade
Hampton Literary Society 'i6; Dele-
gate to Student Volunteer Conven-
tion 'i3-'i4-'is; Member of Y. W. C.
A., Athletic Association.
Margaret Hardbh; Sandifh;r, A. B.
i,owryvii,i:,e;, s. c.
Member of Curry Literary So-
ciety, Y. W. C. A., Rural School Im-
provement Association, Hiking Club,
Athletic Association.
"A truer, nobler, trustier heart,
More loving or more loyal, never beat
Within a human breast"
"She zvalks in beauty, like the night
Of cloudless climes and starry skies"
Here's our dear dainty maid
from Japan,
Who looks as if she'd
stepped from a fan
;
But if you could see how
well she can paint.
Your verdict would be,
"She's both pretty and
quaint"
MARGARET is a true old
maid, though this her face
belies
;
For she is prim, precise,
and prissy, and as calm
as the blue skies.
She has a pretty way her
.
own, that very few can
boast
;
And after all it is this way
to which we give our
toast.
Marguerite Scarborough, A. B.
BISHOPVII,I.E, s. c.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Wade
Hampton Literary Society, United
Daughters of the Confederacy, Ath-
letic Association, Hiking Club,
Baker's Dozen, Lucky Thirteen,
Lee's Regiment.
Sophia A. Seabrook, A. B.
martin's point, s. c.
House President South 'i4-'i5;
Senior Representative Student Gov-
ernment Board 'i5-'i6; College Mar-
shal 'i4-"i5; Member of Y. W. C. A..
Wade Hampton Literary Society
Athletic Association, Hiking Club.
'Come one, come all! This rock shall fly
from its jinn base as soon as I"
'And looks coniiinining n'ith the skies,
7"hy rapt soul sitting in thine eyes"
Rather domineering is our
MARGUERITE,
Though I think we all con-
sider her quite sweet.
Always out of uniform;
never caught you see
—
Don't we wish that we were
all as lucky dogs as she?
SOPHIA, with her solemn
ways, but a sweet maid
all the same.
Is from the City by the
Sea—she tells it in her
name
—
A faithful one, and truly
one on whom we can de-
pend,
And one that we are proud
to own has always been
our friend.
IHH
Mildred Eugenia SeclERS, A. B.
DII,LON, S. C.
Member of Wade Hampton Liter-
ary Society, Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, Dillon County Club,
Jolly Feasters' Club, Junior Club,
Varsity Baseball Team.
9 I 6 Margaret Ei.izabeth Shaw, A. B.
FOUNTAIN INN, S. C.
Commencement Sneaker Curry
Literary Society 'i6; Society Mar-
shal; College Marshal 'i4-'iS; Mem-
ber of Senior Hockey Team, Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet 'i4-'iS, Curry Liter-
ary Society, Athletic Association,
2 AG Club, Epicurean Club, S. J.
w. in.
"And even her failings leaned on Virtue's
side"
'You'd scarce expect one of my age
To speak in public on the stage"
Ouiet, mild, and gentle,
MILDRED charms us alt
By that gift of saying noth-
ing much at all
;
And yet, whene'er she
wants to, she can make
some fuss,
By complaining not a little
of many faults in us.
5iE«
MARGARET lives up to
her name—a perfect lady
planned
;
And if you"d hear her
speaking things, you'd say
at once "My land.
Can this be just a girl I
hear? See, woman takes
her place
Among the public speak-
ers with every charm and
grace."
JuuA Eloise; Sheai^y, A. B.
BALENTINE, S. C.
President Rural School Improve-
ment Association Second Term 'i6;
Member of Y. W. C. A., Curry Lit-
erary Society, Athletic Association,
Hiking Club, Rural School Improve-
ment Association, Lexington County
Club.
O I 6 Lii,i,iAN May Smith, A. B.
UNION, s. c.
Secretary Correspondence Club
'i6; Member of Curry Literary So-
ciety, Y. W. C. A., Athletic Associa-
tion, Hiking Club, Union County
Club, Lucky Thirteen.
"Be calm in arguing ; for fierceness makes
Errors a fault, and truth discourtesy"
'Why should not then zee zvomen act alonc^.
Or zvhcncc has man so necessary grozvn?"
JULIA is our arguing girl
;
she does not even know
The meaning of the words,
"give up," or "let us quit
and go."
She argues on State politics,
and shines on Woman's
Rights,
For when she strikes that
cherished theme, it is her
one delight.
MAY, the heady suffragist,
who wants the right to
vote
;
And if you want to hear her
talk, just strike the suf-
frage note.
She gives you reasons, yea
and nay, but mostly of
the yea
;
She'll be a Senatoress yet
from this old State some
day !
Cecii, Clairi?, SxEBLfi, A. B.
GEORGETOWN, ?. C.
Member of Wade Hampton Liter-
ary Society, Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, Hiking Club.
Gertrude Stevenson, A. B.
WINNSBORO, S. C.
Assistant Manager Basket - Ball
Team ; Member of Wade Hampton
Literary Society, Y. W. C. A., Rural
School Improvement Association,
Basket-Ball Team 'i2-'i4, Sisters'
Club, T. T. Club, Senior Prep Club,
Hiking Club.
"Still to be neat, still to be dressed
As you zvcrc going to a feast"
"So many hours must I take my rest;
So many hours must I contemplate"
CLAIRE is tiny, tut she's
loud
In singing one refrain;
And this her song for every
crowd
Is Old Georgetown again.
"GERT." can dance and
dance all day,
Without being tired at all;
I wonder if 'tis right to say
This makes her thin and
tall.
IsABEi, W. Strait, A. B.
ROCK HILI,, s. c.
Holder of A. Markley Lee Schol-
arship ' 'i6; Assistant Art Editor
Tatler; Vice-President Town Girls'
Y. W. C. A.; Member of Curry Lit-
erary Society, Senior Sub Club.
AIary Shumate Stuart, A. B.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Literary Editor Journal 'i4-'i5;
Literary Editor TaTlER 'i4-'i5;
Elected Editor-in-Chief TatlER 'i6;
Member Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, Curry
Literary Society, Senior Varsity.
'Well versed in hooks, and pleasant in her-
self" 'Yoii look wise; pray correct that error"
ISABEL won the A.
Markley Lee,
Of which she's as proud as
she can be
;
She's wise and simple, just
and kind,
And far must you seek
such a maid to find
!
iL'NRV is our cowboy girl:
she hails from the I'ar
West;
She has the breezy 'West-
ern way, and knows not
how to rest
;
But on the go all day and
night
—
just something for
to do,
To keep herself well occu-
pied, to find out some-
thing new.
AmmiE Lunsford Sturgis, a. B.
rock hill, ?. c.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Curry
Literary Society, Rural School Im-
provement Association, Athletic As-
sociation, Hiking Club.
Essie, May Sube;r, A. B.
NUWBERRY, S. C.
Member of Winthrop Literary So-
ciety, Y. W. C. A., Choral Society,
Athletic Association, Newberry
County Club, S lO S 'i5-'i6.
"In this fool's paradise she doth delight'
'Thou hast no fault, or I no fault can spy;
Thou art all beauty, or all blindness I"
AMMIE talking, AMMIE
smiling, AMMIE trott-
ing 'round,
A-gossiping and tattling
about some news that
she has found
—
And from this AMMIE, as
j'ou know, of course
there's lots to learn
;
For if yon will, just ask
her now about the
"Practice churn !"
A solemn sort of lassie is
our ESSIE MAY,
Who takes with utmost
seriousness whatever you
may say
;
Of faithfulness she has her
share ; it stamps her
every work,
For indeed, this earnest
lady is never known to
shiyk.
CoRNEUA Te;nnh;nt, A. B.
i,owndi5svii,i,e;, s. c.
Member of Curry Literary So-
ciety, Y. W. C. A., Hiking Club,
Rural School Improvement Associa-
tion, S. J. W. III.
Mattie Euzabeth Thomas, A. B.
GAEFNEY, s. c.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Wade
Hampton Literary Society, Corres-
pondence Club, Stickers' Club, Chero-
kee Uprisers, Choral Society.
"And still doing; never done."
"A violet by a mossy stone,
Half hidden from the cvc
;
Fair as a star, ivhen only one
Is shiniiKj in the sky."
CORNELIA is a redhead,
and like the redhead kind
She has a shining brightness
that comes from her clear
mind
;
A cracking hockey player,
it's great to see her play
—
You see, she shows her bril-
liance in all she does or
says.
MATTIE, of the raven
locks, and cheeks that are
so pink
That if you failed to look
quite well we're sure that
you might think
She painted them ! But it
is not true, for they are
Nature's art.
And are but outward sym-
bols of a bright and cheery
heart.
«Anni^ OelEna Timmons, A. B.
NORTH AUGUSTA, S. C.
Member of Wade Hampton Liter-
ary Society, Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, War Time Girls, Hiking
Club.
Alda Matthews Titman, A. B.
i,owryvii,i,e;, s. c.
Member of Curry Literary So-
ciety, Y. W. C. A., Hiking Club, Ath-
letic Association, Rural School Im-
provement Association.
'Where sits our sulky sullen dame,
Gatherin' her hroivs like a gatherin' storm,
Nursiii' her wrath to keep it ivarm."
"The truly brave,
When they behold the brave oppressed with
odds.
Are touched zvith a desire to shield and save."
ORLENA is of many trials;
and her comely head
With troubles, as she al-
ways thinks, has almost
turned to red.
She takes delight in little
folks, and the way she
proves this fact
Is by her big abundance of
kindergarten tact.
ALDA should be called an
owl, she looks so very
wise
;
But sometimes looks deceive
us, and tell us little lies.
ALDA'S bright enough,
forsooth, and quiet
enough, too
—
With push and those wise
Idloks, just think what she
could do.
Emily L'Antigue; Tobin, A. B.
ALLENDALE, S. C.
President Terpsichorean German
Club; Member of Y. W. C. A.,
Curry Literary Society, Athletic
Association, Kake Klub, Barnwell
County Club, ^'* Club, Hiking
Club.
Ruth Tomlinson, A. B.
CADES, s. c.
Treasurer Summer School Y. W.
C. A. ; Member of Curry Literary
Society, Y. W. C. A., Hiking Club,
Junior Club, Williamsburg County
Club.
"Not Heaven itself upon the past has power;
But what has been, has been; and I have had
my hour."
'Sensitive, szvift to resent, but as sivift in
atoning for error."
EMILY of carefree ways,
she dances all through
life.
She seems to hit the sunny
spots, and leaves out all
the strife.
"A beauty," says Miss
Boyer, and we guess she
ought to know.
For she has standards very
high, and ours alas ! so
low.
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LITTLE RUTH'S the
name we gave her, just
for her baby size
For the only thing that's
large about her are her
deep and soulful eyes
;
But in her ways she's dig-
nified, and it's great fun
to see
How such a tiny person a
mighty teacher yet can
be.
IGrace Tompkins, A. B.
ROCK HII,!,, s. c.
Member of Town Girls' Y. W. C.
A., Shadow Club.
1916 Nora Lee Vroman, A. B.
ROCK HIEI,j S. C.
Member of Y. W. C. A, Senior
Prep Club.
''Resoh'ed to rule or ruin the state:
"Heaven hath no rage
Nor hell a fury like a ivonian's scorn."
Upon our word, GRACE
TOMPKINS never has a
lack
Of something in the class-
room to fool the teacher,
smack
!
Good-natured and smooth-
tempered, slie chums with
laughter thick,
But if you want to see her
blue, just let Himself get
sick.
NORA, quiet maiden, never
says a word.
Unless you touch her tem-
per, and find it then well
stirred.
Alas, O gentle reader, our
words do fail us then
;
She says just what she
thinks with the swiftness
of the wind.
Lois Virginia Watkins, A. B.
bElton, s. c.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Wade
Hampton Literary Society, United
Daughters of the Confederacy,
Basket-Bail Team 'i2-'i6. Choral So-
ciety, Athletic Association, Polly-
anna Club, Senior Sub Club, Hiking
Club.
9 I 6 DoRRiE Lee Wells, A. B.
white stone;, s. c.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, Choral Society, Lucky
Thirteen, Hiking Club, Stickers'
Club.
'Mistress of herself, though china fal
"A good face is a letter of rccoinincndation
,
A good heart is a letter of credit."
LOIS is a paradox—we
know not what to say,
For sometimes she is very
bright, and sometimes not
so gay.
The note that fits this lady
most, and shows her up
so well,
We'd like to ring, O curious
one, but she wouldn't let
us tell.
Big, good-natured DORRIE
LEE takes what comes
and goes.
And if she hasn't studied,
well she makes you think
she knows
;
And as for all the teachers,
wise, she can deceive
them, too,
For instead of catching up
with her they catch up
most with you.
Gracb Whitlock, a. B.
kitching's mill, s. c.
Literary Editor Journal; Member
of Y. W. C. A., Wade Hampton
Literary Society, Rural School Im-
provement Association, Athletic As-
sociation, Kake Klub, A A* Club,
Hikins Club.
I O i Mary Ellen Wilson, A. B.
WALHALLA, S. C.
Member of Curry Literary So-
ciety, Athletic Association, Rural
School Improvement Association,
MS Club, Tennis Club 'i4-'i6,
Hiking Club, Oconee County Club,
Senior Scrub Hockey Team.
"/ think Nature hath lost her mold
When she her form did take;
Or else I doubt that Nature could
So fair o. creature make."
'I awoke one morning and found myself fa-
mous."
Behold, the beauty of our
Class ! We voted it one
day
;
But since this great attrac-
tion is but skin deep, they
say,
Our GRACE is ever striv-
ing to add to mind much
lieauty too,
And has mastered Tommy's
pedagogy "Cue."
.i^
One morning MARY EL-
LEN wolie up, and looked
around.
For she had grown up in a
night to sudden, swift re-
nown ;
Just ask MISS MARY EL-
LEN about the great
State ball.
And of the dashing Lochin-
var that at her feet did
fall!
X
MULiTA Wilson, A. B.
ROCK HILL, S. C.
Chairman of Main Building Proc-
tors 'i4-'i5.
I Q I 5 Katu Vixon Wofford, A. B.
MADDENS, S. C.
"Candor is the seal of a noble mind,
The sweetest charm of woman."
Ed.-in-Chief TatlEr 'i6; Lit. Ed.
Journal 'i6; Class Poet; elected
Pres. Rural School Imp. Asso. 'i6;
Chmn. And. Com. Student Gov.
Asso. 'i6; elected Treas. Wade
Hampton Literary Society 'i6;
Treas. Rural School Imp. Asso. '12-
'13 ; Vice-Pres. Rural School Imp. Asso. '13-
'14; elected Class Historian 'i4-'i5; Vice-
Pres. Laurens County Club 'is-'i6; Member
Y. W. C. A., Wade Hampton Literary So-
ciety, Athletic Asso., Hiking Club, Rural
School Imp. Asso., Laurens County Club.
"He is a fool who thinks by force or skill
To turn the current of a ivoman's will."
MELITA stars in English;
is Miss Dickson's own
good friend
;
And if nothing more were
said of her this would
show her trend.
This maiden has a serious
mind ; and a worthy lass
is she,
And beside her shining
brightness, she's as good
as she can be.
The girl that's standing here
all smiles, is not the real
old KATE,
Who frets and worries all
the time for fear the
TATLER'S late;
Her hair is red, her temper
too, we hate to say the
same
—
And if you would the reason
know, jvist see her mid-
dle name.
EthF,l Winn, A. B.
tAUEENS, S. C.
Member of The Curry Literary
Society, The Rural School Improve-
meut Association, The Hiking Club,
Laurens County Club.
19 16
Louise Zeiglee, A. B.
DENMARK, S. C.
Corresponding Secretary Curry
Literary Society ; Chairman Dining-
Room Committee ; President Kake
Klub; Member Cabinet Y. VV. C. A.,
Hiking Club, Athletic Association,
Rural School Improvement Associa-
tion, Bamberg County Club, S i6 S,
Oriental Club.
"The sweat of industry ivould dry and die
But for the end it zvor/^s to."
"True woman was she day by day;
Her life, made holy and serene
By faith, was hid with things unseen:
How like the name she
bears, a breezy wind in-
deed.
Who never stops to say a
word, but passes at a
speed
;
'Twould break the limit I
am sure
—
you know the
very kind ;
If she were charged for
speeding, she coidd never
pay the fine.
GOVERNOR LOUISE
ZEIGLER, of the Dining-
Land,
Is the sweetest and the
truest of all the Sixteen
band.
With her mind on the Y.
W. and the affairs of
state.
We'd just like now to tell
you that here's a mixture
gi^at.
Frances McCown Cole, A. B.
EBENEZER, s. c.
Member of Wade Hampton Lit-
erary Society, Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, Hiking Club.
"0 that my tongue zvere in the thunder's
mouth,
Then zvitli a passion zvonld I shake the
world."
Catherine Gareington, B. Mus.
newberry, s. c.
President of Special Class 'i4-'i5;
Secretary of Special Class 'i2-'i4;
Guard Special Class Basket-Ball
'team 'i3-'i4; Marshal of Rural
School Improvement Association
;
Vice-President Choral Society First
Term 'i5-'i6; President H. T. S.
Club 'i5-'i6; Member of College Mandolin
Club, Literary Society, Y. W. C. A., Athletic
Association, The Rural Scliool Improvement
Association, Choral Society, The Hiking Club.
'Music her soft assuasive voice applies
ll'hen the soul is pressed witli cares."
Please don't attempt to dis-
pute with F. COLE,
For FANNIE'S a maid both
determined and bold ;
But yet you will find her
heart's pure gold.
With a will and a way that
will never grow old.
Full long has CATHERINE
gone her way, her chosen
work to know,
A walking talent in herself,
indeed we marvel so
That one small head could
so much of music put
away
;
A great composer she will
be, and all the world will
homage pay.
bMjl^''AiS'^^^->j'.^t, t,^ -^i-i,'"-
Kathryn Dl;\Vai,t Mayf.s, B. Mus.
ni;wbe;rrYj s. c.
Warden Winthrop Literary So-
ciety '12; Qui Vive Editor Winthrop
Society '13 ; Librarian Choral So-
ciety '13 ; elected Reporter of Win-
throp Society; Member of Execu-
tive Committee Winthrop Society
'14; Secretary and Treasurer Choral
Society '16; Charter Member of Athletic As-
sociation; Literary Editor Tati,ER 'i4-'i5;
President of Choral Society '16; Member of
Y. W. C. A., Winthrop Literary Society, Win-
throp Choral Society, Glee Club 'i5-'i6.
"Music resembles poetry: in each
Are nameless graces which no methods teach,
And which a master hand alone can reach.
Annie; Rodduy Mii,li;r, B. Mus.
ROCK HII,!,, s. c.
President of Glee Club; President
of German Club; Member of K E
Club, The Curry Literary Society.
"Music the fiercest grief can charm.
And Fate's severest rage disarm."
KITTY spreadeth laughter
with joyous happy tone,
And sings the happy hours
away and wonders why we
moan.
Miss Covey's own right
hand is she, and doeth
many works,
For KITTY always does
her part and never, never
shirks.
^%
ANNA RODDEY, bless her
heart ! stayed on from old
Fifteen,
To see what more she'd
gather that would make
her mind grow keen
;
In music and the artist
ways it's "atmosphere"
she hunts.
And truly in her chosen
lines she does tremendous
stunts.
^"M
axcooii
wINTHROP called us from near and far.Some came with sighs and tears,For the great splendid halls of Winthrop,To tarry for four long years.
And 'mid the terrors of the Freshman year
A timid band were we.
And most were happy just to pass
The boundary of a ''three."
Behold us Sophs within the year,
And as wise as wise could be,
We frowned o'er every far-fetched thine
And nodded our heads, did we.
The Junior was the best of all,
But harder than the rest
;
And with it all our minds just shrunk
Till as Seniors we were blest.
Seniors! Horrors of Training School!
Chills and scares and fright
!
But safely now, happy! all free!
At length we've won the light.
We have finished our fun at College,
Our trials and failings, too.
Come, girls, the call is stronger yet
From the world for service true.
But now its
:
19 rah ! '16 rah !
1916, rah, rah, rah
!
Gold and black
Sis, boom, bah
!
1916, rah, rah, rah !
—
Historian
Dl ID
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EXTRA COPY ROCK HILL, S. C. JANUARY 10, 1926
This week we are glad to issue an ex-
tra copy of our College Weekly, in honor
of the few graduates of the Class of
1916 who will honor us with their pres-,
ence this coming season.
All of us who remember hearing of
these one hundred and fifty girls who
went out from this institution ten years
ago will be interested in their welfare.
For the sake of the four hundred grad-
uates of the present Class of 1926, I wish
to say that it is a great opportunity for
you to meet these famous women of 1916.
PERSONALS
Included in the society news of Wash-
ington, D. C, was a wonderful account
of a ball given by the President in honor
of some of the belles of Washington.
On this list the names of the following
appeared: Misses Lou Ellen Ligon, Sara
Haskell, Louise McCown, Mary Herbert,
Mary Evelyn Cloud, Gordon Field, Kath-
erine Minis, and Grace Whitlock. These
names, as you will recognize, often ap-
pear in the Society Column.
We have all been keeping up with the
elections soon to take place in our coun-
try, and since this is the fifth anniversary
of Woman Suffrage in America, women
all over the country are fast coming into
offices. The following leaders: Misses
Kate V. Wofford, former chairman of
Committee on Ways and Means; Louise
Zeigler, Foreign Ambassador; Margaret
Shaw, Speaker of the House; Myrtle
James, Commissioner of Education; Clif-
ton Gray, from United States Department
of Agriculture; and Mary Webb Gooding,
Congressman from Fifth District, will all
visit us during this campaign.
Miss Mabel Booth, whose name stands
foremost as the leader of this Class of
1916, has written some fine articles in
the latest magazines, on "Leadership."
Appearing in Good Housekeeping now,
you will find many useful hints on cook-
ing and dressmaking, also from her pen.
There are many lovers of Athletics in
this College who have been keeping up
with the World's Woman championship
games of tennis. We predict it will be
exciting to know that the next tourna-
ment will take place at Winthrop, with
Miss Alexander Atkins, Margaret Sandi-
fer, Millie Douglas, and Hazel Hutaff
(the wonderful all-'round athlete) star-
ring in the games. This means a great
deal to Winthrop Athletics.
We no more as American citizens copy
the Parisian modes, and why should we
when such wonderful garments are being
designed and made by Misses Melita Wil-
son, Marguerite Scarborough, Rennie
Hook, Meta DeLoach, Marie Mitchell,
and Lucile Duckworth? The dresses of
these designers are fast coming into
vogue.
You have all heard of the Mon-
tessoris of America, namely: Misses
Frances Allen, Orlena Timmons, Marga-
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ret Hodges, Katherine Rabb, and Vir-
ginia Reynolds. Their work along the
k ndergarten line has been unsurpassed
by any others as yet. We have received
letters from the following, who have be-
come famous in their chosen lines of
work. They will deliver short talks in
chapel, etc.: Misses Merlee Armstrong,
Alice Martin, Alma Lewis, History of
the world up to present time; Misses
Annie Boggs, Annie Lee Boggs, and V r-
ginia Rogers, Latin; Miss Maybelle Mc-
Laurin, Essay Wrifng and Short Stories;
Misses Hazel Crowther and Julia Shealy,
Mathematics. Misses Sara Craig and
Lois Hipp, who have been studying
Chemistry for these many years, have
made many wonderful discoveries, and
are ready to give to you Winthrop stu-
dents their first great facts along scien-
tific lines of knowledge.
We are glad for the students taking
any Education from I to XXV to have
the opportunity to become acquainted
with Misses Gertrude Abrams, Evelene
Brown, Rachel Dees, Olive Dukes, Pauline
Levin, Mary Ellen Wilson, and Gladys
Buckner. You will, of course, recognize
these names as the authors of many of
your text-books on Education today
—
Stamper, Strayer, Kirkpatrick, Bagley,
McMurray, Betts, and Thorndike long
ago having been discarded for these up-
to-date authors.
In this day and time, since our College
has increased in number, and our recita-
tion periods shorter, we no longer have
much time for the slow talkers. Com:ng
to Winthrop next week is a group of
young women who will give free instruc-
tion in quick, lively talking. See Miss
Isabel Chappell, Miss Vera Corley, Miss
Winona Davis, Miss Catherine de Tre-
vlle, and Miss Lalla Marshall. Now is
the opportunity to speed up. These
women are specialists along this line.
The Seniors gave a most delightful en-
tertainment last week, the honorary
guests of the evening be'ng Governor
Grace Pack, of South Carolina; and Miss
Sophia Seabrook, her private secretary.
Probably over two hundred guests called
and had the honor of shaking hands with
the Governor of South Carolina.
In the Students' Building, several days
ago, an interesting State Teachers' Con-
vention was held. Many familiar faces
were recognized. Miss Minnie Reeves,
the successor of Miss Wickliff, gave a
demonstration of her work in Manual
Training. Misses Annie Bess Rabb, Alice
Cannon, Dessie Hugerpillar, Lillian
Brown, Lula Fewell, Louise Ludwick,
Alda Titman, and other teachers of th s
State, were present. The speakers of
the day were Misses Doris Hartzel and
Susan Gower, telling of their wonderful
work in athletics. They made wonderful
appeals to all for the great, wide Lfe out
of doors that they are now living in
Canada, supervising the playgrounds.
FOR FREE LESSONS
given in model up-to-date
1926
HOUSE CLEANING
write to Misses Ethel Winn,
Grace Black, and Louise
Griffin. They will furnish
information concerning the
courses. This is required of
all Frcfchmen.
Address
14 BROOM STREET CLEANTOWN, S. C.
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During the spring months, our Pres-
ident has arranged for a fine open-air
moving picture show. One of the reels
to be shown is one that is in demand
everywhere, and why wonder? for the
all-star cast is composed of Misses Ethel
Hoffman, Margaret Doyle, and Catherine
Jennings. The former brings tears and
sighs, wh'le the latter two make your
sides ache for weeks afterwards.
LEARN THE NEW DANCES
The young ladies especially interested
in dancing will be glad of an opportunity
to learn some new steps from the follow-
ing young women, who have made danc-
ing their specialty since leaving here. See
Misses Cecile McKagan, Charlotte Blood,
Mary Hope Crawford, Gertrude Stevenson,
Genevieve Boyd, Anna Prentiss, Essie Mae
Suber, and Emily Tobin.
One of their latest, and probably the
newest dance on their program, is
"LA VIRGINIA REEL"
Don't Miss the Chance to Learn
THIS ONE
The Southern Musical Artists will be
the next number of our Star Course. This
company is composed entirely of women
and women of rare ability. Misses Ida
Dwight, Lula Evans, Mary Jo Drakeford
Jessie Armstrong, Kathleen Hawkins
Cara Dunlap, Willie Mae Ratteree, and
Marion Richards take leading parts in
the program. We had great trouble in
securing this company.
There has just been sent to our library
the recent publication of a journal edited
by Misses Evelyn Montgomery, Nelle Car-
ter, and Mary Stuart. This issue contains
some interesting material concerning the
missionary work in China and Japan now
being carried on by Misses Uta Saito,
Lillian Rose, Claire Steele, and Louise
Galphin. Rev. Katie Pitts has returned
from China, and has been secured for
speaker on next Commencement Sunday.
A HOSPITAL FOR
OVERWORKED
TEACHERS
Write to Dr. Agnes Hunter at once
for information concerning all
COMPLAINTS
Following Nurses in Charge :
Misses Cornelia Tennent, Ray Kitch-
ings, Sallie Jones, Ella McCutchen,
Gertrude Croft, Belle Prince, Sophie
Black, Helen Hicklin, and Nan
Pennell
During the spring, the World's Master-
pieces in Art are to be brought here by
special train, and exhibited in the
Museum. The following well-known ar-
tists' pictures will be exhibited: Misses
Esther Bauer, Marie Causley, Uta Saito,
and Mary C. Haynsworth.
Some have been inquiring about Sadie
Padgette, Ammie Sturgis, Marie Jeter,
May Smith, Dorrie Lee Wells, and Meta
Byrd.
Few are the marriages in this Class;
But these have changed their names,
alas!
-LuLA M. Logan, Prophet
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^^^^U^^^E, THE members of the Senior Class of igi6, desiring to share with and
^^^M ^ impart to the members of the Senior Class of 1917 some of the vast privi-
^ jl X leges and pleasures that have been ours during our sojourn at this Pierian
^^r^^ spring, do make, ordain, publish, and declare this as, and for, our last Will
and Testament, hopmg that the receiving" of which will as greatly enrich
each and all of them, as the giving of which has impoverished each and all of us ; namely,
the former possessors of said possessions.
We do will and bequeath to you, the Senior Class of 1917, on this the twenty-eighth day
of Maj^ in the year 1916, the following:
First: The innumerable campus privileges that have been ours during the past nine
months; namely, the pleasure of strolling on the campus when to attend chapel might
have been tiresome, during meals, during uninteresting classes, during the still hours of
the evening before we retired. In fact, we hand down to you the entirety of our old
privilege of being and doing on this Winthrop campus anything, at just any time; the
privilege, even, of being "little calves cutting across the grass as if you were born in a
cotton patch."
Second : The high honor of being at last eligible for the office of "A Head of a Table,"
whereby you may grace the sumptuous feast of syrup and fried apples which will be spread
for you as it has been. for us; namely, for 810 times during your coming Senior year.
Third : The unusual pleasure of being allowed to sit in the most conspicuous place
within the chapel of Winthrop College : that is, of being able to sit on the right hand of
"Debe," and directly below the horizon of our solicitous foster-fathers and -mothers.
Fourth: The "soothing of conscience" which has been ours upon being forced to take
"pie electives" to fill up space.
Fifth : The faithful old pianos in the music hall, which some of us have so conscien-
tiously and steadfastly caused to moan and shriek and groan. We beseech you, the noise-
makers of 1917, to treat them more tenderly.
Sixth: The joy of being experimented upon in the Winthrop Normal and Industrial
Training School; that is, the daily joy of being changed from green material—silly, rosy,
and plump, to finished products—wise, wrinkled, and long-necked.
Seventh : The new dormitory and new gymnasium which we are so generously allow-
ing Dr. Johnson to construct in your behalf.
Eighth: We now introduce as well as will to you our old "stand-bys:" "Mr. Peabody,"
"Mr. Dewey," "Mr. Froebel," "Mr. Pestalozzi ;" and above all to our beloved and never
to be forgotten "Mr. Efficiency."
Ninth : The great opportunity of spending a fortnight in the Practice Home across the
way, wherein neither we nor you did or shall learn anything new or old ("I'll tell the
whole world that").
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Ten'ih : The "Harpists," of old 'i6 beg to will and bequeath to our true and slender
friend "Mother" all the melodious instruments belonging to the late J. H. Senior orchestra,
hoping that these "organs of the mouth" will quiet her nerves and lull her to sleep as often
in the future as they have in the past.
Eleventh ; The good example of our "modulated" voices do we willingly hand down
to you.
Twelfth: Finally, to you the Seniors of 1917, do we will and bequeath these; our favorite
professors, and one assistant to whom we are partial:
(i) "Young Ladies, 'Pompous braggadocio throwcd' at me is most emphatically a per-
sonal insult. Yes, Marm."
(2) "Daily organization is a virtue;
Cramming is intellectually immoral."
(3) "If a cat and a half ate a rat and a half, what would it take to 'sink' a Senior 'that's
daft' and a class and a half?
"No! no! no! Little Willie."
(4) "Methusalah and L drank seven'y-one cups of coffee just before Napoleon surren-
dered at Appomattox.
"Yes, I was there."
(5) "I can't make this course easy. Choosing the right word is essentially difficult."
(6) "Sum up (sniffle, sniffle) the results of (sniffle, sniffle } the European War
(sniffle, sniffle)."
(7) " (Smack!) The ragtime you students play is positively abominable (smack!)."
(8) "Youngsters, this 'ere cow 'gotta' have the tuberculosis serum."
(g) "I have a point to make, girls; please listen carefully, for I shall never make it."
(10) (Snap! snap!) "Now what were we talking about?
"Repeat, 'Griffin.' "
We also will and bequeath to you, all other persons and all other things that have been
connected with us directly or indirectly, pleasantly or unpleasantly, habitually or temporar-
ily, except "Debe" and our beloved Miss Spencer.
Whereof, in witness, I hereby and hereunto do set my seal and signature at this time,
the twenty-eighth day of the iifth month, in the year of our Lord Nineteen hundred and
sixteen.
(Seal) Catherine DeTrEvielE
Signed, sealed, published, and declared by the Senior Class of 1916, as our only and last
Will and Testament, in the presence of, and witnessed by:
1. Proe. J. W. Thomson.
2. Proe. J. Thompson Brown.
3. Proe. E. C. Coker.
DLZZ C^ !
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Ckss POBHl'
JUST as the zvcavers of the olden times zvere zvoiit to zveave
Into their ever-busy loom the colors dark and bright,
To make the finished piece a thing of beauty in itself,
And never tired of any tasks, but ever kept quite near
To them a vision of the finished zvork zvell planned and done,
To be a blessing and a cheer to those zvho came to seek:
So Winthrop, zvith her lavish hand, has zvoz'cn in each life
Her golden days both glad and gay, and left therein the zvealth
And szveetness of the hours. Dark days have come, and sorrozvs too
With heavy touch have brushed our lives and left an imprint there
;
Yet this glad thought remains: the Master Weaver of our lives
Has alzvays used His darker days to bring the brighter out.
Thus year by year our Zi'ork-filled days of zveaving in and out
Have come and gone, and lo, today zve have the finished piece.
In lives vuell planned for zvork, and each of us at last is fit
n[ ID
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To take the !oiu/ed-fo)- road to seek and find contentment rare,
Contentment zve sJiall knozv zvhen we have found the little niche
Where ojdy zve ca)i fit to best advantage to ourselves.
And 7i.'here the talent that zve boast may yield ten thousand fold
In service rendered to our fellozv-men, not always in
The leading of a gay and glozving pageantry before
The open admiration of the crotvd, but ofttimes in
TJic quiet places set apart for those zvho keeping pace
Jl'ith ardent youth must stumble 'long the zvay a)id faint and fall.
Here would we dzi'cll along this road zvhere many faint from loss
Of faith and hope and of the little ki)idly deeds ajid acts
That bring eternal peace and joy. Here zvould zve serve so like
To him zvho zvalked the paths of Palestine along, and in
His many journeys left us naught but peace and love behind.
—Poet
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JUNIOR CI^ASS
•h 'h "ir
Jmnm' Class
*•
OFFICERS
Helen James President
Margaret Oates - — —
.
Vice-President
Ethel Jones - Secretary
Rachel Macauley Treasurer
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JiiiVior Cln-s^
Ci,AEA Adams
Frances Adickes
lyOuisE Austin
Grach; Barksdale
Cecili; Baer
LilliE Barr
Louise Barr
Una Baskin
Perry BeelE Bennett
Meda Bishop
Edmonia Blakeney
LuciEE Bosweli,
MoLLiE Bowen
Mary Lou Bowie
Nettie Boykin
HeeEn Brandon
Caroline, Brennen
Susan Britt
Thomasine Brock
Marion Brown
Travis Brown
Peare Bryant
Margaret Calhoun
Nele Carter
Rose Cheyne
Julia Childress
Birch Clinkscales
Elizabeth Clinkscales
Annie Clinton
Harriet Coan
Jennie Coleman
Kathleen Coleman
Rebecca Coleman
Agnes Connor
Mattie Lee Cooley
LuciLE Cooper
Margaret Craig
Flossie Crisp
Mary Cromer
Irene CurlEE
Alice Dantzler
Annie Davie.s
Gladys Davis
Jeannette Davis
CoRiNNE DeLorme
Naomi Derrick
Leonora Dick
Leila Dinkins
Harriet Dixon
johnsie dulin
Marie Dunlap
Mary Dunn
Maude Edgeworth
Mamie Edmunds
Hanna Edwards
Katherine Ellison
Dorothy Ervin
Charlotte EtherEdge
Melita Floyd
Frances Forney
Harriet Frazier
Cornelia Galphin
Margaret Gandy
Bessie Garrison
ArabellE Gill
Irene Gore
Lily Gregg
Bettie Grigsby
Katie Gunter
Mary HarlEy
Nannie Hayes
Thelma Hayes
Betty Hemphill
Julia Henderson
Anna AdelE Heriot
NanCy Hines
Julia Mae Hodge
ElEphare Hood
Lizzie Hope
Ethel Hopkins
IfABEL Hoy
Annie Mae Hubbard
Gladys Jackson
Annie Jacobs
Blanche Jaeger
Helen James
Dorothy Jei'fords
Frankie Jeefords
Mary Jennings
Lois Johnson
Ethel Jones
Emily Jordan
Jack Jose.y
Mae Joyner
Louise Kinard
Mildred Koonce
Susie Kortjohn
Ethel Lancaster
Helen Latham
Carrie Lawrence
Flossie Layne
IvA Leonard
Edith LindlEr
Elizabeth Lindsay
Julia Littlejohn
CoRRiE, Long
Marie McConnell
Mabry McCoy
Mary McCullough
Tabitha McFall
Jenny McKinnEll
Mary McKinnell
Marion Mabry
Rachel MacaulEy
Mabel Mann
Martha Marshall
Fannie BellE Martin
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LuGENiA Martin
Carrie; Mason
Elizabeth Mather
Mary Means
GussiE Miller
Viola Mims
Ann Mitchell
Edna Mitchell
Nettie Mitchell
Corinne Mixon
Margaret Moore
Mae Muldrow
Nellie Mulke.y
Annie NeEly
Anabel Oates
Margaret Oates
Annie OwEns
Myrtle Owens
Nancy Owens
Vivian Owe.ns
Henry Etta Owings
Marthy Sue Padget
Lana Parks
Joanna Patterson
Marie Pegram
Nell Peterktn
Louise Poag
Georgia Porter
LoRiNE Porter
Ruth Rhame
EiLY Richardson
Margaret Riddle
Faye Rikard
Julia Roddf.y
Martha Roddey
Katie Roper
Mary Roper
Vernon Ross
Chlotilde Rowell
PIannah SallEy
Grace Seabrook
Ruth Seymour
Mary ;Sharp
Claude Shell
Era Sheriff
Lucille Shirley
Ethel Shuler
EucEBiA Shulf,r
Marian Simmons
Florine Simpson
Alice Smith
Clara Smith
EdmeE Smith
Ellen Smith
EsTis Smith
Theresa Smith
Grace Smoak
Elizabeth Spigner
Margaret Stem
Roberta Stephenson
Emily Stribling
Carrie Stroman
Annie Teaguf,
Blanche Thomasson
Alice Thorpe
ViviENNE Todd
Meta Tolbert
Louise Tomlinson
ClEora ToolE
EsTELLE Toole
Lillian TruEsdale .
Inez Vincent
Marie Vaughn
Katherine Walker
Margaret WalmslEy
Besjie Walsh
Maida Watkins
Nettie Watkins
Helen Wheeler
Nannie Mae Williams
Delano Wilson
Lucy Wilson
Hattie Wise
Sophia Woods
Bernice Woodward
Jennie Mae WyliE
Martha Ann Yates
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The ,ik)o.k of the :il:)<l llc).so
COMMONLY CALLED
Tile History of Seveiiteea
CHAPTER I1AND it came to pass, in the year one thousand nine hundred and thirteen,
in the ninth month, and on the sixteenth day of the month, that the Class
9 of Seventeen gained the threshold of Winthrop College, which is, Iseing inter-
preted, the Temple of Goodly Arts.
2. And in the train of Seventeen came three hundred fair maidens, with herds of trunks
and flocks of suitcases.
3. For many more maidens had started on this perilous journey, but some had fallen by
the Wayside of Faintheartedness, and some had been lost in the Sea of Examinations,
and some had been turned away at the Gates of Capacity.
4. But these three hundred valiant maidens were of a greenish hue, so that the blue of
their clothing was not perceived by those who passed by on the other side.
5. And the maidens chose for themselves leaders from among their own number, who
should lead them through the Country of the Classes.
6. And the name of the chief was Lois Constant, and she was of the tribe of Johnson,
and of the land of Charleston.
7. And so passed the year of Freshmanc}'.
CHAPTER n
1. And in the second year of the pilgrimage of the Class of Seventeen, men looked upon
the maidens, and saw that they were now of the color of the yellow gold.
2. For their hearts were pure in the sight of the matrons.
3. And the chief of the maidens led them faithfully and well.
4. But the rough roads and devious paths and dark ways of Sophomoreland were hard
to travel, and at times the standards of the Black and Garnet were dragged in the
dust by the boastful followers of Black and Gold, on the Field of Basket-Bali.
5. For the maidens of Seventeen were exceeding wise and haughty, because that they
had eaten of the lotus of Sophomoreland.
CHAPTER HI
1. But the maidens of the Red Rose were not in despair, for they came to battle in the
third year of their journey through the Country of the Classes as bravely as grass-
hoppers.
2. And the brave leader was Helena, of the tribe of James, and of the cily called Darling-
ton ; and the maidens were ruled wisely and with prudence.
3. In vain did the wise Educators of the Faculty endeavor to cast down the courageous
maidens, and lo ! the borderland of Senior Privileges was captured at last.
4. Here they are resting for three months, and preparing for their arduous journey
through the last deep mire of Edrcation IX, till they may gain the Celestial City of
Alumnae.
5. These things I write unto you, little Freshmen, that you may know of the perils of
the journey made by the victorious Red Rose, and that you may not be discouraged
by the greenness of Freshmancy nor by the conceits of Sophomoreland nor l.iy the
Educations of Juniority
;
6. But that you may persevere ever, remembering that Alma Mater watches over her
children, even over the Class of Seventeen, under the banner of the Red Rose.
7. L Historiker, say it.
HERE ENDETH THE CHRONICLE OF THE RED RO.-E
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Behold, thus ends the dignity of
the classes!
Pass on to Youth and Frivolity.
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SOPHOMORE CLASS
4. 4.
,J.
OFFICERS
Annie Carkoi^l ...President
Julia Owens J 'ice-President
Caroline Weston Secretary
Pauline McCreary Treasurer
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LUCILE AnAMS
Maude Adams
Edith Anderson
Emma Anderson
Frances Andrews
LucRETiA Baker
Veda BarrE
WiEMOTH Bates
Margaret Bauer
Kathryn Beach
Nelee Beckham
Aema Bethea
Thelma Bethea
Sara Bigby
RosEbeleE BlSER
Eeeen H. Black
Frances Beanding
ResstE Boggs
Fannie Bradham
Kate Brandon
Peare Broadway
RosAEiE Brown
Mary F. Burton
Grace Buster
Annie Haee ByErs
Anna Caehoun
Felicia Callahan
Ruth Calvert
Faye Carlton
Annie Carmichael
Annie Carroll
Nancy Carroll
Marietta Carter
Marion Cason
Floris Chambers
Ethyl Chandler
Emmie Chapman
Willie Pett Chapman
ESTHER Clarke
Kathleen Clinton
Annie L. Colyer
Clara Cook
Georgia Cook
Delma Cooke
Elizabeth Cooper
Tallulah Cork
Paulina CrEEd
EouisE Cunningham
Elizabeth Dabbs
Mel Lee Daniel
Sallie, DeEaughter
Annie Mae Donnan
Mary EizziE Duncan
Margaret Dunlap
Harriet DuVernet
Frances EarlE
Katherine EarlE
Bessie Hart Edwards
Hannah McI. Edwards
Winnie Edwards
Kathleen Emerson
Kathleen Fairy
Gertrude Faucett
EuciA Feather^tone
Jo Louise Feeder
Esther Fleming
Katherine Fleming
Charlotte Galloway
Mary E. Galloway
loLA Garrison
Theo. Garrison
Lucia Gasque
Isma E. Gault
Mabel Glenn
Agnes C. Goodwin
Lucy Googe
Calla Gosnell
HalliE Gregg
Elizabeth Grist
JennillE HailE
Eleanor Halliday
LuLA Hand
Nellie S. Harden
Bonnie Kate Harrell
Elizabeth Harris
Velma Harris
Sallie Hart
Gertrude Hartzell
Myrtle Harvey
Agnes Heriot
Lottie Hipp
Ruth B. Hodges
Inez Hudgens
Jayne Hudgens
Mary DeWalt Hunter
Minnie Irvin '
Celeste Irwin
Rose Irwin
Ethel Jefeords
Eliza Jenkins
Annie C. Johnston
Mary Jones
Rebecca Jones
Ruth Justus
Edith Keel
PearlE King
Alverne Koonce
Kate LaBoon
Susan F. Langford
LuciLE Lathan
Virginia Latimer
Grace Lee
Frances Lewis
Annie E. Lide
Bea Locke
Susie Lown
Willie Mae Ludwick
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Pauline; McCeeary
Pearl McDermon
EsTALENA McDonald
Margaret McElwEE
Bessie McNair •
Frances Major
Margaret Massey
Lillian Mattison
Thelma Mazursky
Sarah MicklE
Emma MoblEy
Edna Moore
Elizabeth MosElEy
Katie May Nance
Louise M. Newbourne
Jeannie Odom
PearlE Odom
Helen O'Neal
Julia Owe.ns
Polly Parker
Frances Louise Pegram
Mary L. Perrin
Grace Perry
Wilhelmina Pickett
Mabel Platt
Annie REid Poag
Catherine Poe
Beulah Porter
Elise Priestejj
SalliE QuarlEs
Ruth QuattlEbaum
Louise Quinn
Cora Raines
Ethel Reeves
Mabel Reid
BrownlEE Rice
Ramelle Rice
Be.ttie Richards
Nan Roddey
Elma Rogers
NeeliE Rogers
Mary Rothrock
Annie SallEy
Helen Sandifer
loLA Saye
,
Margaret Saye
Nettie Schein
Louise Schwrar
Pauline Seabrook
Mamie, Seawright
Jessie Sloan
Gladys M. Smith
Lois Smith
Lottie Smoot
JUANITA SowELi,
Sara Spearman
Louise Stephenson
BellE Stribling
Tabitha Stribling
Minnie Strong
Myrtle Stubbs
Minnie Surasky
Mary Thomas
Ora Lee Thompson
LiDiE Thornton
Louise Titman
Ella Townsend
Valerie Trottie
LuciLE Turner
Mary B. Van Landingham
Mary Venning
Edyth Walker
Obera Walker
Mary B. Wallace
Alice Ward
CoRRiE Watkins
Cora Watson
Daisy B. Watson
Leila Webb
Bertie Lucile Wells
Grace Wells
Annie O. We.st
Caroline Weston
Ruby WheelER
Rachel Whisonant
Ruth White
Elizabeth Wilborn
Martha Wilkinson
Flossie Williams
Frances Williams
Lois C. Williams
LylEte Wilson
Marguerite Wise
Grace Wood
Nancy Wylie
Ida Young
Pauline ZeiglER
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wodlolo of cho CTlnss of 191(3
' J ' D. 1915. If any would know of the Freshmen of last year, of
^f^B their victories and of their defeats ; then will we describe them
as we have known them. Sophomores now, they with fresh zeal
take up arms against the fierce "Psychs" and "Bis." With implements
of wood and of iron the earth is tilled, and therewith flowers and herbs
spring forth ; and these they also learn to cook. Among the people spring up new
industries, and many are the carpenters among them. Bravely do they with-
stand their new enemies of the Garnet and Gray ; and defeat leaves them not
defeated, for they are full ready for the next call to battle.
This year did the same leaders, well-chosen, stand at their head, save for
one who had left them. The same allies, with strong hand and brave heart, stand
by their side, and great is the rejoicing that a new tribe has sworn fealty to them.
And still the Gold and the Blue, waving o'er them, reminds them of the goal
toward which they strive.
—Historian
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Look well!
The '' Innocents Abroad'' at
Winthrop do next appear.
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FRESHMAN CLASS
4< 4. 4.
OFFICERS
Martha Woods President
Annie Laurie Maynard Vice-President
Harriet Graham Secretary
Elise Smith Treasurer
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?;(VO-sliiiinii Chxm
Margaret Adams
Blanche Agnew
AucE Anderson
M. lyOUisE Anderson
Nancy Lee Anderson
Daphene, Armstrong
Kathleen Armstrong
Lurline Auel
Kate Bagwell
Sarah Bailey
Mary BarksdalE
EloisE Barron
Alma Barton
Amelia Barton
Lyndall Bass
Sadie Bates
Grace W. Beard
MellE H. Beard
Amarien Benton
Ethel Berry
Nannie Blackman
Eufaula Blackmon
Mary BlackwEll
Esther Blanks
Mildred Bowen
Mabel Boyd
Alice Bradford
Margaret Bratton
Elizabeth BrEarlEy
Jo-Lynn Brewer
Caroline Brightman
Golden Brooks
Stella Brooks
Cornelia Brown
Elizabeth Brown
Marion P. Brown
Miriam Brown
Elizabeth Bryan
Hattie, Lee Burgiss
Greta Burnett
May Burnette
Carrie Byers
Reba Calhoun
Alta Callahan
MattiE B. Campbell
Minnie Campbell
Rosalie Cason
Kate Cathcart
Lallage Cauthen
Cornelia Caveny
MaybellE Chapman
Myrtle, Childress -
Kate L. Clarke
Erin Clarke
Rebecca Clarke
Jeannette Clatworthy
Eunice Cogburn
Pauline Cohen
Mattie Collins
Ethel Cook
Blanche CoolEy
Nellie M. Cope
Elizabeth Cornwell
Ruth Crawford
Evelyn Creech
Mary CrEighton
AlEllE Crisp
Daisy Crisp
LinniE Cudd
SuANEE Daly
Christine Davis
Minnie DeLormE
Mary Denny
Marguerite DeVore
Eunice Donald
Sallie, Douglas
Mary A. Dreher
Edna Eaddy
RowEna Eaddy
Vivian A. Eadon
Ruby Ea sterling
Fannie Edwards
Florence Edwards
Olive Edwards
Louise Evans
Eunice Felkell
M. Evelyn FellErs
Ella Ferguson
Mary Ferguson
Helen Fe.well
Margaret FewEll
Kate Finch
Kathleen FoglE
Marie Gaines
Helen Gandy
Belle Gault
Alice Gettys
Elizabeth Glaze
Martha Glenn
Sarah Godbold
Elizabeth Gooding
Alma Googe
Pauline Goedan
Lois Gosnell
Agnes Goza
Harriett Graham
Bruce Gray
PearlE Gray
Katherine Gregory
Annie May Griffith
PearlE HaiglEr
CeicilE Hardee
Alice Harris
Minnie Hearon
COLZY HERIOT
Rose V. Hicklin
Kate Hinson
Julia Edith Hoffman
Christine Holler
Louise Howard
Hattie HowlE
EiRENE Hudson
Sallie Huffman
Kenneth Huggins
Sarah Huggins
Eva Hugh son
Lois James
Will James
Annie Jenkins
Carroll Johnson
Mattie Bell JollEy
Hannah Jones
Claire KearsE
Esther Kee
Margaret Kee
Gladys Kennedy
Margaret Kerr
Lillian Kirby
Elise Kirkland
Hazel Knight
FoNONA Knox
Madge LaBoon
Stella Lancaster
Mildred Laney
Elizabeth Law
IsLA Lawhon
M. Elizabeth LessliE
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Annie lyEwis
Mary Lewis
Mary Lide
Mildred Lide
LuLA Little
Mary Little
Marion LittlEjohn
Sarah Logan
Rebecca Long
Dorothy Lowney
Essie Lybrand
Florence LylEs
Ruth McAllister
Anna McAlpine
EsTE.LLA McAlpine
Catherine McElweE
LuciLE McWhirter
Ethej:, Mace
Sarah Marcus
Margaret Marshall
Nan Martin
Josephine May
Annie Laurie Maynard
Carrie MearEs
Agnes Medlock
Mattie Mathews
Lucia MilEr
Carrie Moore
Leona Moore
Lessie Moore
Lucille Moore
MozellE Moore
Pauline Moore
Ruby Moore
Otta Moyer
Mattie Nance
Kathertne Newman
Gladys Norris
Ruth Norris
LouEZA Oates
Ruby Odom
Ruth Oslorne
LuLA Ouzts
Katherine Owens
EthlEEn Peacock
IsabEllE Philips
Idah Pitchford
Jeannette Plowden
Louise Pope
Gary Porter
LiLLiAs Price
Leila Prince .
Susan QuattlEbaum
Bertha Quinn
Maude Randall
Mary W. Ravenel
Manna Ray
Mary Roberts
Esther Robison
Annie May RussEll
Maude SadlER
Frances M. Sarter
Viola Sawyer
JiMMiE Shelor
Ralda Sheriee
Sarah Sherrill
Helen Shirley
Mabel Simmons
Virginia Simpson
Louise Simril
Della Smith
Elsie Smith
Lula Smith
Vera Smith
Clara Spears
Mary Spears
Carrie Spencer
Susan Sprott
Earline Stevenson
Daisy Strong
Mary Stucky
Carrie Sturgis
Harriet Sullivan
Mary D. Sullivan
Mary H. Sullivan
Lillian Tatum
Mary Tatum
Edith Thomas
Mary C. Thomas
Virginia Thomas
Margaret Thomson
Inez Thorpe
Dorothy Tomkins
Mabel Toney
Rebecca Turner
Hascal Vaughan
Annie V. Walker
Marie Walker
Mary Waters
Annie B. Watkins
Charlotte Watts
H. Rose Weinberg
Cora Westerook
Frances WheElEr
Olice While
Sarah Whitlock
Katherine Whitner
Mattie Lou Wicker
Kathleen Wiggins
Sarah Wilkins
Esther Williams
Lillian Williams
M. Aline Williams
Ruth Williams
Edith Williamson
Alice Wilson
LylETE Wilson
M. Gertrude Wilson
Ann Eleanor Wofford
Ella Wagner Woods
Martha Woods
AIary Wyatt
Caro Wyoche
Carrie Young
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Helen Miriam Boger
manning, s. c.
Vice-President of Curry Literary
Society First Term 'i6; Member of
The Curry Literary Society, Y. W.
C. A., The Rural School Improve-
ment Association, A ^ Club, Man-
ning Club, The Dime Club, The Ath-
letic Association.
Julia Childress
EAURENSj s. c.
Member of Curry Literary So-
ciety, Athletic Association, Laurens
County Club.
''Retiring from the popular noise, I seek
The unfrequented place to find some case' 'For I am nothing if not critical"
HELEN'S quiet, sweet, and
kind
;
To her virtues none are
blind
;
And the smiles she gives
away
Make us happy all the day.
Critic JULIA CHIL-
DRESS, the gossip of our
town.
Always starts a piece of
news a-going on the
round.
Red-headed and hot-tem-
pered, with loads and
loads of grit
;
And with all these great
qualities she knows just
hoVy "to sit."
Annie Lavenia Clinton
YORK, s. c.
Member of The Y. W. C. A., Cor-
respondence Club, The Rural School
Improvement Association, The
Dining-Room Faculty Club.
9 16 WiLUU Maurice Gat,i,man
UNION, S. C.
Member Curry Literary Society,
Y. W. C. A., Athletic Association,
Union County Club, Choral Society.
"Her eye in heaven
Would through the airy regions stream so
bright
That birds would sing, and think it were not
night" "Hark! from the toiribs a doleful sound'
ANNIE of the great brown
eyes, that make you glad
to see
Another Ex-Com. member
of the D.-R. Faculty
—
A regular politician, for
none could twist as she
The ladies of the D.-R.
land, and make them bend
the knee.
A little quiet, except her
voice—she makes it all up
there
;
And when she sings you do
not give a care
If all the maidens of the
earth did never speak a
word,
But sing them ofl to you
instead, just like our own
Songbird.
Varina Anniij Huff
NINETV-SIX, s. c.
Member of The Curry Literary
Society, The Glee Club, G. T. C.
Club, "96" 13 Club.
LORETTA JERVE.Y
CHARLESTON, S. C.
College Marshal '15; Basket-Bail
Manager 'i5-'i6; Vice-President
Winthrop Literary Society; House
President Catawba Hall '16; Vice-
President 2 AG Club '16; President
S. J. W. HI; Secretary Epicurean
Club ; Member of Rural School Im-
provement Association, Senior Varsitv.
Hiking Club.
'Music can nuble hints impart;
Ungcndcr fury, kindle love;
With unsuspected eloquence can move,
And manage all the men with secret art"
"She is as steadfast as a star,
And yet the maddest maiden.
She can zvage a gallant ivar
And give the peace of Eden"
VARINA is a songbird,
who sings both day and
niglit
:
And we tell you that her
singing is always a de-
b'ght.
lieside this great attraction
—our verse begins to
limp
—
So we just tell you that she
knows exactly how to
primp.
e^t*
We've tried to fuss with
"RETTA," and she
laughed it all away
;
And to this jolly sweet old
girl we all due homage
pay.
For not only with this
humor did she take our
heart away.
But we want her just to
keep it—forever and a
day.
\
Emma Rebekah Lipscomb
NINETY-SIX, s. c.
Member of Curry Literary Society,
Athletic Association, G. T. C. Club,
"96" 13 Club.
Ruth McDovv
lancaster, s. c.
Member Curry Literary Society,
Y. W. C. A., Athletic Association,
Hiking Club, Correspondence Club.
'Her modest looks the cottage might adorn
Sweet as the primrose peeps beneath the
thorn"
"There zvas a soft and pcnsii'c grace,
A cast of thought, upon her face
That suited
-well the forehead high,
The eyelash dark, and doivncast eye"
A beauty is our EMMA,
and as neat as a new pin
;
For neatness is a virtue,
and lack of it a sin.
She takes her days just as
they come — the bitter
and the sweet
;
But it matters not what
they may be, our EMMA
must be neat.
^
Reserved to all except her
friends, of course we had
a lack
Of knowledge of the real
RUTH we wish we did
know, back
Of the cool gray eyes that
smile at us, and tell us too
That maidens with the face
of her's are always found
true blue.
CORINNE MiXKON
BI<ACKSVII,LE, S. C.
Member of The Winthrop Liter-
ary Society, The Y. W. C. A., The
Athletic Association, The Barnwell
County Club 'i4-'i6.
19 16 Marguerite; M. Smith
bascomvilee, s. c.
Member of Curry Literary So-
ciety, Athletic Association, Hiking
Club, Orientals, S i6 S.
"Who docs the best his circumstance allows,
Docs zvell—acts nobly; angels could do no
more"
'Is she not more than painting can express,
Or youthful fancy zvhen they lovef"
When we think of CO-
RINNE, of Miss Estes,
too, we think:
For there is where she
spends her time a-count-
ing out the chink
;
At otlier times slie's boning
away, like all the rest of
us
Who are trying for an A.
B.—for our luck we can-
not trust.
"PUTTY" SMITH or
"PUGGY SMITH, it's
all the same, you know
;
For PUTTY stands for loy-
alty when fortune's high
or low.
Too pretty to teach for long,
and we safely make a
guess
That "PUTTY" Smith will
not be long—instead, an
M-R-S.
THIS SPACE IS
DEDICATED TO THE
ONE WHO FELL
BY THE WAYSIDE
MARGARt.T Louise Smith
SPARTANBURG, S. C.
Literary Editor TatlER from Spe-
cial Class '15; Tennis Champion '15;
Member of Curry Literary Society.
Terpsichorean German Club, 2 A 6
Club.
"Nought cared this body for zviiid or zveather
When youth and 1 lived in't together"
Athletic MARGARET,
when she takes a racket
in her hand,
Can bring forth gasps of
wonder from the yelling
mad grandstand
;
She is a good old fellow.
and truly worth the
while
;
And if you don't believe it
just see her dimpling
smile.
For the ONE who fell by
the wayside,
We're reserving this space
above
;
She may be wandering the
world wide, or she may
have fallen in love.
If she is a wandering lady,
we trust that the world
is kind;
If she has taken a husband,
we hope she is making
him mind.
^>€
SPECIAL Cr.ASS
•i" 4' 4-
Spccisil Cmss
4-
OFFICERS
Evelyn Williams - - - President
Martha Marie Sanders.. P^ice-President
Mary Hayes - Secretary and Treasurer
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Soocnnl Cln^^
MEMBERS
Emma Anderson
Fannie Lee Anderson
LiLLiE Barr
Helen Boger
Edna Brim
Florence Brown
Elizabeth Cathcart
Isabel Carothees
Anna Calhoun
Sara Carroll
Julia Childress
Lena Clark
Annie Clinton
1,avania coker
SuBjETTE Cooper
Mary Cornwall
Christine Cowan .
Marguerite Croft
Verdee Cunningham
Cora Duffej?
Mamie Edmunds
Virginia Faust
Emily Feaster
Ellen Peemster
Julia Flynn
Willie Galman
Alice Garrison
loLA Garrison
Emily Geiger
Marie Glascock
Calla Gosnell
Carrie Lou Gray
Grace HamEl
CORDIA Harrell
Lillian Harrison
Mary Hayes
Gladys Hearon
Emma Hewot
Mattie Hill
Elizabeth Hood
Myrtle Horton
Ethel Huckabee
Varina Huff
Nannie Hutchison
Marie Inman
Mary Jenkins
LorETTa JervEy
Jerome Johnston
Carrie Jones
Minnie Jones
Ruth KimbrEll
Maybell Kinbal
JaniE Land
Mary Lawton
Annie Lide
Emma Lipscomb
Bea Locke
Norma Lomberg
Jean McAlpine
Elinor McCants
Maybell McCants
Ottie McCaskill
Irene McDow
Ruth McDow
Ida May McElvEEn
LuciLE McLeod
Mary Martin
Jack Massey
Pearl Mayben
Eetelle Milling
CORINNE MiXSON
Mell Montgomery
Hattie Meek Moore
Katie May Nance
Jessie Owings
Lura Perritt
Sara BellE Pope
Kate Reed
Edith Rice
Emily Robinson
Lucinda Sams
MoLLiE Sams
Martha Marie Sander?
Ada Sapp
Fannie Lou Sauls
Kate Shands
Margaret Spratt
Sara Simmons
Margaret Smith
Marguerite Smith
Roberta Stephenson
EmmALINE Stuckey
Bertha Sturkey
Rosa TallEy
Roth Tolbert
Eugenia Wheeler
Mary Wilkes
Evelyn Williams
Irma Williams
Lillian Willougby
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IN FUTURE years, we shall look back and shall gladly recall the fact thatthe Special Class of 1916 was one of the foremost in ability and aspira-
tions. Our high ideals and hopes are just, and we consider ourselves
very special individuals indeed. We are not Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors,
nor even real Seniors. We are The Specials. We expect to go out into
the world, to overcome the difficulties as easily as we have mastered the exami-
nations on the subjects in which we have specialized at Winthrop. We are
indebted to Air. Weeks and Mr. Whitfield for their aid in Agriculture; to our
drawing teachers for what we have learned of the beautiful in Art and Design;
and for our other knowledge we are in debt to the remaining ones of the Faculty
for their valuable information. All of these good people seem never to tire of
our pleasing presence. Many times after we leave Winthrop College we shall
whisper to ourselves this little verse
:
Backward, turn backward
O time in your flight,
Make us Winthrop Specials
Just for tonight.
—Historian
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The Trdil of the
Lonesome Pines"
Xapdii? Jfl Rodds LQdcl-
Our Castlo across the Wr^i
Tmd5 Tongues in Trpes^
Books in thp running Brooks'
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The Sandwich Our PresanfHelp
1
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^Rie Pose Arbor ''Poses ' Tiw Bi^Hc Ij^khe
mjilreDses 1915 Pece^ Ifie fountdin
When the Indians Come
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When Greek meek Greek LOKe
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WinmofmsOij4mbhl9l5
n^ld day Dull OvQr the Boom
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TilQ' Hdrpi: • i^
Hikers I^ute''
Practice Home ,/! Prdcf/ce 'Home Group
The Lion rina theLmnbh^ down fogeffier^'
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NotCoED5,MGue5t5
April 30,1915
I 9 ' 3^
m
Commencemenf T/me
cif Winttiop
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^Winihrop a1 Blue ffid^e
When tk dovmofs Wtpsp I/5 9 Wit
Our CofU^ df
mo^fe " "Debe" "DrWdlmbMy"
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I^\'}
T\\^ 3cM<lo(U C^DYovnm'^nc A^^ooindoii
Grace Pack
president of student government association
OFFICERS
President
Grace Pack
Vice-President
Margaret Stem
Secretary and Treasurer
Mabel Reid
House Presidents
Gordon Fieed
Mabee Mann
Anna DeeeE FIeriot
Loretta JervEy
Senior Class Representative
Sophia Se,abrouk
Junior Class Representative
EeEphare Hood
Sophomore Class Representa-
tive
Martha Wilkinson
^m^^^ HE giving of Student Government to the students of Winthrop College was a
^ ^^k great step for Dr. Johnson to take, back in the infancy of our Association. It
^^^^^ was simply another way of showing his trust in us , and we are glad we have
lived up to this trust. Today Student Government at Winthrop is a source of great pride,
both among the Faculty and students. The loyalty and pride of the students in their Asso-
ciation is shown in the hearty co-operation with which all problems are faced. Winthrop is
proud of its Student Government Association
;
proud of the sane and sound principles that
have governed it in the past, of its effective and efficient work of the present, and of the
great future that must await the coming Winthrop girls.
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Katie Pitts
VOTED the; most popular giri. in schooi.
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T.! m .^%
Katir Pitts : President AlExina Atkins ........Vice-President
'& If f' «) %ij'a Ji%,&
Officers
Cathi:iuniv iieTkeviixE Secretary
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Susan Gower Treasurer
y. W. C. A. CABlNliT
4. 4-. 4,
Cnbinot of Uio Y, VV. C. A.
NutLE L. Carter
Membership
Sara Cratg
Buildino Fund
Alexina Atkins
Association News
Margaret Shaw
Missionary Finance
Louise Zeigeer
Missionary Study
Irene CureEE
Library Committee
Ceieton Gray
Membership Dues
MabEE Mann
Devotional
Annie N. West Susan GowEr
Social Finance
Evelyn Montgomery
Studenrs' Exchange
Laeea Marshall
Extension
Mary Stuart
Bible Study
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^'^^^ HE Young Women's Christian Association, with a membership of
A ^\ nearly seven hundred, year by year exerts a deeper and a wider in-
fluence on the College life. The activities of the Association provide
for the students' religious services', in the weekly prayer meeting and the
morning watch ; religious training, in voluntary Bible and Mission Study
classes; education in social ethics, by lecturers of note; opportunities for com-
munity service, through a store, a lunch-room, and a students' exchange ; and
wholesome social life, through informal gatherings, games in recreation hour,
and carefully planned entertainments.
Throughout all these activities, the high ideals for which the Association
stands are expressed. The spirit of friendliness is fostered. Christian character
is developed, and the students learn to work together, to live together in Chris-
tian comradeship, and to strive together toward the attainment of the "more
abundant life."
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THE Y. W. C. A.
•!• •!• 4-
^ (\}Xho Y. W. Co A. CA)i(\caUcov) lu)rcc)
Missionary Finance
Membership Membership Dues
Building Fund
Association News Library Committee
Bible Study
Missionary Study Devotional
Social
Extension Finance
Students' Exchange
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COLLEGE MARSHALS
4? •!• 4"
THE CURRY SOCIETY
Louise McCown, Chief ; Ethel Lancaster, Louise Kinard, Rachel
Macaulev, Nancy Owens
THE WINTHROP SOCIETY
Lalla Marshall, Martha Marshall, Nannie Hayes, Katherine Walker,
Anne JNIitchell
THE \AADE HAMPTON SOCIETY
Dessie Hugerpillar, Lily Gregg, Mabel Mann, Mary Means, Harriet
Dixon
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ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION BOARD
•ie "h "h
AM Qik As^ da iioii
OFFICERS
Doris Hartzell President
Helen James Vice-President
Caroline Weston Secretary
Fannie I<ee Anderson Treasurer
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OOUR Athletic Association is two years old! Although there have been
many changes made in the life of this organization, it is now enjoy-
ing very good health, if we judge by the interest and enthusiasm which
has been shown this year. Think of it, we have over six hundred members!
The policy of the Association has been broadened, and today it is a factor
of importance in the institution. Every member has an interest.
We will soon have our new "Gym," which will be a great help in the realiza-
tion of some of our plans. Our new Physical Director deserves much of the
credit, for she makes things "hum." The variety of games has afforded many
more a chance of showing off on the athletic field.
When our new athletic field is completed, we shall be up with all other
Southern colleges, where before we were far below them—in Athletics.
In all these activities, our Association stands for the best, and is an organi-
zation of which we are proud; so now, Girls, let's give—Fifteen Rahs for
"Our Association."
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SENIOR HOCKEY TEAM
fj^
'X* rf?
mmov j1od<:c)y Tc)nici
Sara Craig
Center Forward
Doris Hartzell
Forward
Louis Hipp
Forward
Margaret Shaw
Forward
Cornelia Tennent
Forward
Millie Douglas (Captain)
Center Halfback
Ida Dwight
Left Halfback
Hazel Hutaff
Right Halfback
Alice Odom
Fullback
Fmily Tobin
Fullback
LiLLiE Parks
Goal Guard
Nell Hines .-...Manager
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JUNIOR HOCKEY TBAM
•i" -i" 4?
Mmm Floo'koy Team
DoROTiiY Jeffords
Center Forward
Margaret Oates
Left Forward
Nell M.
.
Carter
Left Wing Forward
Lucille Shirley
Center Halfback
Mary Means
Left Halfback
Ethel Jones
Left Fullback
Bessie Walsh
Right Forward
Naomi Derrick
Right Wing Forward
^ Emily Jordon
Right Halfback
Mary Sharp
Right Fullback
Louise Kinard (Captain)
Goal Guard
Lucy Wilson .- - - .Manager
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SOPHOMORE HOCKEY TEAM
•ir "h 'h
aore Hockej
Margaret Bauer
Center Forward
Minnie Edwards
Left Forward
Joe Felder
Left Wing Forward
Willie A^Cae Ludwick
Left Halfback
Annie Johnston
Left Fullback
Lillian Mattison
Right Forward
Annie Carroll
Center Halfback
Daisy Watson
Right Wing Forward
Mary Perrin
Right Halfback
Lucretia Baker
Right Fullback
Eleanor Halliday
Goal Guard
Lucia Featherstone Manager
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FRESHMAN HOCKEY TEAM
...^HbM
4. 4, 4,
Mary H. Sullivan
Center Forward
Stanley Nance
Left Forward
Madge Leboone
Left Wing Forward
Louise Pope
Left Halfback
Elizabeth Gooding
Left Fullback
Sara Godbold
Center Halfback
Lucia Miler
Goal Guard
Florence Lyles
Right Forward
Beely Moore
Right Wing Forward
Elizabeth Brown
Right Halfback
JiMMIE SheLOR
Right Fullback
Anna McAlpine Manager
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SPECIAL HOCKEY TEAM
>S{V)cnnl llodcoy To^m
Martha Marie Sanders
Center Forward
Bessie Hood
Left Forward
FvELYN Williams
Rieht Forward
Sara Bell Pope
Left Wing Forward
Grace Barksdale
Left Halfback _
Jerome Johnson
Center Halfback
Pat Hill
Left Fullback
Mary Hayes
Right Wing Forward
Mary Martin
Right Halfback
Carrie Lou Gray
Right Fullback
Edna Brim
Goal Guard
Margaret Spratt Manager
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Maegaket Smith, Tennis Champion, 1915
Grace Pack, Left Guard ; Dokis Hartzeix, Right Guard ; Mary Haynsworth, Right For-
ward : LuLA M. LoGAx, Left Forward; Hazee Hutaff, Jumping Center; Susan Gower,
Left Center; Lois Watkins, Right Center; Katie Pitts, Manager.
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Thelma Hayes, Guard: Helen James, Guard; Fannie Forney, Forward; Rachel
MacaulEy, Forward; Martha Marshall, Jumping Center; Margaret Oates, Left
Center; Lugenia Martin, Right Center; Nell Peterkin, Manager.
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T-BALLTEAM-
Martha Wilkinson, Guard; Jui.ia Owens, Guard; Thelma Bethea, Forward; Daisy
Watson, Forward; IvUCeETia Baker (Captain), Jumping Center; Caroline Weston, L,eft
Center; Valerie, Trotti, Right Center, KathERInE EareE, Manager.
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ICENTER.
Forward M Forward
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Otiard
?
?MinniG DcLorme o
Manager :
InfieldGuard lufield Gtiard
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l\
SPECIAL- BASKET- BALL-TEAM
Martha Marie Sanders, Guard: Carrie Jerome Johnson, Guard; Pat Hill, Forward;
Mary Hayes, Forward; Carrie, Lou Gray, Jumping Center; Mary Martin, Left Center;
Margaret Speatt, Right Center; Loretta Jervey, Manager.
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EuzABETH Mather, '17
Hazei, HuTaff, '16
D[ ]U
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Susan Gowi?j<, 'i6
Doris Hartzeli,, 'i6
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Co[U)^$5) Songs aji]<l Ydk
Johnny had a rat trap Rah ! Re ! Ri ! Ro
!
Bigger than a cat trap
—
Ring ! Ching ! Chang
!
Hannibal, cannibal ! Sis boom bah ! Juniors ! Juniors !
Special, specials
; Rah ! rah ! rah ! Zip ! Boom ! Bang
!
Hoo-rah ! Hoo-ray
!
Hoo-rah with a rousing Hullabaloo Rah
!
The Sophomore Class will win the day,
Rah for the gold and blue.
Basket-Bali, Basket-Bali,
,
Jump on the grandstand!
Black and Garnet, beats them all
!
Beat on the tin pan
!
One !—Nine !—Seventeen ! Who can ? We can
!
That's the team that's bright and keen ! Nobody else can !
Rah ! Rah ! for Seventeen !
.
Sh-sping, Sh-spang
Rah ! Sping, spang, bar
!
Nineteen-Seventeen, here are we ; the grandest class of W. C.
Always merry, always bright,
Always doing what is right
;
Nothing, nothing do we lack.
This grand old Class of garnet and black.
Freshman, Freshman, rah ! rah ! rah
!
Kala, kala, kala, sis boom bah
!
. Glorianna, Frankianna, Fureka !
Razoo, razoo, Johnny get your bazoo
;
Ice cream, soda water, ginger ale, pop
;
Ip skiddi, Ikira, kala mucka Hooza
—
Juniors, Juniors, you're on top. Seniors ! Seniors ! Rah ! rah ! rah !
Boom a racka. Boom a racka. Boom a racka, Roo
!
Rippi zippi, Rippi zippi, gold and blue
—
We're a class both brave and bold
;
Nineteen-Fighteen is our goal.
Nineteen rah! Sixteen rah! When !
Nineteen-Sixteen. Rah, rah, rah! Boom!
Gold and Black ! Sis boom, bah
!
Rah !
Nineteen-Sixteen. Rah, rah, rah
!
Soph !
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I««a|itoii Literary Society
^ •*•
OFFICERS
•*•
FIRST TERM
Sara Craig President
Ida Dwight .....' Vice-President
Kathleen Hawkins :..-Recording Secretary
Uta Saito .-, .Corresponding Secretary
Lii.ltan Brown Treasurer
SECOND TERM
Kathleen Hawkins .-. President
Leah Chappell - ...-. Vice-President
Cecile McKagen Recording Secretary
Maybelle McLaurin Corresponding Secretary
Lillian Brown Treasurer
third term
Esther Bauer President
Maybelle McLaurin Vice-President
Dessie Hugerpillar Recording Secretary
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Lalla Marshall - -' - Treasurer
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racy of Wimthrop College
/* J^ '^ HE Winthrop College Chapter of the Ihiited Daughters of the Con-
fl ^\ federacy, organized in April, 1899, with Miss Inez Salley as president,
^^^^ is increasing yearly in membership and potential influence. For sev-
eral years the Chapter has been represented at the National and State
Conventions. This year Misses Frances Lofton and Louise McCown were the
delegates to the State Convention held in Aiken. At this time it was announced
that the Winthrop Chapter had enrolled more new members this year than any
other Chapter in South Carolina, the total enrollment being about eighty, the
new members numbering thirty-five. This announcement was given in lieu of
the banner received yearly for the most new members enrolled, since college
Chapters are barred from this honor.
The work of the Chapter is enthusiastically and attractively carried on. The
informal social meetings are especially successful in arousing interest. At these
meetings, entertaining and helpful subjects are developed, and old familiar Con-
federate songs are sung. This year the Chapter was especially fortunate in
securing Miss Alice Earle, the ex-president of the South Carolina Division,
United Daughters of the Confederacy, as speaker for the public meeting. Every
year the members of the Chapter are hostesses to the State Legislature, in the
annual celebration of General Lee's birthday.
The accomplishment of the purpose of the Chapter—to instill and keep alive
in the hearts of all true Southern women deep love and reverence for those
brave and noble patriots who sacrificed so much for us and for our lost cause
•
—is shown in the loyalty and zeal of its members, and in their manifest ability
and desire to further promote and extend the work of the LTnited Daughters of
the Confederacy in the communities to which they go when they leave Winthrop
College.
—M. W. G.
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Marie Causlb.y
First Term President
Julia ShealEy
Second Term President
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i%Mrm ^ [ip; j\'^%ammfM
"^ri^T^K'E BELIEVE in country children. We believe in their strong
^ Jl y bodies, their clean minds, and their white souls. Like unto the
trees of their own great forests, they grow straight and strong and
true. We believe in these things. We believe in the possibilities that lie
wrapped in each sturdy little body. We believe in the dignity with which
their everyday toiling is clothed ; and in their ability to meet the hard
and difficult task of toiling in contentment. We believe in the teacher who goes
forth to lead these children to a greater vision of their own nobleness. From
such as these, the rank of noblemen are replenished and the sinews of the nation
are made stronger.
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¥/ho*s ¥¥h© ani Why
Gladys Buckner Bookworm
Mary Stuart Bluffer
Hazel Hutaff Brass Horn
Agnes Hunter Laziest
Marie Causley
., Biggest Talker
Marie Langston .Fattest
Grace Whitlock ...: .Prettiest
Ethel Hoffman Flirt
Margaret Sandifer ...Neatest
Catherine Jennings Don't Care
Maggie Doyle Most Popular
Mabel Booth Most Attractive
LuLA Evans .Musician
Doris Hartzell Tuneless
Grace Pack Most Business Ability
vSiTSAN GowER Best Athlete
Booth Haynsworth Best All-'Round
Ethel Hoffman Most Conceited
Cecile McKagen A-Iost Graceful
Leah Chappell Most Impulsive
Cara Dunlap : Most Quiet
Margaret Shaw^ ...Brightest
Clifton Gray ...Biggest Gossip
Genevieve Boyd Best Politician
Virginia Reynolds Most Original
Maybelle McLaurin Most Literary
Louise Griffin Most Independent
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(PRIZE STORY, 191S)
ON A stormy night in September, as the rain was falling in torrents, Dr. Moore,with all the dignity of a college president, ushered his guest into the large
dining-hall of Bingham School. Owing to the lateness of the hour, and the
inclemency of the weather, they were the only occupants of the room, save for Dummy
Bingham, the mute superintendent of the dining-room and kitchen, who had remained to
see that nothing was lacking to tempt the appetite of the new English teacher.
Mr. Barr was pleased with the meal, but not with the one who served it. His first
glance at the dumb man was met with a furtive look from dark, sinister eyes, which, to
the keen imagination of the young teacher, were at once expressive of past evil and
suggestive of future harm. His thoughts, however, were recalled from this unusual man
by the deep tones of Dr. Moore.
"Have you heard of the tragedy which occurred here five years ago?" he asked. Just
as the word "tragedy" was uttered, a quick fiash of lightning, combining the material
illumination of the room, cast a ghostly glare over the whole apartment. The expected
peal of thunder was not heard, and silence reigned in the room, save for the sound of
the clock as it ticked steadily on. As the lights flickered, and the curtain swayed to and
fro, Mr. Barr noticed that the face of Dummy Bingham was whiter than the cap about
it, and his whole body shook.
Dr. Moore regained his composure with an effort. " 'Tis rather strange," he said,
"that tonight, the fifth anniversary of the night upon which Mrs. Rhodes disappeared,
should be so nearly like it. It was on just such a night as this that Mr. Rhodes, your
predecessor, brought his young bride to Bingham School. They were not expected until
the next day, hence no one met them at the station. Mr. Rhodes, who was accustomed
to taking his meals in our hall, thought he would procure some slight refreshments here,
rather than at the home of his landlady.
"Just as Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes sat down to their meal, the rain began to fall in tor-
rents, and in a few minutes they were dazzled by a flash of lightning. A second flash
cut off the electric current, and left them in darkness. As Mr. Rhodes knew where the
emergency candles were kept, he bade his wife remain until his return, and hurried down
the hall to the package-room beneath the stairway. His search detained him longer than
he had expected. Upon returning to the dining-room, he called to Mrs. Rhodes. There
was no reply. He lighted a candle, and looked around the apartment, but Mrs. Rhodes
was not there.
"For weeks, husband, kindred, and friends searched for her. A famous detective from
New York was summoned; but all his efforts to vtnravel the mystery were in vain. The
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buildings were searched from attic to cellar, and Bear Swamp was dragged twice; notices
were inserted in the newspapers, requesting information. All was of no avail."
"Was there not someone whom you suspicioned as the abductor of Mrs. Rhodes?" in-
quired Mr. Barr, who, up to this time, had been silent.
"Absolutely no one ! That is a most peculiar feature of the case. No one could find
any reason for attributing her disappearance to human agency. The servants were in-
clined to believe that something of the supernatural was connected with it. No, no one
abducted ]\Irs. Rhodes. It is true that she was beautiful, cultured, and admired, yet who
would have attempted to take her away under such circumstances ; and who could have
baffled the efforts of our people to recover her, to say nothing of the trained skill of
Mr. Holmes?"
"The mystery does seem impenetrable," assented Mr. Barr ; "but perhaps even yet the
truth will come to light. As Poe say?, detectives often have no real method in their
proceedings. They search for truth in the valleys, rather than on the mountain tops, where
it is found."
The narrative being ended, the two men arose and went their way, one to immediate
sleep and rest, the other to an hour's reflection which fostered the germ of determination
to unravel the mystery.
As the days passed, Mr. Barr grew in favor with the Faculty and students. Only the
dumb man regarded him with hate—hate born of fear; and this spirit of antagonism
increased daily.
On the night of October thirty-first, as Dr. Moore sat in his office writing, he heard a
knock on the door, and Mr. Barr entered. When he had seated himself near the pres-
ident's desk, the two fell to discussing the new English course proposed for the follow-
ing term. Not until the clock had sounded eleven did the trend of the conversation change.
"Mrs. Rhodes' hair was golden, was it not?"
Not only did the suddenness of Mr. Barr's question and its import startle Dr. Moore,
but also the manner in which it was asked, for it conveyed the idea of certainty. Never-
theless he answered with the question
:
"And the color of her dress ?"
The note of sarcastic incredulity was not lost upon Mr. Barr.
"Blue mingled with gray," was his immediate reply.
-The president drew his chair nearer that of the speaker. ^
"Tell me," he urged, "what do you know of Mrs. Rhodes? Your knowledge seems as
mysterious as the tragedy itself."
Mr. Barr straightened up in his chair, and continued : "Mrs. Rhodes was below medium
height, had rather long arms, small feet, and golden hair. How do I know? I have
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seen her skeleton. The bones are now resting in the empty fountain of the little deserted
church over there against Mullock's Hill. There Dummy Bingham hid the body five
years ago. When Mr. Rhodes turned the light on in the dining-hall that night, the watch-
ful eyes of this man from his near-by home noted it. He determined to make an investiga-
tion. When he neared the building, and saw, through the low western window, the two
people at their meal, he was seized with a mad desire to obtain the beautiful woman.
That was the moment when the lightning cut ofif the electric current, giving him his
chance. As soon as Mr. Rhodes had left the room, he entered and seized Mrs. Rhodes.
When she attempted to scream, he strangled her. Then he swiftly bore his burden to his
adjoining office. There he deftly unloosed a plank from the floor, placed the body be-
neath it, and refitted the plank. This done he returned to his house.
"The buildings and grounds, of course, were immediately searched. On the second
night, when the seekers were at a distance, Dummy Bingham, under cover of darkness,
removed the body from the office to the fountain of the little church. No one saw him
do the deed ; and no one knows that he did it, save you and I.
"No, the discovery was not accidental. I worked on the mystery. An accident only
hastened its unraveling. You remember the time that you told me of the tragedy. That
very night, unconsciously, almost instinctively, I connected the event with the dumb man.
Perhaps his uneasy manner, and the fur'.ive glances with which he regarded me as you
told the story, sowed the germ of suspicion.
"J^ater, when I studied the situation at the time of the tragedy, I was convinced that
someone in the vicinity had abducted Mrs. Rhodes. It could have been no one from else-
where ; for had such been the case, certainly Holmes' measures were stringent enough to
check his flight. The abductor was in the midst of the people—a cunning man, clever
enough to conceal his crime by the very simplicity with which it was perpetrated. Such
a man was Dummy Bingham.
"Convinced of his guilt, I sought evidence to prove it. The man himself, his peculiar
movements, manner, and habits were conducive to my belief. I traced his family, and
learned that he was once seized with a fit of insanity when another man married the
woman he loved—a woman below medium height, with golden hair. It was just after
this that he answered your advertisement, and came here to manage your kitchen aff^airs.
"Now, it was necessary that the murderer conceal the body of Mrs. Rhodes near the
scene of the crime. There was neither time nor opportunity for its removal to a distance.
Accordingly, I investigated not the whole building, but the dining-hall and the adjoining
apartments. I examined the walls and the floors. In the floor of Dummy Bingham's
office I found a plank with a splintered edge. Upon investigation, I found that the nails
holding it were a size smaller than those in the neighboring planks. I drew them out,
and raised that portion of the floor. I was not surprised to find beneath it several strands
of golden hair, together with a minute piece of gray and blue serge. The cjuestion as
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to the body's temporary place of concealment was solved. But where was its permanent
resting-place? That, too, could not be far away. It was not Bear Swamp, for that
stream had been dragged twice. Her body had not been buried, or the detective would
have noticed the grave. I determined to seek probable places of concealment in the
vicinity. In the meantime, I observed the dumb man more closely.
"Yesterday afternoon, when classes were over, a number of us decided to go bird-
hunting. The idea of inviting this man to join us occurred to me. I did so, notwith-
standing the questioning glances of my companions. At first he refused, as I supposed
he would do. Upon insistence, however, he accepted the invitation. When the hunt was
over, and we were descending Mullock's Hill on our return, a sudden cloud threatened
rain. To avoid the shower, I suggested that we go in the little church. Dummy Bingham
suddenly turned pale, and ciuickly motioned us to continue our way. What was the cause
of such action? Was the quiet little deserted church connected with his crime? Ah!
perhaps it was the place for which I was seeking. Soon I should know.
"After tea last night I found that it was. I went back to investigate. When I gazed
upon the gray walls—bare save for the flickering shadows cast by the lantern light, the
few hard benches, and the lone square pulpit, I wondered at myself. What could be
concealed here? Wait—was the pulpit hollow, or was there a fountain beneath this rough
pine floor? The pulpit was not hollow; but there was a fountain, and in that fountain
the skeleton of Mrs. Rhodes."
Dr. Moore's tone revealed but little of his increased respect and admiration for Mr.
Barr as he inquired
:
"What course do you intend to take in this matter?"
"I wish your advice. Let's work together."
"Very well. Suppose we visit Dummy Bingham early in the morning, and learn what
he has to say for himself."
"Agreed," returned Mr. Barr, departing. "Meanwhile, judging from present indications,
we shall have a stormy night."
The following morning, the two men went to the home of Dummy Bingham. He was
not there. They turned their footsteps toward the church. They found the far corner
of that building burned away. On the inside, near the pulpit, lay the lifeless body of the
dumb man, beside the skeleton of his dead. The storm had come ; lightning had shaped
the destiny of the murderer even as it had that of the murdered.
As the eyes of the two men met, the same thought was in each mind : "Truly,
vengeance is the Lord's."
—MaybellE McLaurin, 'i6
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ny;^voom Soii;^
OTHB ivorld outside is young today, the very zviiid upon
The trees has music in it, and the leaves are keeping time
In dancing as they toss themselves for joy of merry life,
And for the love of many things zve mortals dare to scorn.
The touch of dew-kissed grass about my feet imparts a thrill
That sets them longing just to go forever on and on.
And not to stop until the zvhole glad zvorld turns gray and sad,
Like those that spend their lives in idle pleasures, and with waste
Of youth come dozvn to death stilled by its untouched mystery.
And yet this thing shall never be; for God zvill never let
His world grozv old, but keeps it cz'er young, that zve may love
To wander o'er its smiling face, rejoicing in its youth.
-K. IV.
D[ ]n
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Tie Poncoftd Iloni
HJJ\4Y from the road stretching steadily to cities far away,
Apart from the crozud hurrying eagerly to follow it day by day,
Is a mere little sketch of a zvinding lane, stretching bronni amid tlie green.
With fluttering flecks of sunshine gold a-flltering dozvn between;
The grecn-croivned trees that line its path aflame with the kiss of the sun,
Or the somber hue of the tzvilight-time, ivhen the hurry of day is done.
There the birds overhead are singing a song zvhich only fezv can knozv
IVho are traveling the zvay of the peaceful road, and are unafraid to go
Adozvn the zvinding lane alone—just glad the whole day long
That life has placed our steps afar from those of the bustling throng.
And though you may follozv the zvorld's zvay, Dear, athirst for fame and gold,
To the maddening zvhirling market-place where honors are bought and sold;
Yet I rest content the zvhole day through, zvith never fret nor cry.
For in my heart of hearts I feel that some day, by and by,
Through winter's rain and shining suns a traveler I shall see—
None else than you, zvho are coming back to zvaik the peaceful zvay zvith me.
ft
—K. W.
D[ ID
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HB day was dark, the zvay zvas long, and maddening, didling grim
Despair had seized my soid, and none of life seemed truly zuorth
The zvhile. So as I traveled thus I sang the song that life
Had taught to me: Of love that is not true, of faithless ones
Who spin their little lives within themselves, and dying go
To seek the things they do not knozv; and therefore are afraid.
A fellozv-traveler shared my road as on our zveary zvay
We went, and though the years lay thick iipon his hoary head,
And many trials he had knozvn, eternal springs of youth
Rose in his heart, and overflozved about the world to bless.
On hearing this sad, foolish song of mine, he lifted up
His voice, and sang of love that cannot die, but growing day
By day in lives of glowing usefulness comes dozvn at last
To death, serene in faith that all the dimming closing days
Are but the sign of rising suns that needs must come, just as
The evening dark precedes the ruddy glozv of morning light;
And listening to his theme of life, I knezv that he had lived.
And found the light that makes the gloomy and the darkest day
A gladdened one, zvhile I,*just in life's prime, had stumbled in
Its meaning ; and within my inmost heart I felt ashamed.
—K. W.
D[ ID
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A Song of Tl\n:iil<ff(luc)ss
"^M^^fOR happy golden days of peace; for people in contented trust;
B \ For children hurrying by to school, their laugJiter floating hack to lis;
For clear-eyed, vision-seeing youths that peace do sometimes ahvays
bring ;
For happy faces from the shops of girls that work all day, but sing
;
For straight, strong men, untouched by zuar and famine's deadly pain,
That take the world's work on their backs, and never murmur nor complain;
For mothers, zvith their laughing babes, that crowd upon us as we pass;
For these, and peace, zve thank Thee, Lord; but grant that we may hold Thee fast.
Lest we forget these things some day, and for the mad zvorld's smirking show
Turn all this laughter into tears. Dear God, forbid! We hate it so.
—K. W.
D[ ID
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Lydie Thornton Lots Williams
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THE ETERNAL SYEUP-EATEEs
4, 4- 4,
^l^yfn^xl Sym<) iCncov-s
Eunice Cogburn
Mary Ona Denny
Fannie Mae Edwards
MEMBERS
Bettie Grigsby
Edith Lindler
Nettie Mitchell
A/[artha Sue Padget
Marian Simmons
Edith Thomas
Eunice Unger Eileene Young
D[ ]U
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ZETA AI.PHA SIGMA CI^UB
Grace Buster
SwANEE Daly
Kathleen Fairey
Mary Herbert
MEMBERS
Nancy Hines
Jack Josey
Louise Newborne
Annie Salley
Hannah Salley
Viola Sawyer
Ora Lee Thompson
Mary Wyatt
D[ ID
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THK HAPPY TWELVE
4. 4. 4^
'Chv^ T\'\\)<;)y Twv^h/o
Alice Dantzlku
Louise Galphin
Nell Galphin
Lottie Hipp
Aim : To be happy
Mae Joyner
Hazel Knight
Ruth Rhame
Edmee Smith
EsTis Smith
Edith Thomas
Annie West
Kitty Wiggins
d: ID
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S-l6-S CLUB
4. 4, 4,
'^J
*
OFFICERS
Jessie Armstrong
Margaret Smith ..
- ....President
.Secretary and Treastirer
Alexina Atkins
Lillian Brown
Sara Craig
Lula Evans
Mary Webb Gooding
MEMBERS
Sara Haskell
Mary Hill
Lula Moore Logan
Evelyn Montgomery
Katie Pitts
Lillian Rose
Mary Stuart
Essie Mae Suber
Cornelia Tennant
Grace Whitlock
Louise Zeigler
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HAPPY TIMIJ-SPENDERS
•t
-i- 4?
la /\ a3 ^3a
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-? ^'v^
(HAPPY TIME SPENDERS)
Mary Lizzie Duncan Annie Jacobs Emily Robinson
Catherine Garlington Helen Eathan Sarah Simmons
LiDiE Thornton Ruby Wheeler
D[ :^ ID
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S. J. W. l6 CtUB
"h "h 4c
Esther Bauer
Mabel Booth
Margaret Doyle
Gordon Field
Susan Gower
MEMBERS
Doris Hartzell
Mary Haynsworth
Cornelia Hines
Hazel Hutaff
Loretta Jervey
Frances Lofton
EouiSE A-IcCown
Lalla Marshall
Grace Pack
Uta Saito
Margaret Shaw
D[ in
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S. J. VV. l8 CLUB
***
'X* 'x*
Edith Anderson
LucRETixV Baker
Louise Barron
Margaret Bauer
Annie Carroll
MEMBERS
Lucia Featherstone
Gertrude Hartzell
Agnes Herriot
Bessie Hood
Bessie McNair
Jack Massey
Elizabeth Mosely
Julia Owens
Mary Venning
Caroline Weston
Martha Wilkerson
DC DD
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EPICUREAN CLUB
fj^ rJU fX*
Epicurean Cliil
OFFICERS
Lalla Marshall
LORETTA JeRVEY ..
.President
Secretary
Frances Adickf.s
LucRETiA Baker
Louise Barron
LucTA Featherstone
Fannie Forney
Louise Howard
MEMBERS
Helen James
Louise A/JcCown
Taritha McFall
Rachel Macauley
Frances Major
Margaret Marshall
Martha Marshall
Lucia Miler
Margaret Moore
Nancy Owens
Margaret Shaw
Sarah Spearman
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HHHHii ^^^H^^^Kr^^^^Vn
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KAPPA KJPSII.ON CLUB
'1' 4" 4"
EsTPJER Bauer
Margaret Bauer
Mabel Booth
MEMBERS
Leah Chappell
Mary Hope Crawford
Lou Ellen Eicon
Lalla Marshall
Martha Marsh at l
Anna Roddey Miller
Katherine Mi MS Mary Venning
D[ :n
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BETTA GAMMA CLUB
"i" "h ic
Charlotte Galloway
Helen Gandy
Bonnie Kate Harrell
MEMBERS
Ethel Jeffords
Grace Lee
MozELLE Moore
Elma Rogers
Lottie Smoot
Mary Sullivan
Irene Watson
n[ Id ID
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THALIA GERMAN CLUB
f*« »*f rj*
OFFICERS
Annie R. Miller .....President
Esther Bauer Vice-President
Bessie Walsh Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Margaret Bauer Elizabeth Law Mary Venning
Annie Carroll Cecil McKagan •• Katiierine Walker
Bessie Hood Catherine Poe KxVte Whitner
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D. D. D. 17 CLUB
•{, 4, 4.
Rachel Macauley - - President
MEMBERS
Louise Austin Irene Curlee Mary McCullough
Margaret Calhoun Katherine Ellison Tabitha McEall
Harriet Coan Elephare Hood Margaret Moore
Nancy Owens Margaret Stem
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D. D. D. 19 CLUB
•J* »J^ *Jl
MEMBERS
Nancy Lee Anderson Elizabeth Bryan Virginia Simpson
Alma Barton Lucia Miler Ella Wood
Martha Wood Carrie Young
DC ID
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PSI PHI CLUB
'Sr 'if "b
i riM
Bettie Bryant
Marie Causley
Edith Hoffman
Ethel Hoffman
MEMBERS
Ann Johnston
V'lViAN Owens
Anna Prentiss
Ramille Rice
Emily Robinson
LiDY Thornton
Emily Tobin
Mary Wilkes
ID
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JOLLY JUNIORS CLUB
•i'
-t- •!'
^t^t.
1110 ('5 m
Lois C. Johnson :..... ..President
Edith Brasington
Rose Cheyne
Agnes Connor
Corinne De Lorme
Melita Floyd
Frances Forney
Nannie Hayes
MEMBERS
Anna Dell Heriot
Nancy Hines
Frankie Jeffords
Ethel Jones
Jack Josey
Mabry McCoy
Mary McCullough
Tabitfia McFall
Rachel Macauley
A-Iartha A-Iarshall
Elizabeth Mather
Vivian Owens
Nell Peterkin
Hannah Salley
Sophie Woods
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BUXCH OF BEANS
4? 4' 4-
Place of Meeting—On the Beanpole. Time of Meeting—Good Friday.
Motto—"5^ a Bean"
dwarf beans
Thelma Bethea
Annie CarmichaeIv
Jenet Plowden
Nellie Rogers
Bella Smith
Cora Watson
bunch beans
Caroline DuBose
Thelma Hayes
Anna Lewis
Sue Sprott
Myrtle Stubbs
Mary Wallace
string beans
Alma Bethea
Lucy Gasoue
Maybelle McLaurin
Edna Moore
Mildred Sellers
Clara Smith
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SHADOW CtUli
4, 4, 4,
Thf) Sliaiow CluJ;
Motto: "This I learned from the shadozv of a tree
That to and fro did sivay upon the wall:
Our shadozu-selves, our influence, may fall
Where zve can never he."
Purpose : Do all the good you can
;
Have all the fun you can
;
And leave this dull world brighter than you found it.
4,
OFFICERS
Margaret WalmslEy President
Ethdi, Lancaster ..Vice-President
Susan Britt Secretary
MEMBERS
Mei, Lee Daniee Hazee Hutaff Grace Tompkins
Fannie Forney MabEe Mann MabEe WannamakEr
Kathleen Hawkins Grace Pack Daisy Watson
Ire,ne Hudson Marie Sanders Martha Wilkinson
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wmmm
sisters' club
•h
-h
-h
1-SCOfS
MEMBERS
BAUERS GRAYS LUDWICKS
BROWNS HINES MEANS
DOUGLASS JAMES PEGRAMS
GOODINGS LOGANS SEABROOKS
STEVENSONS WOODS
Page two hundred twenty-six
ETA PI CLUB
4' 4' "i"
I Pi I
Edith Anderson
Fannie Lee Anderson
Esther Bauer
MEMBERS
Margaret Bauer
Leah Chappell
Margaret Doyle
Bessie McNair
Mary Means
Mary Vinning
Bessie Walsh
honorary members
Miss Means and Miss Marcum
Page two hundred twenty-seven
PHI SIGMA DELTA CLUB
•i" -t" 4*
OFFICERS
Margaret Doyle President
Bernice Woodward P^ice-President
Ann R. Mitchell Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Edith Anderson Jack McCreary Nancy Owens
Fannie Lee Anderson Bessie McNair Catharine Poe
Elizabeth Law Julia Owens Katherine Walker
Martha Woods Sophie Woods
Page two hundred twenty-eight
MU SIGMA CLUB
i" '1' 4"
OFFICERS Hi
Meda Byrd President
Pett Chapman . ..Vice-President
Rebecca Turner Secretary
Frances Earle Treasurer
MEMBERS
AivTA Callahan Emily Jordan Mel Montgomery
Kate Finch Lillian Kirby Candace Quinn
Esther Fleming Fannie Pell Martin Emily Stribling
Tabitha Stribling Mary Ellen Wilson
Page two hundred twenty-nine
SIGMA DELTA THETA CLUB
r^ »*» fj^
v^ii5%ai
*
Kathyrn Mayes -...- President
Nancy Lee Anderson
Grace Barksdale
LiLLiE Barre
Lucia Featherstone
Page two hundred thirty
MEMBERS
Loretta Jervey
Rachel Macauley
Lillian Mattison
Lucia Miler
Margaret Moore
Margaret Smith
Ella Townsend
Carrie Young
.2i;jQlJ
DIME CLUB
4? •!• 4"
1€
*
LiLL Barr
Helen Boger
Marietta Carter
MEMBERS
Nell M. Carter
Sujette Cooper
Harriet Du Vennet
Emily Feaster
Brownlee Rice
Mabel Toney
Ella Townsend
DC in
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hikers' club
•!• 4? 4*
OFFICERS
Miss Potwine Leader
LuLA Moore Logan Chief Hiker
Sara Craig - Secretary and Treasurer
ni Q i n
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ALPHA GAMMA CI^UB
»*i r*» rM
Alolm nnuniin Chcb
MEMBERS
eouise guinn lula moore logan lorine porter
Catherine Jennings Sara Jo Logan Ellen Graham Smith
Blanche Thommasson Alice LaBruce Ward
.
DC ID
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ORIENTALS
•i- "i- 4"
Jessie Armstrong
Virginia Faust
Blanche Jaeger
Edith Keel
MEMBERS
Thelma Mazursky
Vivian Owens
Ramille Rice
Lilian Richardson
Frances Sarter
Marguerite Smith
Minnie Surasky
LuciLE Turner
Carrie Young Louise Zeigler
D[ ]D
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SENIOR VARSITY
4? 4' •!•
Mary Haynsworth Referee
Alexina Atkins
Mabel Booth
Marie Causley
Meta DeLoache
Gordon Field
Nell Hines
Myrtle James
Retta Jervey
Louise McCown
Lalla Marshall
Katie Pitts
Uta Saito
Margaret Shaw
Catherine de Treville
Grace VVhitlock
DC :n
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SPORT CLUB
Sara Bigby
Caroline Brennent
Felicia Callahan
Annie L. Colyer
•k 'i' -h
Lottie Hipp
Annie May Hubbard
Fanona Knox
Louise Ludwick
W. M. Ludwick
Juanita Sowell
Bertha Sturkey
Cebera Walker
LuLA Webb Annie O. West
Miss Duntz Honorary Member
]U
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PI SIG.MA PHI CLUB
4. 4. 4,
Pi Si;^it\n PM Clai
OFFICERS
Louise McCown President
Catherine Jennings .Vice-President
Pat Hill ..-. Secretary and Treasurer
Elizabeth Mosely Monitor
MEMBERS
Annie C.vrroll Acnes Heriot Louise McCown
Irene Curlee Pat Hill Elizabeth Mosely
Gordon Field Bessie Hood Mary Wallace Ravenel
Mary Haynsworth Catherine Jennings Bessie Walsh
Page two hundred thirty-eight
X
E-IGMA THETA TAU CLUB
4^ 4. 4.
;Si;';..\a Tluitn Tnu t^ln'!)
Annie Norine West President
LuciLE Adams
Frances Andrews
Nell Beckham
Charlotte Blood
MEMBERS
Genevieve Boyd
Kate Breeden
Annie Carroll
Nell Carter
Pauline McCreary
Millie Douglas
Sally Berry Douglas
Nell Hines
Helen Lewis
Margaret Shaw
DC ID
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DELTA ALPHA CLUB
4. 4, 4.
Oolcn Alohn (Tlalj)
LuCILIvE ADy\MS
Nell Black
Katie Breeden
AlEMBERS
Ruth Hodges
Mabel McCants
Nell McCants
Ruby Moore
Ethel Reaves
Edith Rice
Valeria Trotti Cora Watson
nc ID
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KAKE KLUB
"t" 4' 4"
PuKPOsB : To Kram Kake
•!•
FIRST LAYER
LotJisE Zeigi^Be Devil's Kake
SECOND EAYER
Ai^ExiNA Atkins Ginger Kake
OTHER LAYERS
Nbli, Black Pound Kake
Agnbs Connor Angel Kake
Mary Jo DrakEFord..Strawberry Shortkake
Lui,A Evans Sponge Kake
Agnes Hunter Golden Kake
Carrie Jones Ribbon Kake
Vivian Owens Spice Kake
Anna Prentiss Kokoanut Kake
RamileE Rice Karomelle Kake
Emily Tobin Lady Baltimore Kake
Catherine dE TrevillE Lemon Kake
Grace Whitlock Chokolate Kake
Page two hundred forty-one
LUCKY THIRTEEN
Cecile Barre
Veda Barre
Marion Browne
Annie Caughman
Ili%>
Vera Corley
Isma Gault
Marie Jeter
Lucille McWhirter
May Smith
Thjx'm^xx
Mary Spears
Louise Tomlinson
Bertie Lucille Wells
Dorrie Lee Wells
DC IDid:
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Alma Barton,
Helen Boger
Hattie Lee Burgess
Marietta Carter
THE.TA ALPHA PSl CLUB
•l" "i" •!•
Nell M. Carter
Louise Cunningham
Susan Cower
Sarah Haskell
Martha Wilkinson
Irene Hudson
Grace Pack
Louise Pope
Esther Robinson
Grace Wood
DC in
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T. T. C. CLUB
4? "i- •!•
OFFICERS
Esther Bauer President
Gert Stevenson ..Secretary and Treasurer
John Henry Andrews
Shylock Blood
Leah Chappell
MEMBERS
Agnes Connor
Peter De Loache
Bill Douglass
Helen Lewis
Dolly Mims
Margaret Smith
KiTTiE Walker Soph Woods
n[ ID
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Saa MlMWUVMaSigMSatiSiMg^
PHI DELTA CLUB
4? '1'
-i"
flu :i)oltn anh
Lois Johnson President
Bessie Brearley
Rose Cheyenne
Doris Hartzell
MEMBERS
Gertrude Hartzeli.
Hazel Hutaff
Frances Lofton
Elizabeth Mather
Ruby Moore
Grace Seabrook
Sophie Seabrook
D[ nn
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BLUE RIDGE CLUB
h -h
m line ,R1<];^;^
Jessie Armstrong
Alexina Atkins
Lillian Brown
Nell Carter
Blanch Jaeger
MEMBERS
Ethel Lancaster
Mabel Mann
Evelyn Montgomery
Grace Pack
Lillian Rose
Uta Saito
eucibia schuler
Claire Steele
Mary Stuart
Grace Whitlock
Louise Zeigler
D[ :n
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Winthrop girls are loyal to the A Ima
Mater dear;
Loyal to their Class, and their team
from year to year;
Loyal to society; and then enough to
loan—
For they're always just as loyal to
the County back at home.
DC la
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AIKEN CLUD
•i- "J" '1'
Sadie Byxtes
May Burnette
Gladys Kennedy
Mabel Kimball
Pauline McCreary
MEMBERS
Myrtle Owens
Ethleen Peacock
Mabel Platt
Ruth Quattlebaum
Ethel Shuler
Minnie Surasky
Alice Thorp
Inez Thorp
Cleora Toole
Estelle Toole
D[ ID
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BAMBERG COUNTY CLUE
"ir "fc -Ic
Nell Black
Virginia Faust
Kathleen Fogle
Agnes Goza
Skt'
MEMBERS
Annie Mae Griffith
Claire Kearse
Stella Lancaster
Flossie Lane
Nettie Mitchell
Edith Rice
Ruth Seymour
Mabel Simmons
Marion Simmons Louise Zeigler
D[ id: ID
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UARNWEl.t COUNTY CLUB
4. 4, rj,
<*•
OFFICERS
Jessie Armstrong President
Minnie Reeves Vice-President
Viola Mimms Secretary
Lylete Wilson Treasurer
MEMBERS
Gladys Buckner Edith Keel Mary Ray
Alma Googe Thelma Mazursky Ramille Rice
Lucy Googe Corinne Mixon LiLt Richardson
Mary Harley Vivian Owens Emily Tobin
Page two hundred fifty
X
CHKKOKEE UPRISKKS
•i" 4' 4'
T]\o ChoiH)koo CJoii-sors
Time of Uprising—7.15 a. m.
War Whoop—"Gee! that's the ivarniug hell! ! !"
Payee Carltonee
WARRIORS
L. KiRBEE
C. QUINNEE
SQUAWS
ISABELLEE CaLDVVELLEE J. LiTTLEJOHNEE
Maudee Randalee
TRIBEE PAPOOSEE
AIattee Thomaee
R. Whisonantee
Lucilee Turnee
Page two hundred fifty-one
DILLON COUNTY CLUB
Dilloii CA)((iUy Club
Frances Allen
Nell Beckham
Thelma Bethea
MEMBERS
Thelma Hayes
Maybelle McLaurin
Virginia Rogers
Mildred Sellers
Myrtle Stubbs
D[
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CREER DOZEN
•i" 4' 4-
>e€r 1 f(ij\,»m.sk
Nelle Beckham
Hattie Lee Burgiss
Meda Byrd
Evelyn Creech
MEMBERS
Daisy Crisp
Elossie Crisp
Louise Cunningham
Lois James
Carrie Mason
Esther Robinson
Edyth Walker
Grace Woods
D[ ID
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LANCASTER COUNTY CLUB
"i" !• 4"
ynnon^cov CvOinicy ^Am
Perry Belle Bennett
Mary Blackwell
Editli Brazington
Lallage Cauthen
Naomi Derrick
Melita Floyd
MEMBERS
Eleanor Halliday
Grace Hamel
Mary Hayes
Nannie Hayes
Myrtle Horton
Ruth McDow
EsTELLE Milling
Beulah Porter
Katie Reed
Ada Sapp
Juanita Sowell
Lillian Truesdale
DC ID
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LAURENS COUNTY CLUB
***
'jr '1^
Iklflfti
OFFICERS
Julia OwEns President
Katie V. WoFFokd J'ice -President
GussiE MiLLEL Secretary and Treasurer
-1'
MEMBERS
Louise Austin Claud Gray Elizabeth Owings
Mary BarksdalE Julia Henderson Henrietta Owings
Stella Brooks Inez Hudgens Jessie Owings
Miriam Brown Janie Boyd Hudgens Anna Prentiss
Mary Burton Minnie Irvin Kate Shands
Julia Childress Marie Langston Florinne Simpson
Rebecca Clark Lula Little Virginia Simpson
Annie May Donnan Mary Little Hattie Sullivan
Margaret Dunlap Ruth McAllister Mary D. Sullivan
Bruce Gray Nancy Owens Ethel Williams
Nannie May Williams Ethel Winn
EiLEENE Young Honorarv I\Iember
Page two hundred fifty-five
LEE, S REGIMENT
Lee's iRo;5ii(\^mt
Nettie Boykin
ElylZABETH BrEARLEY
RosAMONDE Dixon
Eunice Donald
Maude Donald
Gladys Hearon
Minnie Delle Hearon
Anna Adele Heriot
MEMBERS
CoLZY Heriot
Emma Heriot
Myrtle James
Will James
Mabry McCoy
Ella McCutcheon
Ida May McElween
Kathleen McLeod
Lucile McLeod
Evelyn Montgomery
Mary Moore
Pauline Moore
Mary Perrin
Marguerite Scarborough
Emmie Stucky
Gertrude Wilson
D[ ID
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SWAMP FOX CLUB
4. 4. 4.
Swaiijia Fox CJiil)
Alma Bethea
Lillian Brown
Marion Brown
Travis Brown
Annie Carmichael
Lucy Gasoue
Sarah Godbold
Carroll Johnson
Mary Jones
Annie Lewis
Miss McDuffee
Ethel Mace
Nellie Rogers
Della Smith
Elise Smith
D[ ID
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NEWBERRY COUNTY CLUB
•h "ir "i?
<*
OFFICERS
Mary Lizzie Duncan President
Lois Hipp : Secretary
Catherine Gareington Treasurer
4-
MEMBERS
LuRLiNE AuLL Susan Langford Sarah Simmons
Genevieve Boyd HeeEn Lathan Annie Laurie Suber
Alice Cannon LucilS Lathan Essie May SubEr
Mary Lizzie Duncan Carrie Long Frances WheElBr
Mary Dunn Josephine May Genia Whee.lEr
Moss FellBrs KiTTiE Mayes Helen WheelSr
Catherine Garlington Katie May Nance Ruby WheELER
Lois Hipp Georgia Porter Mattie Lou Wicker
Mary De Walt Hunter Susan QuattlEbaum HattiE Wise
Annie E. Jacobs Raye Rikard Marguerite Wise
Caro Wyche Ida Young
4-
HONORARY MEMBERS
Miss Anne D. Jones Miss Pawnee Jones Dr. Roy Z. Thomas
Page two hundred fifty-eight
"nine.ty-six" thirteen
•ir -h "i?
Anna Calhoun
RiBA Calhoun
SujETTE Cooper
Marguerite D. Devore
Varina a. Huff
Nannie Hutchison
Louise Kinard
Emma Lipscomb
Sybil Marshall
Ruth Osborne
Brownlee Rice
Mary Roberts
Ella Townsend
D[ ID
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OCONEElTES
•ic "h
-i^
OFFICERS
Mary EixEn Wilson
Tabitha Steibung .-..
...Big Chief Soquilaka
..His Squazv Issaquena
Grace Beard
LiNNlE CUDD ,
SuANEE Dai,y
Frances F,arlE
Cornelia Hine.s
Nancy Hines
Annie Mae Hubbard
Edna Mitchell
MEMBERS OF TRIBE
. Hiazvatha Nell Mulkey Tamassee
..Nacoochee Lura Perritt Seneca
Suanee Idah Pitchford Minnehaha
Santee BellE Stribling Watazvah
...Tecumseh Emily Stribling Isundega
Osceola Annie Walker Waunakee
.Yonastikee Annie BellU WaTkins Mendota
..Connasaga Maida Watkins Estotoah
Page two hundred sixty
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CRATE OF ORANGES
'i' "h "h
Tl Ci'nto of Ocnn;';o8
Amelia Barton
Kathleen Fairey
Elizabeth Glaze
Mary Herbert
Dorothy Jeffords
Inez Vincent
Jack Josey
Susie Kortjohn
Mildred Lide
Maybelle McCants
Nellie McCants
Louise Newborne
Annie Salley
Hannah Salley
Viola Sawyer
Ora Lee Thompson
Pauline Zeigler
D[ ID
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PICKENS COUNTY CLUB
Annie Boggs
Ressie Boggs
Meda Byrd
Alta Callahan
Pett Chapman
Fannie Bell Martin
Mel Montgomery
Anabel Oates
Emily Robinson
LuLA Smith
LiDiE Thornton
Obera Walker
CoRRiE Watkins
Nettie Watkins
Flossie Williams
Mary Wyatt
DC ID
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UNION COUNTY CtUB
4. 4, 4,
Ruth Crawford
Gertrude Faucette
JuiviA Flynn
Harriet Frazier
Willie Gallman
Belle Gault
IsMA Gault
Irene Gore
Lizzie Hope
Marie Jeter
Marion Littlejotin
Irene McDow
Lucille McWhirter
LuciNDA Sams
Mollis Sams
Frances Sartor
May Smith
Vera Smith
Clara Spears
Mary Spears
Sallie Whitlock
Alleen Williams Carrie Young
D[ ]n
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Frances Adickes
Louise Barron
Margaret Braxton
Lucy Burns
Ellie Feemster
loLA Garrison
HUUSli Ul' V(JI(K
"i" •h -h
0ase of Yorl
Frances Lewis
LuLA Moore Logan
Sara Logan
Janie Loud
Margaret Marshall
Martha Marshall
Lucille Moore
Frances Pegram
Marie Pegram
Louise Quinn
Elizabeth Wilborn
Sarah Wilkins
Irma Williams
Dr. Munro Honorary Member
D[ :n
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>S ^ i
college; glee club
4;. 4. 4.
OFFICERS
Anna Roddey Miller President
Ethel Hoffman Vice-President
Jean McAlpine Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Nannie Hayes Lottie Hipp Rachel Macauley
Anna Dell Heriott Varina Huff Katherine Mayes
Marion Richards Edmee Smith
Page two hundred sixty-five
r\
MANDOLliN AND GUITAR CLUK
•jc 'ir •i'
MlaMioliii aai Gaitar Clab
OFFICERS
Frankie Jeffords President
Cornelia Hines Secretary and Treasurer
Catherine Garlington Accompanist
Miss Nancy G. Campbell - ---' , - - .....Director
4-
MEMBERS
mandolins
Talullah Cork Louise Galphin Frankie Jeffords
Harriet Frazier Nancy Hines Elizabeth Mather
guitars
Cornelia Hines Sadie Padgett Alice Wilson
Martha Wilkinson
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'("^ / ' Tnambtr of + Kiji ,
M
0MB maidens fair on suffrage bent
Did form a Suffrage Club one day,
And under Haynsworth's guiding say
Discussed grave things of Parliament.
Booth shone out bright zvith shining light;
Wofford had a part to play
;
Hutaff bossed in manly zvay;
All zvent zvell 'til "Debe" got sight
Of state of things, and then kerzvhack.
The Suffrage Club just zvent to smack.
The tale is done—the maidens fair
Have given up all politics;
Through all the day they try to act.
Like ladies should, zvitJi touching tact;
Instead of eager suffragists
They have become mere "suffering sticks:
Page two hundred sixty-eight
NThr^
B IR HENRY FORD, with lavish hand,One day stood out and took a standFor peace. And since more money came his zvay
Than we could hardly dare to say.
He fixed a ship up straight and strong.
And asked all big bugs to get on
To sail zvith him across the sea
To w'ar-torn Europe, to take the key
Of peace, the olive branch, and dove,
So when Old Santa came along
He'd find the French and German lads
A-cooing to themselves zvith love.
When southzvard Ford did cast his eye for
game
To go sailing 'long. A Winthrop lass he
did desire
To hold aloft Old U'inthrop's name.
Old Bud McCozvan, with comely grace,
Did fly around with plans to go;
But Pa McCozvan said: "Daughter, No,
And poor old Bud zvas plunged in zvoe.
Sir Henry Ford across the sea
Did sail zvithout our Bud's szvect face,
And that is just the reason why
Old Santa at the Christmas times
Did find no love scenes taking place.
Page two hundred sixty-nine
'^^+^'<,VlrJ.O'iWeh. Fe«+-
^'gr'x'rAhnA Porter. Ma*-/
l-fh-^-P ilifies ag^i^. L.ff.
f^^^ HERB arc seekers after beauty in our IVinthrop Faculty,
^^^^ And their mode of seeking after it is laughable to see.
They've formed a strange symnasium class; every Thursday night
Douni in our Gymnasium there is a funny sight.
Miss Anna Porter Boyers, zvith her partner, Mrs. 0'Bryan;
Miss Marcum and Miss Alary Flynn a-cutting all the shines;
Mrs. Jidia Sims and "Caroline" a-starring in the 'Mist;"
And on and on and on you'll go until you go the list
Of teachers vain, a-seeking grace—z^'e hope they find it, too;
But getting it by taking "Gym" is a funny thing to do.
n[ 1^ ID
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2 WT LIFE insurance agent came to visit us one day;
^^^B ^Ind he knew zvliat he zvas getting in, I'm right here now to say-
^ "^ ' Por he got the old maids going on the talk of life and death,
Had them taking exercise, and practicing deep breath;
So zvheii he got them talking, he sat back and said hozv zvell
The thing zi.'as reall\ going, 'til Miss Dickson zvould not tell
Her age and z'arious other things the man did zvant to knozv.
Her zveight, and zvhether or not her heart did beat so fast or slozv.
Up rose the other maidens fair, their face in horror red—
To tell a mere man all these things, "Hozv azvful !" they all said;
"We'll do without a policy: a)id zve think you'd better go"—
And so our crushed insurance man zvent off zvitiiout his dough.
"^P^Q '^B'VB got a freakish custom here that's painful to behold;
^kjLy We've talked it dozvn and slapped it down until it's getting old.
We have an exhibition of this custom's greenish hue
In chapel, during Star Course things, once every montli or tzvo.
Just let a little frisky lad but sing zvith catching snap,
Then every blessed girl of us zvill clap, clap, clap.
Until the poor thing on the stage sings 'til he's about to snap,
And still the blessed girls keep on, and clap, clap, clap.
Not to the singing lads alone is this strange zvelcome given.
But e'en the ones of sterner stuff, that speak of earth and heaven.
Yet, not undaunted still, the girls don't give a rap,-
But seeking to approval shozv, they clap, clap, clap.
Why if Sir Gabriel flezv to earth some morning, just to say
To Winthrop girls a pleasant zvord, and pass the time of day,
These selfsame girls zvould unabashed (on this zve'd bet our cap)
Just smile at him, and say "Hello" ; then clap, clap, clap.
D[ ID
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;Oiouc)(invy of ]j^ii^>;lbh as He is Spoko ni:
(for winthrop girls only)
AL'TRITE V.—To give assent, to agree ; As "Al'trite, Pete."
a.—Pleasing, gracious.
11.—A good fellow, a friend worth while.
BLUE n.—One having fatal disease, due to homesickness, a failure of His letter to come
on time.
a.—Sad, downcast, considering suicide.
BLUEBOOK ».—The article in which Winthrop students put down indefinite thoughts,
derived from blue. See blue.
CATALOG n.—The judgment book, the last resort, Dick's Bible, treatise on the straight
and narrow way.
CPIASE V.—To run away, to get out of sight; as to chase yourself.
CRAM V.—To commit to memory, to be able to reproduce on moment's notice, to secure
a mental picture.
n.—One who crams, one who can commit to memory twenty pages of History of
Ed., and can repeat without leaving out a comma.
CRAMMING I'.—The act of stuffing knowledge.
D. S. n.—A place of play, a kitchen, a remnant of "Peabody."
DEBE n.—One who is great, a politician, one who gets what he goes after.
ED. V.—To pursue knowledge, to court wisdom. See cram.
n.—Methods to control children, a subject given to show how Little Willie should be
taught.
EDDTE n.—One given to Mathematics, one who thinks.
EXAM. ;;.—The time when bluebooks are needed. See bluebook.
V.—Causing excitement ; blueness. See blue.
FILE n.—A list kept by every teacher, matron, and officer, a sheet of paper covered with
names.
V.—To place name on file, to stand one behind the other, to take one's turn.
GYM. 11.—A place of high jumps, an exercising place, the man who cuts bread in the kitchen.
GRIND V.—To study, to cram, to apply one's self in order to get double stars, to cut out
Star Courses, to study from 6.30 to 7.
n.—One who takes no exercise, does not belong to any College organization, keeps
up "Don't Disturb" signs, one who is to be pitied.
PI 0= ID
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GERMAN It.—A midnight revel, a place of good eats.
HEY n.—A Winthrop girl's salutation, a loving greeting.
INFERNO n.—An infirmary, the pink-pill house, a pleasant help in time of trouble.
JELUS n.—One who is envious, one who gets peeved when she does not get the star's
part in a play.
a.—Envying, desiring, wanting.
LIMIT n.—The College fence, the end, the enclosure of the Winthrop campus ; one who
disgusts.
MATRON n.—One who guards, one who teaches etiquette, a wise woman.
MED n.—An extent of time from 2.45 to 4.15, a time to think up all meanness necessary
for happiness.
V.—To keep quiet, to be ladylike. /
PASS n.—Beyond the danger mark, safe, anything above a III.
V.—The act of fooling a teacher, to make a II.
RUSH n.—One who is in love, a maiden honored, something of which to be proud.
V.—To get up at 6.30 and pick violets, to make dates, to write notes.
RUSHING V.—The act of loving, derived from rush. See rush.
SAT UPON n.—A crushed state administered by teacher, an altogether unpleasant condi-
tion, heartbroken.
V.—The act of sitting, to speak harshly, to crush, to deal rudely.
SLIPS n.—A note of greeting from teachers, an unpleasant bit of mail, a reminder, a threat.
TATTLE n.—News in dormitory, result of too vivid imagination, white lies trimmed in
green.
V.—To talk promiscuously, to tell more than you know, to keep people interested.
TOMMY n.—A prodigy, a jack-of-all-trades, a sweet-tempered man.
TRADE n.—A compliment given to get one, another white lie, bits of gossip. See gossip.
V.—To swap a joke, to form Mutual Admiration Society, to gossip.
T. S. M.—Training School, a free show, an obstacle, a battlefield.
V.—To make green product shining, to train, to make over, to make something out
of nothing, to flunk. See flunk.
WINTHROP n.—A training place, a place of work, an inferno, a place of sorrow, where
we are educated. See T. S.
WORK w.—See Winthrop.
'XCUSE ME «.—Miss A. P. Boyers. See D. S.
V.—To talk nothings, to affect politeness, a sham.
:n
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:oti\u\oi\c^ ttie C^ri ivonc
There zvas a great scholar, D. B.,
ll'ho liailed from the far Tennessee;
He came to our State,
This President great,
And n07v there is JVinthrop, yon see.
A great man this, whom yet zvc knoxv just as our plain
BDDIB,
And of all the Faculty group indeed he is most steady.
As square and fair a man as he, zve ozvn 7ve knozv him
not.
He is a good friend to ns all, and z^'c like him just a lot.
TOMMY is a favored one; he's tasted of that youth
The myths hazr named eternal—zve knozv it's true,
forsooth.
Tor he can tell you all about your great and great-
grandad.
And yet he nioz'cs about as spr\ as any modern lad.
D[ itt: ]D
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MISS JVICKLIPFB is a chatterbox; but she's
also mighty nice—
She puts into her lessons the right sort of a spice.
We loz'e her zvhen she calmly sits all over us,
alack
!
But most of all we love her u^hen she lets us all
sit back.
Our CHALLY does some aivful things, committing
murder every day;
And doesn't give a single rip zvliat all the people think
or say.
King English is his victim, and though he screams all
he can
PA WEEKS is his ozvn license, for he's Nature's
gentleman.
Great baby eyes behind his "specs," tzvo inches almost
thick,
And given much to peaceful zvays, for he has learned
the trick
Of keeping still zvhile zuomen folks are talking politics
;
He smiles instead, and just looks zvise—Our WALMS-
LEY is a brick.
DC
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A meek man is our HBNRY D.,
And just as handsome as can be;
And lazy too, zuith all his might—
But he's an artist, and has that right.
A ladv, ivisc beyond the world in ivays of /arv girls,
In making over dresses nezv, in putting on the curls!
And IVYSOR is her name, she lives on "language
snack,"
Is one of Virgil's closest friends, pats Homer on the
back.
A lovely creature, nobly planned.
Our Winthrop's first-class gentleman.
I. THOMPSON BROWN, please make your boiv;
If you don't know, just ask him how.
Di in
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A little, oily-fisted lad;
A big broad smile that makes you glad;
A vest of zvhite ; posture of ease—
SIR ROY THOMAS, if you please!
A fresh-blown rose, with azvftd thorns
To keep the great black world azvay;
Smiling even through the storms.
And never zvorrying, so they say.
MAUDE MOUDY is this Rose's name;
She has an international fame.
Our MAGGIE here has feet and "sass,"
Much sense and wind, and even brass;
A more efficient man than he
Has ne'er been seen on land or sea.
DC in
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Tlie cock of the zvalk in room eighteen;
The source of all knozvledge ever been seen,
]]"orking out problems to keep mental trim—
This, gentle reader, is PSYCHOLOGY BRIM.
A very strange creature, our dear ANNA P.,
IVith BOYBRS tacked on for good measure, you see,
Well learned in chemistry, cooking—l\Iy land!
Yet her one starring subject is plain old MAN.
^ROM all Ill's, IJ"s, and tchat's belozv;
M I Prom high-necked waists and szvecping skirts;
<"^ " Prom sausage for breakfast, and string beans for dinner;
Prom six-thirty rising, Library Methods, and Current Events:
Prom Winthrop uniform, Rushes, Slips, and Sunday night chapel;
Prom Training School, all Bducatio)i from I to XIX, and Dr. Munro's pink pills,
Prom all the woes that follow the Winthrop girl all the days of her life;
Good Lord, Deliver Us!
n[ ID
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^^-i^CT^INTHROP COLLEGE is about the only place in tne State that
^ ^f y grants full suffrage for women. This is a natural consequence.\y\^ since men in the kingdom of W'inthropland are in such a minority.
Anyway, we boss ourselves, through our Student Government Associ-
tion; and are proud of it. A\'e are still feminine, too; and we hope we
are ladies, although Miss Dickson says we are not. We do not whistle (except
in our own rooms), neither do we any of those things that man has taken
unto himself and calls mannish. AA'e do not faint when a girl is punished;
nor do we go to class with the proverbial red feminine nose when someone
else besides our friends are elected officers in student organizations. -^ When
our opponent seems to doubt our word, we do not slap her face ; we do not
vote for the prettiest girl that runs for an office. We count ability and
efficiency the first prerequisites in all things ; and we demand them of all of
our associates. We enjoy our suffrage privileges, and rejoice in the immediate
prospect of this same right being extended to us in the whole State of South
Carolina.
Jekes
Lucia Featherstone (defending Woman Suffrage) : I tell you I know what
I'm talking about; some of the greatest Queens of England were women.
4. 4, 4,
Inez Hudgens: Ruth, have you seen the Jitney Bus yet?
Ruth ]\IcAlister: \\"hy no, child. Who is he? Is he good looking?
'jC rj' *t*
Nannie May Williams (rushing into the Library): Kate Woff"ord, for good-
ness' sake help me find some of David Copperfield's books. I can't find him
anywhere.
4* f|, f|^
Scene, Chemistry Room; Time, 4 p. m. Enter Susan Gozver, with nezv shoes
on. Squeak, Squeak, Squeak announced Susan of this fact.
Inez Vincent: My, but Susan has music in her soul today.
•J^ *{^ 'S?
[sabel Caldwell: Did you know Miss Wysor was a vegetarian?
Elizabeth Moselv : \\'hy, no.
Isabel : Yes ; she lives on Latin roots most of the time.
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Take one peck of zvorry a)id trouble;
Stir it up smoothly and zvell;
Then put on some heat, and let bub-
ble;
And let it just "set" there a spell;
Add a quart full of hot criticism,
To give it the right kind of spice
;
Beat it then slozvly and surely,
Until mixed good and nice;
Then take from the heat right quick-
ly;
Let it get hard and cool;
Garnish with threes and a sprinkling
of fours—
Result, our Training School.
A lot of "Sass" zvell seasoned up—
To test its sharpness, take a sup.
And if not knocked clean out of sight,
By strength of its great peppery
might.
Just add some more, zvith humor too.
And brains galore. Yes, this is nezv—
A Southern dish; but soon 'tzvill grozv
to zvorld renozvn,
For it is straight from Madame
Means, of Charleston tozvn.
Bevll Cake
With a bozvlful of Junior hot temper,
Add a bozvlful of Sophomore grit;
Put in a pinch of hard feelings
To lighten the cake up a bit;
Then stir the zvhole mixture real hotly.
Or the result zvill not be the same—
The above things do zvell, and you zvill then have
A Sophomore-Junior game.
Angels' F@©i
With eight long days of agony, mix one gas stove that has fits of sulkiness;
add brooms, dustcloths, and one dollar and half menu for a family of ten, to-
gether with one wallflower known as Mandy Rose, to give color ; then for
seasoning add twenty-five college lessons, with five unsympathetic teachers, and
whip gently, slowly but surely, for twenty-four hours, and you will have a
delicious compound of "angel food," commonly known in Winthrop slang as
Practice Home.
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Great Political Event lor WIratlirop
^"^^^ HE month of January, 1916, shall go down in history of W'inthrop-
fl '^ land as a great time. Queen Virginia T. Bell, in this memorable
^^^ month gave up her scepter—that is to say, one bell constantly ring-
ing; and the deposed monarch's kingdom was given over to a more democratic
government. The thousand inhabitants of Dining-Room land had eaten too
much of the bread of willfulness and loud laughter, and they grew proud and
haughty. Again and again did the proud Queen rebuke the maidens of this
land ; but they were drunk with their own importance, and did not heed. Then,
seeing that her sway had ended, the Queen went away sorrowful, and the maid-
ens were left to govern themselves. L. Zeigler was proclaimed Governor of
this land of Bread and Syrup, and it is she who carries now the sign of power.
The deposed monarch has taken the situation as gracefully as could be expected,
and the maidens are very happy, for have they not fought the good fight, and
won ? The next scene of warfare for democratic administration centers about
the Kingdom of the Library. Here the most mighty, all-knowing, great Queen
Clara Louise Voight has power all supreme.
IN THE month of May, 1915, the whole of Winthrop College was sad-dened by the announcement of the death of Miss Senior Hall, of that
place. Her death came as quite a shock to her many friends, though
her relatives and guardians stated that the end was not unexpected. Drs. John-
son, Richards, Shumate, Walker, and Funkhouser, were with her when she
passed away. It was reported in the official bulletin that her death was the
result of a prolonged case of "Senioritis." This disease is a dangerous and
subtle one, and several grave consultations were held by these famous surgeons,
but in vain! The sympathy of the whole College goes out to the Class of 1916,
who were left to mourn her loss.
PI t^ i g
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The Class of 1916 suffered another great loss, on ]\Iay 30, 1916, when Little
AVillie went to his reward. This little lad has been peculiar unto himself, and
only those who knew him well can appreciate the significance of his passing
away. He was stricken with brain fever, caused by too much education ; and
from the first his horrified admirers of the Class of Sixteen were told that little
hope was held for his recovery. Peace to his ashes ; and may they rest well is
the hope and wish of all.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8,
9
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II
12,
13
14
15
16
17
18
19,
20,
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23
24
¥¥mtar©p s sookb a o i (
The Sky Pilot—Professor Coker.
Much Ado About Nothing—Freshmen's preparation for first basket-
ball game.
Old Curiosity Shop—Room 9 ; Owner and Manager, Prof. J. W. Thomp-
son.
The Spy—Miss AHce Maude Moudy, two minutes after the ten o'clock
bell has stopped ringing.
Les Miserables—Thou who partook of veal salad on the night of March
31- 1915-
Opening of a Chestnut Burr—Dr. Walmsley telling a joke.
Innocents Abroad—Freshmen in Library trying to get schedule arranged
for the first term.
How They Succeeded—Results in Miss Means' office the next day.
Love's Labor Lost—Mrs. Funkhouser, Misses Grant, Wysor, and Rus-
sell's attempt to civilize and refine Johnson Hall.
How We Are Clothed—Rules of conduct issued every Spring; Authoress
and publisher, Mrs. Richards.
The Iron Woman—Miss Dickson.
The Wide^ Wide World—The place where Seniors go to get a little rest.
Tanglewood Tales—Mace's Methods of Teaching History.
Unknown to History—Gossip in Johnson Hall on Sunday night after
chapel.
Vanity Fair—Miss Anna Porter Boyers.
Black Rock—Steak served in dining-hall.
A Midsummer Night's Dream—Winthrop devoid of rules.
Story of the Wind—Professor Magginnis giving a lecture on Social
Efiiciency.
When Knighthood Was in Flower—Visit of college men, on April 30,
1915-
No Man's Land—Winthrop.
Source Book of Ancient History—The catalog.
The Chatterbox—Miss Wickliffe.
Through the Valley of Shadows—Training School.
The Other Wise Man—"Debe."
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ISS CROSSLAND, during the past week, has trodden the serving-room in
rather a stiff manner. It is hoped that Miss Potwine's presentation of the
"Maid of the Mists" in the Faculty Gym Section has not been too strenuous.
The Juniors were very much agitated to hear, on the morning of the
Junior-Freshman hockey game, that Miss Louise Kinard had suffered a fractured ankle,
from a too vigorous thrust of a hockey stick. Their gratification was complete, however,
when the young lady in question appeared with only a fever blister on her lip.
"Jo," chief boss of the kitchen, had a narrow escape from being discharged on Monday,
as Miss Boyer, having the healih of the girls at heart, reported him for serving cream
puffs with raw dough in the middle.
Miss Finch, while riding her hockey stick during the intermission of Faculty-Senior
game, caught her foot in the pocket of her robe, and received a very painful sprain. She
was able, however, to meet her classes in imaginary dances the next week.
Mr. Coker was very much indisposed the first part of the week. It was understood
that it was his turn to give Current Events.
The State Fair was copiously attended on Education Day. Nine hundred Winthrop
students, Jo, Mary, and their culinary assistants, as well as the teachers and entire families,
attended.
Miss May Smith is suffering from a nervous breakdown. Dr. Monroe advises that no
more Seniors be called upon to do impromptu teaching of Indian club exercise.
Miss Eola Gassaway, while serving her term as chief cook in Practice Home, burned her
meat pie to a crisp ; whereupon she seems to have been seized with suicidal intentions.
Only the dexterity of the driver's arm saved her from being crushed by an automobile as
it rushed by the back gate of the "Senior Sanctuary."
Winthrop was plunged in deep mourning during the last month, because of the deep
blow received by the removal of the meeting of oratorical contest to Greenwood next year.
The Business Manager of the Association should have called upon Winthrop girls for
financial aid. One heartbroken Soph, has offered to start the good work going by giving
ten cents in money and a one-cent stamp.
Miss Marie Causley has just recovered from a severe attack of pneumonia, directly trac-
able to a midnight massage of Miss Boyers' ailing back.
Miss Dickson temporarily lost conlrol of her feet on the freshly polished hallway the
other night, breaking her choicest bit of china. This accident seems all the sadder since
she was carrying some cough medicine to her neighbors, near-by.
We extend our sympathy to Miss Parks in the inconvenience necessarily resulting from
a bandaged right arm. She is suffering from muscular strain, due to excessive use of the
pencil in Senior lesson plans.
Miss Clara Louise Voight, our popular librarian, is suffering with loss of breath. This
has been caused by so much lieing expended in keeping the girls qriet in HER library.
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^oi(\o Wow Y^'Xv \i^)mhmom
/x^^*^ HE following, which was found in a corner of the Main parlors some
M '^ weeks after the New Year Faculty Tea Meeting, may prove interest-
^-^ ing.
"We, the following, do resolve to keep these New Year resolutions
:
"i. I, Mary Flynn Dickson, do resolve not to waste any more time on
Sunday reading Pilgrim's Progress ; but rather I shall spend that time sleeping
and eating.
"2. I, Roy Z. Thomas, do resolve not to flirt any more with the Junior mem-
bers of my Chemistry Classes.
"3. I, C. J. Thomson, do resolve that hereafter I shall not let my imagination
have such free range, or let my memory wander so far back into the realms of
that which never happened. Rather, I shall spend more time on the Essentials
of Classroom Management.
"4. I, Alice Maude Moudy, do resolve to shrug my shoulders less. I believe
in German Kultur.
"5. I, Winton Parks, do resolve to stay in my room after ten o'clock, and
leave the management of disorderly conduct to the Student Government.
"6. I, Anna P. Boyers, do resolve not to arouse any more of the overworked
Practice Home Seniors from their midnight slumbers to rub my head, which
aches only in my imagination.
"7. I, J. E. Walmsley, do resolve not to require so much reference work.
"8. I, Clara Louise \oight, do resolve not to allow so much whispering in
the Library.
"9. L J- Thompson Brown, do resolve to require more work of my English
girls. I am tired of Faculty members accusing me of ofl:ering 'Pie Courses.'
"10. L Virginia T. Bell, do resolve not to give any more ground-up cheese
for supper on Sunday night.
"11. L Annie W. Funkhouser, do resolve to prevent any further washing of
the hair in damp weather.
"12. L Sarah Margaret Ritter, do resolve to stop doling out indefinite,
impractical theories to poor defenceless Juniors and Seniors.
"13. L D. B. Johnson, do resolve not to invite the Legislators to inspect Win-
throp College on Lee's birthday, and incidentally give them a good dinner, with
the sole intent of extracting an appropriation from them."
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^^^^ EVIEW and organization is a virtue; cramming is an intellectual
I'^K immorality," remarked Mr. Brim to his class in History of Educa-
/^^ \, tion. "We will have a test tomorrow, and I hope all of you will
keep this statement in mind," he concluded.
On Thursday, the test was stood. Thursday night, Mr. Brim rocked his
"youngest" to sleep unusually early. During this performance he yawned over
his own lullaby, but he reproached himself for his lack of earnestness, and laying
down his sleeping burden he forthwith seized his test papers, his pencil, and his
grade-book. He read several papers. Each was a brief reproduction of the first
one hundred pages of Parker's History of Education. The statements made
were true, for Parker made the same statements in almost the same words ; but
with the well-thought-out "thought" questions over which he had struggled the
night before, the answers tallied not. He read further. Soon he grew weary
of reading Parker, whom he already knew by heart. "Review and organization
is a virtue; cramming is an intellectual immorality," he breathed through a yawn
as he leaned his head back and slept.
Plis pencil dropped from his hand. Its gentle clatter as it fell caused a door
to be flung open. He saw grouped together a number of his Plistory of Educa-
tion students. One remarked : "These cjvtestions are so broad I do not under-
stand their meaning. I'll simply learn Parker by heart." He could not catch
all she said, but frequently he heard "the growth of elementary schools" ; "the
influence of religion on education," etc., then she would stop, frantically tell the
other girls not to tell her what came next, knock her fists together, and then, as
her memory got its bearings, she started her recitation of Parker again. In
another corner sat a girl, her book open, but her eyes riveted on nothing. She
silently was mumbling Parker. Still another girl he saw slam down her book,
dig her fists in her eyes, and discouraged fall over on her face with the words
:
"I can't learn it!"
In silent thought over what his eyes showed him, he looked upward. There
he saw an angel. One hand she pointed at the girls ; the other she accusingly
pointed at him. She said : " 'Organization and review is a virtue ; cramming is
an intellectual immorality,' " you say; "but why did you tell them of the test?" as
she shook her head. With a jerk, Mr. Brim raised his head forward from his
aching neck, closed his mouth, and opened his eyes. Sleepily he looked at the
test papers before him. "Cramming is intellectually immoral," he thought;
"hereafter my tests shall be surprises."
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To Editor of Tatler, which are best American Annual, but that make more
worlc than Germans can make for French in a year.
(Profuse apologies to \\'allace Irvin)
* "^ ON. EDITOR:—Mrs. Virginia T. Bell, whose name are in accordance
I with her job, reside at Hon. W'inthrop College, Rock Hill, S. C,
'"^ >• where I am not in employment any longer. Our friendship nipped
itself in the bud two days before yesterday was a day, when the Hon. lady
recjuested that I prepare for the famishing young ladies some veal salad. "Togo."
she said me as soonly as I reposited myself in the kitchen and resumed apronly
uniform peculiar to servant, "the young ladies are to be fed tomorrow on veal
salad delecious, and you are to fix him so there will be no excuse for the good-
ness." "I expect to remain quite unexcusable," I narrated, with politeness
peculiar of new servants.
"I shall show you the great art," she said, waving me into the reposeful kitchen
where Hon. Veal Can sat doing so.
Now with culinary art which I have acquired myself with, I set him about to
make the salad for which to feed the hungry mouths of some thousand girls. I
set him in the tin dishpans, and left him to dream until the next day/ comes.
When the next day comes, I come too, and found him beautiful. He had turned
a shade brown, but when he is put in a loaf of lettuce he looks beautiful doing so.
The young ladies thinks so too, for they eat him, and pronounce him good ; and
all goes well. That night, late, awful moans come from Johnson Hall and other
dormitories. Slipping around nearer, I hear it's the veal salad. And the girls
groaned most awfully.
Hoping you are the same,
—Hashimura Togo
ID
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Owr Pes® Has a iMrtiiiiay
^^aifti^ HE biggest man on this place has had a birthday, and we celebrated with proper
M ^^ ceremony. The cake with its sixty candles were lit (this was done figuratively),
^L^^ when the whole of our Debe's life was laid bare before us. It was very sur-
prising and very satisfying to see that this pink of perfection, this Aristotle,
was simply as other men are. He ran away from school just as we used to do when
the apple blossom turned pink on the outside and the first bluebird lifted up its
clear sweet call for us. He made eyes at the girls, and sang melting lays beneath her
window. He wasn't restricted at college, but he did a more manly thing, he walked extras
with a fierce-looking gun on his shoulder, and a still more fierce-looking face. Nor did
his ability lie altogether in the manly line, for when the months of school teaching descended
upon him he taught sight-singing in a still small voice. Miss Mary G. Pope, JMiss A.
Winton Parks, Miss Minnie Macfeat, Miss Sarah Withers, and others were his apt pupils.
They were blooming and beautiful as ever. Thus the candles were lit one by one, showing
to us our Debe in all stages of his career ; according to Shakespeare we have seven but,
as befits a great man, Debe has about one hundred. When all minds were satis-fied in
plunging into his past. Major Pack presented to Our Debe one black shining Davenport, on
which to rest himself when he goes to take his noonday nap. After which this memorable
party was broken up, everybody congratulating himself on ha\'ing made such a success of it.
Elites for Good llealtli at
1
SLEEP until breakfast bell every morning: rise; dress leisurely: go down, and
take breakfast with the housekeepers.
^ 2. Cut all classes that you do not care to attend. Excuses are not necessary.
Debe is particular about this, for he is always eager to encourage the struggle
for good health at Winthrop.
3. Talk to the teachers about their old \o\e affairs, and any choice bit of gossip about
their family that you have been able to pick up. This tends to keep your mind cheerful
and occupied, beside liringing about that particular state of chunnuiness so much desired
between teacher and pupil. (See Clapper, Educational Practices, page 151.)
4. Never inhibit any natural impulses. If you feel like running to and from classes, do
so, whistling, meantime, to keep up your spirits.
5. Treat Student Government as a joke, and sass any of the Board who dare to interrupt
your pleasure.
6. Keep your mind on the good things of life. Go downtown any time of the day : take
a little trip into the movies with any good-looking swain that asks for the privilege.
Afterwards, go to the drug store, and the cafe around the corner.
7. If your room-mates care to do anything so sordid as study from 7 to 9.20, rebel at
once; pick a guitar, and sing, for their pleasure and for your neighbors'.
Follow these directions carefully, and all your nervousness and tired-out feeling will
vanish at once. Happiness and success for you at Winthrop will then be assured.
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B 0\V to Remember: Young Women, YOU can remember. A/Iy latestmethod shows you how. Only scientific way on earth. Interviewsheld in strictest confidence. See me ! A. Norine West.
For Sale—One critic notebook for Training School, at great bargain. Examples
of South Carolina's sunny language cheap. Apply to C. McKagen.
There's a reason. See me and I'll tell you why. Evelyn Brown.
Latest styles in Winthrop College Catalogs. All patterns are "neat, becom-
ing, and stylish." See us before you buy. Mrs. Lily McRichards, Chief
Designer.
Most accurate and precise way of taking notes. None other parallel. Never
miss a word or make a mistake. See Leonora Deck.
Have you a Little Fairy in your home? If not, see Ethel Hofifman at once.
Anyone can have an indomitable will. It has been known that the will can
be trained into wonderful power—by intelligent exereise and use. My book,
on thirty days' trial, will show you how. Annie Louise Grififin, Rock Hill, S. C.
I owe my clear complexion to "Whitlock's" Soap. W^ill send free sample on
application for ten cents in stamps. Grace Whitlock, Bennettsville, S. C.
Ye budding writers, get my plans for writing stories. Original plots, never
seen on land or sea. Margaret XA'almsley, Genius, S. C.
Latest editions of prayer books. Consultations and advice on religious sub-
jects free to those interested. All wishing help, see Blanch Jaegar.
How to l)oss—My latest book of Methods. Most complete way on earth.
Experience of many years has taught me, as I am ready to teach you now.
Hazel E. Hutafif.
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X—cuse me.
I'll take issue with the Author there.
The following were marked absent or tardy during the week ending
November second.
The next question comes to you, Miss .
Yes ; that's right.
You know how it is.
S-s-sh ! S-s-h
!
I know this is a hard course, but
—
There will be a regular meeting of
—
Bless this food to our body, and us to Thy service.
No more hominy. Ma'am.
Hands
!
Come right to the point.
Who's in my tub ?
Child, give me some of your time, if you have any left.
I always try to prepare my girls so that they may pass on my examination.
Little Willie doesn't understand.
Trot along.
Come to my office at once, Mrs. F .
Don't you know ?
Smell it; it won't bite you.
Don't you know that waist is out of uniform.
Hey!
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OUR jokes have all been cracked,
praise be!
Their points we hope you all do see;
We've tried to give them points, and
morals too;
So if you cannot understand—why then
the jokes on you.
D[ ID
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IF THERE be any special reserved places in heaven, we trust they shall be reservedfor the College Editors and Business Managers; for faith they shall have need
of such. For days we have toiled over this book ; yea for many moons have we
struggled, closing our ears to the persuasive melody of the one-step down in the
Frolic Hall, from six to seven ; we have religiously tabooed all the frivolities of
youth ; and we are glad that the end has come, so that we may be young again. We
fought and died for money to go into this book we call The TaTi^Br; and we are
glad the second time that our fighting days are over, for we crave peace. We carried a
big and uneasy conscience around during the Christmas holidays, and have had this same
pleasant, comforting companion ever since; and we are glad the third time that our con-
science will soon resume its normal shape.
It may come as a great shock to you, O Classmates, to learn that we came to Winthrop
primarily in pursuit of that elusive, much-sought-for thing called Education. We are not
professional publishers, and we trust that we never shall be. Mistakes we have made, for
which we crave your indulgence. If it had not been for the watchful eyes and sympathetic
criticism of our Faculty advisers, we would have made many more. For this reason, we
wish to take this method of thanking Prof. E. C. Coker, Prof. J. Thompson Brown, Dr.
Henry D. Guelich, Miss Frances Wickliffe, Miss Annie V. Dunn, Miss Sarah Grant, and
Miss Winton Parks. Their assistance has been invaluable, and we trust that- they may
feel that it is appreciated.
We wish also to thank Mr. Sher, of the Bureau of Engraving, of Minneapolis, Minn.,
and Mr. Gates, of the Observer Printing House, Charlotte, N. C, for their faithful service,
and their personal suggestions and interest in this book.
To Mr. J. C. Cushman, we wish also to take this method of thanking him, not only for
the faithful work on our pictures and photographs ; but also for the many personal favors
that he has rendered to us.
We recommend them to the staff of Nineteen-Seventeen.
"And what is writ is writ—
Would it were worthier."
—The Editors
PI D=r~ ^g
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M 'S is the product of The
^fc^^ Observer Printing House,
of Charlotte, N. C. — a firm producing
a uniformly high class of printed
matter, and especially equipped for
the prompt and correct handling of
School and College work. cAsk for
an interview with their representative
before closing future contracts J* i*
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American Trust Company
INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
Solicits your patronage for Fire and Casualty
Insurance and Bonds
WALTER LAMBETH & BRO.
MANAGERS
The Agency of Service "
American Trust Company
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
Capital and Undivided Profits, $675,000.00
All Forms of Commercial Banking.
Four per cent, paid on Savings Deposits and
Certificates.
In the TRUST DEPARTMENT, we serve as Exec-
utor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee,
and in all Trust Capacities.
American Trust Company
CHARLOTTE, N. 0.
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LOOK back over the past years and ask yourself what other
Engraving Institution, specializing in college annuals, has
wielded so wide an Influence over the College Annual Field?
Ask yourself if College and University Annuals are not better tO'
day because of BUREAU PROGRESSIVENESS and BUREAU
INITIATIVE?
You know that the BUREAU OF ENGRAVING, Inc. inaug^
urated the system of Closer Co-operation with college annual
boards in planning and constructing books from cover to cover.
Our marked progress in this field commands attention. Our
establishment is one of the largest of its kind in this country.
Our Modern Art Department of noted Commercial Art Experts
is developing Artistic Features that are making "Bureau" Annuals
Famous for Originality and Beauty.
And again, the help of our experienced College Annual Depart-
ment is of invaluable aid. Our up'tO'the'minute system, which we
give you, and our Instructive Books will surely lighten your Burden.
A proposition from the Natural Leaders in the College Annual
Engraving field from an organization of over 1 50 people, founded
over 1 7 years ago, and enjoying the Confidence and Good Will
of the foremost Universities of this country, is certainly worth
your \A/hile.
Is not the BUREAU OF ENGRAVING, Inc., Deserving of
the Opportunity of showing what it can do for - YOU?
BUREAU of ENGRAVING, Inc.
MINNEAPOLIS - MINNESOTA
PHOTOGRAPHS IN THIS BOOK
MADE BY
Cushman's Studio
3 WEST FIFTH STREET
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
Our Fifty-Eighth
Year of Service
We are entering our fifty-eighth
season of business. "Perfect
Service" in furnishing costumes
for plays is still our watchword.
Our Academic Cap and Gown de-
partment gladly quotes rental or
selling rates.
A request will bring you a copy
of our latest Costume Catalog,
Number 58.
WAAS & SON
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Dulin & Martin
Company
(INCORPORATED)
IMPORTERS OF
Pottery, Porcelain, and Glass
Hotel and College Supplies,
Refrigerators, Kitchen Uten-
sils, Laundry Equipments;
All kinds of GLASSWARE,
LAUNDRY EQUIPMENTS,
STERLING SILVER, and
FINE PLATED WARE
Nos. 1215 F Street and 1214 G Street
N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
«..«..c..«..«.<
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Winthrop Normal and Industrial
College of South Carolina
ROCK HILL, S. C.
PLEASANT AND HEALTHFUL
Campus of fifty acres ; unsurpassed Buildings and Equipment ; Main Building
(Offices and Classrooms), three Dormitories, Science Building, Library, Infirm-
ary—all joined by covered ways; Excellent Sanitary Sewerage; Ventilation
Perfect; Hot and Cold Baths on every floor.
Resident Woman Physician ; a new $60,000 Gymnasium, with trained Instruc-
tors ; Library of New Books (additions over a thousand volumes yearly) ; New
Training School ; Able Faculty in all Departments ; Religious Life carefully
guarded.
100 OFFICERS, TEACHERS, AND ASSISTANTS
NINE HUNDRED AND FIFTY STUDENTS
Normal, Scientific, and Literary Courses, with Industrial Studies. Graduates
of the Normal Course will be granted, in addition to the degree, a Life License
to Teach in Public Schools of the State. Shorter Normal Courses are offered,
leading to Certificate.
SPECIAL COURSES—Stenography and Typewriting, Dressmaking, Millin-
ery, Cooking, Household Arts, Drawing and Manual Training, Art, Bookkeep-
ing. Thorough instruction given in Cooking, Floriculture, Freehand and
Industrial Drawing. Designing, Reading, Physical Training, Art, and Kinder-
garten Teaching. A course for training m Library Methods is given.
MUSIC—In this Department, instruction given in Piano, Organ, Sight Sing-
ing, Voice Training, and Chorus Singing.
SCHOLARSHIPS—Each County is given as many Scholarships as it has
Members in the House of Representatives. A Scholarship is worth one hun-
dred dollars and Free Tuition, and must be won by competitive examination.
In addition to the regular State Scholarships, thirty-one Dining-Room Scholar-
ships are given. These Scholarships pay all expenses, for work in dining-room
and kitchen. Expenses for session of nine months:
FOR STUDENTS PAYING TUITION $162.00
FOR STUDENTS HAVING FREE TUITION 122.00
FOR SCHOLARSHIP STUDENTS 22.00
For Catalog and other information, address
D. B. JOHNSON, President
ROCK HILL, S. C.
Henry Pilche/s Sons
Pipe Organs
Builders of the Grand Organ
in Winthrop College
Auditorium
914 and 920 Mason Avenue
LOUISVILLE, KY.
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR
THE
SUNBEAM
Brand
of
PURE FOODS
THE WORLD'S BEST'
Cotrell & Leonard
ALBANY, TV. Y.
MAKF.RS OF CAPS, GOWNS, and
HOODS to the American Colleges and
Universities from the ATLANTIC to
the PACIFIC Class contracts a
specialty. Correct Hoods, Rich Robes
for Pulpit and Bench
Bulletin, Samples, Etc., on Request
Milton-Bradley Company
Headquarters in the South for
KINDERGARTEN SUPPLIES
Art Materials
Manual Training Goods, Etc.
CATALOGS FREE
ATLANTA GEORGIA
Have You Ever Noticed the
Scarcity of SECOND-HAND
STIEFF PIANOS with
the " Other Dealer ?"
WHY IS IT?
ASK STIEFF OWNERS
THERE'S A REASON
STIEFF
2 1 9 South Tryon Street
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
WRITE FOR CATALOG AND PRICES
HUNTLEY - HILL - STOCKTON
COMPANY
Home and Office Furnishers
WINSTON - SALEM, N. C.
Let us estimate on furnishing your
Home, Dormitory, or Hospital
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
OUR PRINTING PLANT
now occupies a modem, four-story brick build-
ing especially constructed for our needs.
Every floor is 611ed with new machinery, and
material of the latest model.
This equipment complete in every detail ena-
bles us to offer you the very best in Printing
and Binding.
THE R. L. BRYAN COMPANY
"THE HOUSE OF QUALITY"
1427 Main Street COLUMBIA, S. C.
To Enjoy Good Coffee
Two things are essential to Good Coffee.
You must make it right; you must have Good
Coffee to start with.
MORARA
COFFEE
is absolutely pure,
and a superior cup
quality.
In Sealed
Tins
—
1 lb., 3 lb., 4 lb., 5 lb.
ALWAYS FRESH!
Ask for Morara Coffee!
GOOD AT SCHOOL
GOOD AT HOME
SCHOOLDAY "Spreads," so dear to the hearts of schoolgirls, can be
repeated often at home; but to be a complete success, STONE'S CAKE
should be served. It is simply delicious cake
—
made with butter; has the quality
of the most expensive cakes; and is sold under a guarantee of absolute quality.
STONE'S WRAPPED CAKES
are shipped daily to Grocers ail over
the entire South. Six Varieties—
ALWAYS FRESH.
WILLIAMSON GROCERY COMPANY
Agents for ROCK HILL, S. C.
MAKE OUR STORE
YOUR STORE
Where you can always find, in addition to every -
thing appertaining to the Winthrop Uniform, well -
selected lines of Dainty Laces and White Goods,
Stamped Linens, Toilet Articles, Ribbons, Silks,
Satins, and Ties, Hosiery, Corsets, Winthrop Pen-
nants, and a beautiful collection of Street, Dress,
and Evening Pumps and Slippers, in all the Up
-
to- Date Designs and Materials.
REMEMBER YOU CAN ALWAYS GET IT AT
F R I E D H E I M'S
ROCK HILL, S. C.
BIACH-IHRII"S
The Jewelry Home for the
Winthrop Student
Remember, we have been mutual friends for many years ; and
trust this friendly relation will always exist. We appreciate
your business. We are your dealers for Society Pins, Etc.
You will find them in stock.
// it is a Gift of the Highest Quality
You Will Find it Here
Large line of Jewelry, Silverware, Libby Cut Glass, Stouf-
fer's Hand -Painted China, Seth Thomas Clocks, and many
other useful as well as ornamental gifts. Mail orders receive
prompt attention.
Repairing and Engraving
Our Specialty
©li a®iiail© J®w@l®rg
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J. L. Phillips Drug Gompany
ROCK HILL, S. C.
PHONE 111
All cars stop at our door, and the latchstring hangs on
the outside.
^I We are always glad to see our old
friends among the Winthrop students, and are anxious
to get acquainted with the new ones. ^ To you, we
ask that you come in and rest and refresh yourself at
our fountain.
Orders Taf^en for
Cut Flowers
Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen Hnyler's Candies
Roddey-Poe Mercantile Gompany
DEPARTMENT STORE
ROCK HILL, S. C.
Where they make a specialty of the wants for the
Winthrop Students. Send them your orders for
SERGE SKIRTS, SERGE, GOSSARD
CORSETS, ETC.
When in the city, make their store your trading head-
quarters, where you will be shown every courtesy, and
your trade will always be appreciated by them.
"THE STORE THAT SELLS WOOLTEX"
WINTHROP, WELCOME
$1.00 Guaranteed Kid Gloves
Holeproof Guaranteed Hose, $2.00
and $3.00 a Box
UR new management invites you to make this store your
shopping place. You will find that we are glad to see you;
and will not only strive to please you, but will see that your
w^ants are supplied.
ON THE LOWER FLOOR, you will find Dry Goods, Notions, and
Sho«s.
BALCONY: Millinery and Ladies' Ready - to - Wear.
UPSTAIRS: Dressmaking.
Special Attention Given to Mail Orders We Pay Parcel Post Charges
Special Lot of Ladies' Handkerchiefs
Regular 25c. Value, 10c.
ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW IN NECKWEAR
MUTUAL DRY GOODS COMPANY
ROCK HILL, S. C.
EASTMAN KODAKS
TOILET ARTICLES
NORRIS CANDY
STATIONERY
Rock Hill Drug Company
J. B. JOHNSON. PRESIDENT
"IN BUSINESS FOR YOUR HEALTH"
FINEST SODA FOUNTAIN IN THE CITY
DELICIOUS ICE
CREAM
MARTHA WASHINGTON
CANDY
FOR POSTCARDS, CANDY, MUSIC
STATIONERY, ETC., GO TO
Patterson 's
5, 10, and 25c. Store
WE SAVE YOU MONEY
OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE ROCK HILL. S. C.
IFIT'S PRINTING
ANYTHING FROM A
VISITING CARD
TO COLLEGE CATALOG
"THE KIND THAT SATISFIES"
WE FURNISH IT
C K. SCHWRAR O. K. WILLIAMS
President secret ary and treasurer
THE RECORD PRINTING
COMPANY
ROCK HILL, S. C.
FOR SALE
If you want a home in close
proximity to Winthrop College,
or if you prefer to buy a lot and
build a house, it will be to your
interest to take the matter up
either by letter or by personal
interview with the
REAL ESTATE
DEPARTMENT
THE PEOPLES TRUST
COMPANY
ROCK HILL, S. C.
CAPITOL
COFFEE
ROASTED AND PACKED
IN NEW YORK
RUSSELL & CO.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
NEAT SHOES MAKE
MARRIAGES
/,^—e-'-a
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ANEAT SHOE AND A TRIM ANKLEadd grace and attractiveness to a
woman's appearance— and when the
men sit up and take notice, there's something
doing. Be sure the shoes are neat, however.
A slovenly shoe is about as repulsive as an
untidy shirtwaist or a badly fitting skirt on a
w^oman.
Come in here, and let us show
you some of our
' Marriage - Making ' ' Shoes
DIEHL-MOORE SHOE COMPANY
ROCK HILL, S. C.
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